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Preface

The past two decades have witnessed an explosion of ideas in the general field
of nonlinear dynamics.

In fact, it has become increasingly clear that areas as diverse as signal
processing, lasers, molecular motors, and biomedical anomalies have a com-
mon underlying thread: the dynamics that underpin these systems are inher-
ently nonlinear. Yet, while there has been significant progress in the theory
of nonlinear phenomena under an assortment of system boundary conditions
and preparations, there exist comparatively few devices that actually take this
rich behavior into account.

In the presence of background noise (a given, for most practical applica-
tions), the underlying dynamic phenomena become even richer, with the noise
actually mediating cooperative behavior that, when properly understood, can
lead to significant performance enhancements; a striking example of this be-
havior occurs, for example, when the underlying dynamics undergoes a bifur-
cation from static to oscillating behavior when a control parameter is swept
through a critical value. If properly understood, theoretically, the (suitably
quantified) system response can be significantly enhanced near the onset of
the bifurcation. Examples of this behavior have been observed in a large num-
ber of laboratory experiments on systems ranging from solid state lasers, to
SQUIDs, and such behavior has been hypothesized to account for some of
the more striking information processing properties of biological neurons. In
many cases, background noise can precipitate this behavior, thereby playing
a significant role in the optimization of the response of these systems to small
external perturbations.

A series of meetings on topics such as Stochastic Resonance, Experimen-
tal Chaos, and Neural Coding, have attempted to bring together researchers
in this field (of applied nonlinear dynamics), whose ramifications cut across
“party lines”, however, there has not been, to date, a meeting that brings
together researchers who are actually attempting to apply and exploit this
knowledge to make devices which operate more efficiently (e.g. without com-
plicated nulling circuits to essentially block the effects of the nonlinearity) and
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cheaply, while affording the promise of much better performance. Given the
current explosion of ideas in areas as diverse as molecular motors, nonlinear
filtering theory, noise-enhanced propagation, stochastic resonance and (per-
haps most important) networked systems the time was deemed to be right,
particularly in this dawn of the era of nanotechnology, to have a meeting of
researchers who are actually attempting to integrate some of these ideas into
real devices.

The plenary and invited speakers at this meeting were drawn from a rar-
ified mix. They included a few well-established researchers in the theory of
noisy nonlinear dynamic systems, as well as a “new breed” of pioneers (ap-
plied physicists, engineers, and biologists) who are attempting to apply these
ideas in actual laboratory (and in some cases industrial) applications.

Again, micro- and nano-technology was an area of emphasis; however,
the idea was to present developments in a wide spectrum of practical areas.
Preference was given to researchers who are actually involved in fabricating
and experimenting with devices that are left to operate in their free-running
(i.e. inherently nonlinear dynamical) configuration, rather than being “quasi-
linearized” as mentioned above.

In addition, the organizers attempted to give some exposure to much
younger researchers (advanced graduate students and postdocs) in the form
of short contributed talks or posters. Plenty of time for discussions and sight-
seeing was available.

The goal faced in the organization of this conference was quite ambitious
due to the virtually limitless set of areas that can be covered with the nonlinear
dynamics umbrella, however the scientific coordination efforts were focused to
identified a number of themes, yet still quite large, as can be derived from
the technical program of the DANOLD conference that corresponds almost
completely to the table of contents of this proceeding book.

The meeting may be regarded as the logical successor to the 1997 ANDM
(Applied Nonlinear Dynamics Near the Millennium) meeting, held in San
Diego. That meeting brought together researchers from physics, engineering,
biology and the social sciences, who were involved in the analysis (and in a
few cases experiments with) of applied nonlinear dynamical systems.

This meeting was intended to lead to the next level; it concentrated on
the implementation of these ideas into actual devices and systems. However,
realizing that theoretical ideas and discoveries march to the beat of their own
drum, the meeting also featured, as already stated, some novel theoretical
ideas that have not yet made it to the drawing board, but show great promise
for the future.

The meeting was held in beautiful Catania, Sicily. In addition to lying
at the base of an active volcano, and being home to a number of active and
prolific research groups (at the Universita degli Studi di Catania, as well
as numerous local high-tech companies), Catania is close to historical and
architectural gems such as Taormina, Siracusa, and Agrigento. It provided a
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truly beautiful atmosphere and setting to conduct a meeting of this kind, on
a subject that is poised on the threshold of an explosion.

The organizers extend their sincerest thanks to the principal sponsors of
the meeting: SPAWAR Systems Center (San Diego), Office of Naval Research-
Global (London), and the Engineering Faculty of the Università degli Studi
di Catania, who, through their support, enabled the organization of a quality
meeting without too much of a financial burden placed on individual par-
ticipants. In addition, many thanks are due to the local sponsors that have
allowed to enrich the social program of the conference and, last but not least,
our grateful thanks go to the collegues that have chaired the sessions and to
the numerous individuals (postdocs, graduate students, and secretaries) who
donated long hours of labor to the success of the meeting.

A special thank is for Dr. Bruno Andò and Dr. Visarath In who have
helped us in a precious and priceless manner throughout this all adventure.

Finally, we thank Springer-Verlag for their production of an elegant pro-
ceedings book.

Catania, Italy S. Baglio
San Diego, USA A.R. Bulsara
March 2006
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Use of Chaos to Improve Equipments

L. Fortuna and M. Frasca

Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica Elettronica e dei Sistemi, Università degli
Studi di Catania, viale A. Doria 6, 95125 Catania, Italy
lfortuna@diees.unict.it

In this communication three applications where the use of chaos improves the
device are dealt with. The first application concerns the use of chaos to drive
sonar sensors in multi-user scenarios. The second application deals with the
use of chaos to enhance motion control of a microrobot. The third application
deals with a new synchronization scheme for chaotic systems.

1 Application of Chaos to Sonars

Ultrasonic devices are widely used in robotics as exteroceptive sensors for
ranging measurements. These applications involve a large number of sonars
operating concurrently, giving rise to the phenomenon of crosstalk. The first
application presented in this work aims to exploit the peculiarity of chaos
to enhance the performance of sonar systems in terms of crosstalk and noise
rejection. In particular, since all chaotic systems share properties [1] such
as sharp autocorrelation functions and uncorrelation between signals coming
from different systems as well as signals coming from different attractors of the
same system, chaos is a suitable paradigm in any application in which a unique
signature for a source of information is needed. The main idea underlying this
application [4] is therefore to drive a sonar with suitable chaotic signals and
apply a matched filter technique for a robust rejection of crosstalk and noise.
The great advantage of chaotic signals is that they can be easily generated
with a low cost analog circuitry. Therefore, the sonar system presented in
this work does not require digital units to drive the sensor. Moreover, the
uniqueness of sequences is guaranteed by the properties of the circuitry, and
no coordination or supervision units are required to avoid crosstalk.

Ranging measurements based on sonars are usually performed by mea-
suring the TOF of an ultrasound wave propagating in air. In low cost, au-
tonomous robot applications, the most used sonar sensor is perhaps the Po-
laroid Series 600, driven by the Polaroid 6500 Ranging Module [3].
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The approach adopted in this work conjugates the ideas of exploiting both
the time intervals between the pulses emitted by the sonar and the peculiar
characteristics of chaotic signals to build a unique signature belonging to each
sensor. The main idea underlying the chaotic modulation used is to generate a
sequence of pulses in which the duration of the time interval between a pulse
and the next one is provided by a chaotic law. As the information is contained
on the temporal distance between pulses, additive noise on the channel does
not affect the integrity of the information. Moreover, pulses with a small duty
cycle are used, thus involving low power consumption.

In particular, the chaotic sequence is generated on the basis of a continuous
chaotic attractor via a voltage-to-time conversion implemented in a modulator
circuit designed for the purpose of continuous chaotic pulse position modula-
tion (CPPM). In our case, the continuous circuit generating chaos is the well
known Chua’s Circuit [2].

The experimental setup has been built with a Polaroid series 600 sensor.
The power circuitry has been obtained by using only the output stage of
the Polaroid series 6500 ranging module and inhibiting the remainder of the
board. The train of pulses has been emitted through continuous CPPM driven
by a Chua’s circuit evolving according to a double scroll Chua attractor [2].

The sensor has been characterized for measurements ranging from 5 cm
to 145 cm, in 5 cm steps. Three sets of experiments have been carried out.
The first one refers to measurements performed by using the sonar driven by
CPPM, in a single-user scenario. The second one refers to the same experi-
ment, in presence of another CPPM sensor located close to the sensor to be
characterized (two-user scenario). The third one refers to measurements per-
formed by a sensor driven by an original Polaroid 6500-Series Sonar Ranging
Module. It is worth remarking that in this case, measurements of distance
under 40 cm require specific techniques to damp the echo of the transmitted
signal, which would lead to incorrect measurement. This is prevented by the
constructor by introducing a blank interval of 238 ms, when the sensor is
inhibited. Table 1 reports the average measurement error committed in the
three cases. To make a comparison, the table has been worked out by consid-
ering the range 40 cm–145 cm. It is worth noticing that the CPPM approach
allows to perform measurements under 40 cm without adopting any particular
technique to damp the echo of the transmitted signal. The signal transmitted
is in fact entirely received by the sensor and gives rise to a large peak of cor-
relation at the origin of time, which can be ignored. In conclusion, the CPPM
approach allows us to perform ranging measurements with an error compa-
rable with that committed by the Polaroid Ranging module, despite of the
presence of crosstalk and noise, thus obtaining a better overall performance.
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Table 1. Average error committed in the range 40 cm–145 cm

Polaroid Ranging Module CPPM Multi-user CPPM

Mean 2.29% 1.87% 1.84%

2 Chaos to Improve Motion Control of Microrobots

The second application deals with the use of chaos for motion control in
microrobotics. In particular, a microrobot actuated by piezoelectric elements,
named PLIF (Piezo Light Intelligent Flea) [5], designed to be fast, small, light
and cheap, is taken into account and chaos is used to enhance the motion
capabilities on irregular surfaces.

Usually, the actuation of robot legs is controlled by square wave signals
characterized by a fixed amplitude and a variable switching frequency. In
this application these signals are generated performing a frequency modu-
lation driven by the chaotic evolution of Chua’s circuit state variables. The
smooth changes of the actuation signal frequency, performed by our chaotic
system, enhances the microrobot walking capabilities especially when walking
on irregular surfaces. Indeed, when driven with a constant frequency control
signal, the microrobot is able to walk on regular surfaces if the frequency is
appropriately tuned, but very small irregularities (such as grazes) can be a
serious problem for the microrobot. By exploiting the widespread spectrum of
a chaotic signal, a control signal with erratically varying frequency is provided
to the robot making it able to deal with asperities in the surface and adapt-
able to different surfaces. In fact, in our microrobot chaos is directly used in
the actuation system to modulate the signals devoted to the robot control.

The actuation of the microrobot used in this application is based on piezo-
electric ceramic actuators. Piezoelectric materials are particular structures
able to produce a voltage when deformed and, viceversa, an excitation volt-
age induces a deformation that can generate a force. Hence, it is possible to
use piezoelectric materials as deformation sensors as well as actuators. The
piezoelectric actuator is made up of two piezoceramics joined and isolated
through a resin coverage. The two elements are excited alternatively: one of
the elements, excited, shortens while the other one stretches making the en-
tire structure bending toward the short side. To recover the original position
it is sufficient to reverse the excitation voltage. The piezoelectric actuators
are used to build the legs of the robot; each leg is therefore actuated by a
flexor-extensor-like pair. The whole structure of the PLIF robot, designed to
be light and as small as possible, is shown in Fig. 1(a).

The motion control system generates and controls the locomotion pattern
of the microrobot which preliminary experimental tests have been revealed
to be the most effective for the adopted structure. The motion pattern is
characterized by the simultaneous actuation of the two legs. Each robot leg
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The PLIF microrobot structure. (b) Block scheme of the electronic
board

follows this movement sequence: femur raising; tibia moving forward; femur
going down; tibia moving backward.

In [5] and related works, the locomotion pattern is realized by an oscillator
which generates a square wave signal with constant frequency and by a power
circuitry (driver) providing the voltage supply needed by the piezoelectric
actuator. In this application, in order to provide the robot with adaptive
capabilities, this control scheme has been modified as shown in Fig. 1(b),
where chaotic modulation of the control signal is included. In this way, the
generation of control signals with time-variant frequency can be accomplished.
The frequency of the control signal changes as function of the state variables of
a chaotic circuit. Thus, the unpredictable behavior of the chaotic modulating
signal is exploited to obtain a control system able to explore at each step
new solutions to the motion control problem. In particular, one of the state
variables of a Chua’s circuit is used as modulation driving signal.

In order to evaluate the performances of the microrobot, three kind of
tests were performed. In the first set of tests the microrobot walks on different
smooth surfaces like an iron or wooden layer. In the second set of tests the
surfaces are grazed in order to compare the performances in terms of speed
obtained with or without chaotic modulation. The last set of tests concerns the
overloading of the microrobot structure in order to verify if the introduction
of chaotically modulated control signals is able to improve the motion also in
presence of heavy structures.

Comparative results show that driving the actuation by using chaotic mod-
ulation leads to consistent improvements in terms of two factors: robot speed
and motion on irregular surfaces. In particular on grazed surfaces, the robot,
driven by chaotically modulated signals, is able to pass over the scratches
while in the case of constant frequency actuation signal the robot often stops
or decreases its velocity. To graphically show the improvements obtained using
chaotically modulated frequency signal, the robot has been equipped with a
led that lights up when the robot is actuated. A camera with a long exposure
time has been used in order to take pictures which traces the robot trajec-
tory. As shown in Fig. 2, improvements are clearly visible simply comparing
the trajectory of the red led.
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Fig. 2. Performances on an scratched wooden surface. On the left side the constant
frequency case is reported, on the right side the chaotically modulated frequency
case

3 Separation and Synchronization of Chaotic Circuits

The third application described in this communication deals with a new syn-
chronization scheme for chaotic systems. In the classical scheme based on
negative feedback [7], starting from the difference of two corresponding state
variables (which are assumed measurable), an error signal is built and fed back
into the slave system. In this application the synchronization of two pairs of
chaotic systems instead of two chaotic systems by using a negative feedback
scheme is investigated. In our case, thus, the master system is formed by two
independent chaotic systems (i.e. two different systems which do not inter-
act each other). In general, the synchronization of two pairs of such chaotic
systems requires two independent feedback signals. In our case, instead, the
question if and under which conditions synchronization can be achieved by
using only a feedback signal which depends on both the two chaotic systems
of the master (i.e. it is for instance a linear combination of the state variables
of the two master chaotic systems) has been investigated. We refer to this
problem as separation and synchronization of chaotic signals.

In particular, the problem of separation and synchronization for a class of
chaotic systems, namely those with piece-wise linear (PWL) nonlinearities, is
investigated with an approach based on linear matrix inequalities (LMI) [6].

The main idea underlying the application is the following. Chaotic sys-
tems characterized by PWL nonlinearities are considered: in each region of
the PWL, the systems of this class assume different linear behavior switch-
ing through the PWL regions. Therefore, a PWL system is characterized by
the set of its possible linearizations. Since, in each region, each linear sys-
tem can be observed using the classical linear control techniques, our idea is
to design an observer which simultaneously guarantees asymptotically stable
error dynamics in each of these regions. Therefore, to solve the problem of
separation and synchronization, the observer should be designed by solving
a simultaneous stability problem. This can be done by formulating an LMI
problem. If this problem is feasible, the corresponding problem of separation
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Fig. 3. Separation and synchronization of a pair composed by a Chua’s circuit and
a Kennedy oscillator. (a) Synchronization plot x1m vs. x1s. (b) Synchronization plot
x2m vs. x2s

and synchronization may admit a solution. Moreover, numerical results often
show that this condition is also sufficient for the existence of a solution to the
separation and synchronization problem.

An example related to the synchronization of a pair of chaotic systems
made of a Chua’s circuit [2] and a Kennedy’s oscillator [8] is reported. In Fig. 3
the synchronization plots related to corresponding variables of the master and
slave Chua’s circuit (named x1m and x1s, respectively) and to the correspond-
ing variables of the master and slave Kennedy’s oscillator (named as x2m and
x2s, respectively) are shown emphasizing that the two systems are perfectly
synchronized.

Experimental results confirm the suitability of the approach even in the
real case, when nonidentical systems are necessarily considered.

The solution to the problem of separation and synchronization, introduced
in this application, can be adopted in chaotic communication systems. For in-
stance, in order to enlarge the bandwidth of the communication channel it
might be possible to use two different chaotic carriers transmitting two differ-
ent information at the same time. In this case, the two chaotic systems of the
slave have to be synchronized to the two chaotic systems of the master, start-
ing from only one signal containing the carriers and the data mapped on them.
This can be achieved applying the proposed separation and synchronization
scheme.

4 Conclusions

Since the discovery of chaos in physical systems, chaotic behavior has been
also observed in many engineering fields. For instance, many electrical and
electronic systems such as DC-DC converters may show chaotic behavior. In
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such systems the chaotic behavior is often an undesirable behavior which the
designer should avoid. More recently, another point of view has gained inter-
est and possible applications of chaos (and in particular of chaotic circuits) to
engineering problems are searched for. In this communication three applica-
tions from different application fields in which the use of chaos improves the
performance of the device have been presented. In particular, the use of chaos
to drive sonar sensors in multi-user scenarios, the use of chaos to enhance
motion control of a microrobot and a new synchronization scheme for chaotic
systems have been discussed.
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Noise Induced Switching Between Oscillation
States in a Nonlinear Micromechanical
Oscillator

H.B. Chan and C. Stambaugh

Department of Physics, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32608, USA

The interplay of noise and nonlinearity often leads to novel phenomena in
micro- and nano-systems. Such phenomena are of fundamental and practi-
cal interest since they have the potential to offer new functionalities and to
improve the performance of sensors. For instance, nonlinear systems often
develops bistability when the periodic driving is sufficiently strong. In the
presence of fluctuations, the nonlinear system can be induced to escape from
one metastable dynamical state into the other. Unlike equilibrium systems
where the escape rate can be calculated from the height of the free-energy
barrier [1], driven systems are, generally, far from thermal equilibrium and
cannot be characterized by free energy [2–5]. Consequently, the escape rate in
such non-equilibrium systems must be derived from system dynamics [6–9].
Experiments on noise induced switching has been performed in a number
of driven nonlinear systems, including parametrically driven electrons in a
Penning trap [10], doubly clamped nanomechanical beams [11, 12] and radio
frequency driven Josephson junctions [13]. Calculation of the escape rate in
such non-equilibrium systems is a non-trivial problem and has attracted much
interest [7, 8, 14,15].

Here we describe our investigation of noise-activated switching in an un-
derdamped micromechanical torsional oscillator periodically driven into non-
linear oscillations. Within a certain range of driving frequencies, the oscillator
has two stable dynamical states with different oscillation amplitudes. We in-
duce the oscillator to escape from one state into the other by injecting noise
in the driving force. By measuring the frequency of random transitions as a
function of noise intensity, we extract the transition rate and demonstrate the
activated behavior for switching.

In our experiment, the micromechanical oscillator is fabricated using a
silicon surface micromachining process. The oscillator consists of a polysilicon
plate (500 µm by 500 µm by 3.5 µm) that is supported by two torsional rods.
After a 2-µm-thick sacrificial silicon oxide layer beneath the plate is etched
away, the plate becomes free to rotate about the torsional springs. Figures 1a
and 1b are scanning electron micrographs of a typical oscillator. The moment
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Fig. 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the micromechanical torsional oscilla-
tor. The large square in the middle is a movable polysilicon top plate. The small
squares are bond pads that provide electrical connections to the top plate and the
two underlying electrodes. (b) Close up on one of the torsional springs. (c) A cross
sectional schematic of the torsional oscillator with electrical connections and mea-
surement circuitry

of inertia I for the plate is 4.3 × 10−17 kg m2, while the spring constants are
each 9.2× 10−9 N m rad−1. The other ends of the springs are anchored to the
silicon substrate. Beneath the top plate, there are two fixed electrodes (500 µm
by 250 µm) on each side of the torsional springs. One of the electrodes is used
to excite the torsional oscillations electrostatically and the other electrode is
used to measure the response.

Figure 1c shows a cross sectional schematic of the oscillator with electrical
connections and measurement circuitry. The application of a periodic voltage
with dc bias Vdc1 to one of the electrodes leads to an electrostatic attrac-
tion between the grounded top plate and the electrode. Torsional oscillations
of the top plate are excited by the periodic component of the electrostatic
torque. The detection electrode is connected to a dc voltage Vdc2 through a
resistor R. As the plate oscillates, the capacitance between the plate and the
detection electrode changes. The detection electrode is connected to a charge
sensitive preamplifier followed by a lock-in amplifier that measures the signal
at the excitation frequency. Measurements were performed at liquid helium
temperature and at pressure of less than 2 × 10−7 torr. The quality factor Q
of the oscillator is about 16,000.

The nonlinear behavior in our torsional oscillator originates mainly from
the strongly distance dependent electrostatic interaction between the top plate
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and the excitation electrode. The equation of motion of the oscillator is given
by [16]:

θ̈ + 2γθ̇ + ω2
oθ = τ/I (1)

where θ is the angular rotation of the top plate, γ is the damping coefficient,
ωo is the natural frequency of the oscillator and τ is the driving torque. τ
arises from the electrostatic interaction between the top plate and the driving
electrode. When the rotation angle θ is small, τ can be written as:

τ = bF (2)

where b is half the distance from the axis of rotation to the edge of the top
plate and the electrostatic force F is evaluated with separation d − bθ:

F =
εoAV 2

2(d − bθ)2
(3)

As shown in Fig. 1c, d is the separation between the top plate and the electrode
when no electrostatic force is applied, A is the area of the electrode and εo

is the permittivity of free space. The excitation voltage V is a sum of three
components:

V = Vdc1 + Vac sin (ωt) + Vnoise (t) (4)

The three terms on the right side of (4) represent the dc voltage, periodic
ac voltage and random noise voltage respectively. Vdc1 is chosen to be much
larger than Vac and Vnoise to linearize the dependence of F on Vac and Vnoise.
The strong spatial dependence of the electrostatic force leads to nonlinear
contributions to the restoring torque. A Taylor expansion of the electrostatic
force F about d gives:

F (d − bθ) = F (d) − F ′(d)bθ +
F ′′(d)(bθ)2

2
− F ′′′(d) (bθ)3

6
(5)

where F ′, F ′′ and F ′′′ denotes the first, second and third spatial derivative of
F respectively. Substituting F (d − bθ) in (1) and (2) leads to:

θ̈ + 2γθ̇ + [ω2
0 − η]θ + βθ3 + C = E sin(ω t) + N(t) (6)

where η=
(
b2εoA/Id3

)
V 2

dc1, β=−
(
2b4εoA/Id5

)
V 2

dc1, C = −
(
bεoA/2Id2

)
V 2

dc1,
E =

(
bεoAVdc1/2Id2

)
Vac is the effective amplitude of the periodic excitation,

and N (t) =
(
bεoAVdc1/2Id2

)
Vnoise (t) is the effective noise in the excitation.

The contribution of the quadratic term to the nonlinearity proves to be neg-
ligible compared to the cubic term, while the linear term produces a shift in
the natural frequency.

We first focus on the response of the oscillator with no injected noise in
the excitation. Figure 2 shows the frequency response of the oscillator at two
different excitation amplitudes. For both cases the peak oscillation amplitudes
are normalized to unity. The squares represent the response of the oscillator
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Fig. 2. Normalized frequency response of the oscillator for excitation voltages ampli-
tudes of 23 µV (solid squares) and 91 µV (hollow circles). The dotted line represents
a fit to the data at smaller driving force using the response of a damped harmonic
oscillator. For the large driving force, two dynamical states coexist from 3296.45
Hz to 3297.40 Hz. The dashed line fits the data to a damped oscillator with cubic
non-linearity [16], yielding β = −1.3 × 1014 rad−2 s−2

when the excitation is small. The resonance peak is fitted well by the dotted
line that corresponds to the response of a damped harmonic oscillator. As
the periodic excitation is increased, contributions from the cubic term in (6)
become more important and lead to nonlinear behavior in the oscillations.
The resonance curve becomes asymmetric, with the peak shifting to lower
frequencies. At a high enough excitation, the frequency response becomes
hysteretic, as shown by the circles in Fig. 2. Within the certain range of driving
frequencies from 3296.4 Hz to 3297.4 Hz, there are two stable dynamical states
with different oscillation amplitudes. The system resides in the high-amplitude
state or the low-amplitude state depending on the history of the oscillator. In
the absence of fluctuations, the oscillator remains in one of the stable states
indefinitely.

In the presence of noise in the excitation, the oscillator could be induced
to escape from one state into the other. Since this driven, bistable system
is far from thermal equilibrium and cannot be characterized by free energy,
calculation of the escape rate is a non-trivial problem. Theoretical analysis
[6, 7] suggests that the rate of escape Γ at a particular driving frequency
depends exponentially on the ratio of an activation energy Ea to the noise
intensity IN :

Γ = Γ0 exp(−Ea/IN ) (7)

Close to the bifurcation frequency where the high-amplitude state disap-
pears, the activation energy is expected to display system-independent scaling.
For cubic nonlinearity, the activation energy is given by:

Ea ∝ ∆ωα (8)
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where the frequency detuning ∆ω is the difference between the driving fre-
quency and the bifurcation frequency. The activation energy is predicted [6,7]
to increase with frequency detuning with critical exponent α = 3/2 for all
dynamical systems with cubic nonlinearity. We will describe below our com-
prehensive experimental investigation of activated switching from the high-
amplitude to the low-amplitude state of the micromechanical oscillator.

In our experiment, transitions from the high-amplitude state to the low-
amplitude state are induced by injecting noise in the excitation with a band-
width of 100 Hz centered about the resonant frequency. The bandwidth of the
noise is much larger than the width of the resonance peak. Figure 3a shows
typical switching events where the oscillator resides in the high amplitude
state for various durations before escaping to the low amplitude state. Due
to the random nature of the transitions, a large number of switching events
must be recorded to determine the transition rate accurately. During the time
interval between switching events in Fig. 3a, the oscillator is reset to the high
amplitude state using the following procedure. First, the noise is turned off
and the driving frequency is increased beyond the range of frequencies where
bistability occurs (>3297.4 Hz as shown in Fig. 2). The driving frequency
is then decreased slowly towards the target frequency so that the oscillator
remains in the high-amplitude state. Once the target frequency is reached,
the noise is turned back on and the time for the oscillator to escape from the
high-amplitude state is recorded. This process is then repeated multiple times
to accumulate the statistics for the switching. This procedure is necessary be-
cause the energy barrier for transitions from the low-amplitude state back to
the high-amplitude state is much larger than the barrier for transition in the
opposite direction. Thus, noise induced transitions from the low-amplitude to
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Fig. 3. (a) In the presence of noise in the excitation, the oscillator switches from
the high amplitude state to the low amplitude state at different time intervals. The
system is reset to the upper amplitude state between switching events. (b) His-
togram of the residence time in the upper state before switching occurs, at detuning
frequency of 0.15 Hz. The dotted line is an exponential fit
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the high-amplitude state will fail to occur in the duration of the experiment
and the oscillator must be reset to the high-amplitude state using the steps
described above. Figure 3b shows a histogram of the residence time TR in the
high-amplitude state before a transition occurs. The exponential dependence
on the residence time indicates that the transitions are random and follow
Poisson statistics as expected.

The activation energy at a particular detuning frequency is determined
by recording a large number of transitions for multiple noise intensities (IN ).
The average residence time at each noise intensity is extracted from the ex-
ponential fit to the corresponding histograms. Figure 4 plots the logarithm
of the transition rate as a function of inverse noise intensity. The transition
rate varies exponentially with inverse noise intensity, demonstrating that es-
cape from the high-amplitude state is activated in nature. According to (7),
the slope in Fig. 4 yields the activation barrier for escaping from the high-
amplitude state at the particular detuning frequency.
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Fig. 4. Logarithm of the transition rate from the high amplitude state to the low
amplitude state as a function of inverse noise intensity at detuning frequency of
0.15 Hz. The slope of the linear fit yields the activation energy

Measurement of the activation barrier at different detuning frequencies is
currently in progress. Such data will yield the critical exponent for noise acti-
vated switching between dynamical states in a driven, nonlinear system and
allow experimental verification of the system-independent scaling of activation
energy near the bifurcation point.

Apart from the scaling behavior of the activation barrier near the bifur-
cation point, novel phenomenon arises when the transition rates out of the
two states are comparable. As we have discussed, the transition rate depends
exponentially on the activation barrier (7). The ratio of the populations of
the two dynamical states is given by:

w1/w2 ∝ e(E2−E1)/IN (9)
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Fig. 5. (a) Occupation of the high-amplitude state (upright triangle) and the low
amplitude state (inverted triangle) as a function of the driving frequency. (b) The os-
cillation amplitude switches between two values as a function of time. (c) Histogram
of the oscillation amplitude

where E1 and E2 are the activation barriers to escape out of states 1 and
2 respectively. Due to the exponential dependence of the population ratio on
E2−E1, the oscillator remains in one of the states at most driving frequencies.
Only over a very narrow range of driving frequencies will the occupation of the
two states be comparable [7,17]. This behavior resembles equilibrium systems
with multiple phases such as vapor and liquid. In thermal equilibrium, these
systems are usually in one of the phases and coexistence of the phases only
occurs at the phase transition. Albeit our micromechanical oscillator is driven
far from equilibrium, theoretical analysis predicts that a similar kinetic phase
transition occurs at certain driving frequencies [7].

Figure 5a shows the occupation of the two states as a function of driving
frequency. On the low frequency side of the hysteresis loop, the occupation
of the high-amplitude state is negligible while the occupation of the low-
amplitude state is almost unity. As the frequency increases, the activation
energy for escaping from the high-amplitude state increases. On the high
frequency side of the hysteresis loop, the occupation of the two states are
reversed, with the probability of finding the oscillator in the upper state close
to unity. While the oscillator is predominantly in one of the states at most
driving frequencies, a small range of frequencies exists where the populations
of the two states are comparable. The oscillator undergoes a kinetic phase
transition at these driving frequencies [7,18,19]. Figure 5b plots the oscillation
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amplitude as a function of time, illustrating the oscillator switching between
two states. The relative occupation of the two states at this driving frequency
is obtained by calculating the area under the two peaks in the histogram of
the oscillation amplitude in Fig. 5c.

We are currently investigating a range of fluctuation phenomena near the
kinetic phase transition. Micromechanical torsional oscillators provide well-
characterized systems with tunable characteristics, allowing quantitative com-
parisons of experimental results with theoretical predictions of activated es-
cape.

We are grateful to M.I. Dykman and D. Ryvkine for useful discussions.
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Abstract. Experiments on noise-induced escape of a mesoscopic particle in a
double-well potential are described. The potential is created by the interaction of two
focused laser beams with a single sub-micrometer dielectric particle. By mapping
the 3-dimensional trapping potential, the eigenfrequencies of the trapped particle
are found. Over-barrier transitions are directly measured as a function of the rate
and amplitude of a modulation that periodically tilts the potential. At low modu-
lation rates and amplitudes the particle follows the potential adiabatically. As the
system approaches its saddle-node bifurcation, different scaling regions emerge, each
characterized by distinctive power-laws as predicted by recent theories. Of particular
interest is the presence of a weakly non-adiabatic region with novel critical behavior.

1 Introduction

Optical trapping of sub-micrometer colloidal particles has proven to be a useful
technique for non-invasive manipulation of physical and biological objects
[1–3]. The method is most often applied to transparent dielectric objects in
aqueous solution. The trapping forces exerted on the colloidal particles are of
order 1–100 pN under typical conditions [4]. Since these forces are greater than
the gravitational force on the particle in solution, the traps can be employed
as optical “tweezers”, capable of grabbing the particle and moving it in three
dimensions. The particle can be visualized as being confined by a potential
created by the interaction of the dielectric particle with the time-averaged
radiation intensity of the optical beam. In water, significant viscous forces are
brought into play when the colloidal particle is manipulated by translating the
beam. This leads to an overdamped response controlled by a Stokes viscous
damping rate Γ .

In determining the response of the colloidal particle to a time-dependent
change of the potential, it is generally assumed that the particle remains in
equilibrium with its environment, a statement of adiabaticity. However, when
the drive frequency becomes sufficiently high, adiabaticity is violated since the
particle is no longer able to follow the changing potential [5]. In this paper, we
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explore the conditions under which adiabatic conditions exist in a periodically
modulated double optical trap. Quite surprisingly, we have found that non-
adiabatic effects become significant at very low modulation frequencies, of
order 1 Hz, for a 0.6 µm colloidal glass sphere in water.

In the experiments reported here, a bistable optical potential is created by
two independent optical traps with sub-µm separation [6,7]. The potential is
tilted periodically at a constant frequency and amplitude by intensity mod-
ulating one, or both, optical beams. The single observable is the position of
the particle as it oscillates about one of the two stable points of the poten-
tial or makes a transition over the single potential barrier separating the two
wells. The optical potential is determined by applying a statistical analysis
to experimental data. Over-barrier transition rates are also measured. As the
modulation amplitude is increased, the transition rate increases in a way that
is well-described by recent theories. Near the bifurcation point, the transition
rates follow a universal form, with critical exponents that depend on modu-
lation frequency, i.e., degree of adiabaticity. Agreement between experiment
and theory [8,9] in the previously unexplored non-adiabatic region is quite
good.

2 Static Optical Potential

A single sub-micrometer diameter silica sphere is suspended in water and
trapped in the bistable potential formed by the particle’s interaction with two
0.633 nm wavelength beams. Figure 1a shows a rendering of the two focused
laser beams and the trapped sphere near the focal point in the sample cell. The
beams propagate in the +z direction with separation along the x-axis by 0.3
to 0.4 µm. The intent of this geometry is the creation of a single saddle-point
that separates two stable trapping points. A one-dimensional schematic of the
potential along the x-direction is shown in Fig. 1b. The particle undergoes
Brownian motion near the bottom of one of the potential minima until a
large fluctuation causes the particle to overcome the barrier, resulting in an
interwell transition. By controlling the relative beam separation and the beam
intensities, the potential barrier is tunable from zero to 10 kBT .

The two HeNe lasers, with nominally 20 mW maximum power, are stabi-
lized by Pockels cell electro-optic modulators. The two beams are combined
at a beam splitter, and imaged into a sample cell by a 100× 1.4 NA PlanApo
objective lens. As they enter the objective, the beams are mutually incoherent
and circularly polarized. A portion of the beams is extracted before entering
the objective so that beam steering fluctuations can be suppressed. The beams
are separated and allowed to impinge on quadrant photodiodes. Feedback volt-
ages are generated and used to control galvo positioners located before the
beam splitter/combiner. This active feedback circuit has proven necessary to
reduce relative motion of the two beams in the focal plane of the objective.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Optical trap formed by two focused laser beams. Representation of the (a)
two beam optical trap with 0.6 µm sphere and (b) potential energy U(x) cross-
section. The beams propagate in the +z direction and are separated in the x direc-
tion. Interaction of the beams and particle creates a potential with barrier b and
stable points a and c

In general, system stability to better 10 nm for periods of an hour or more is
needed to insure reliable transition rate measurements.

To measure the transition statistics (and the three dimensional potential
energy) the particle is imaged onto a CCD camera whose output is transferred
to a digital computer for analysis. The computer extracts the three coordinates
of the center of mass r (t) of the sphere in less than 5 ms, the reciprocal frame
rate of the present camera. The resulting time series is then analyzed to obtain
statistical measures of the transition dynamics, such as instantaneous and
average transition rates.

A quantitative determination of the three-dimensional potential is made
by use of the Boltzmann expression

ρ(r) = Z−1 exp [−U(r)/kBT ] , (1)

where ρ(r) is the probability density for finding the particle in a volume
element δr. The equation is inverted to find U(r) where U(r) is the position-
dependent potential energy and Z is a normalization constant [6].

The particle position is sampled for at least 106 frames, a duration much
longer than the mean interwell transition time. Slices through the potential
in the three orthogonal directions yield the energy contours shown in Fig. 2.

The potential is parameterized in the vicinity of the extrema by assuming
a quadratic coordinate dependence and performing least-squares fits to the
data. Figure 3 shows the one-dimensional profiles along orthogonal y, z, and
x directions at r1, r2, and rb, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the results of
the fits.
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Fig. 3. One dimensional profiles along y, z, and x directions with quadratic fits.
The plots show, from left to right, fitted profiles for the left well, right well, and
saddle point. Results of quadratic fits (solid lines) are shown by the solid lines. The
horizontal scales have arbitrary origins

3 Periodically-Modulated Optical Potential

Of principal interest here is the escape rate dependence on modulation am-
plitude when the amplitude is large enough that the distance between stable
and unstable states becomes small. At frequencies small compared to t−1

r ,
these states merge at an adiabatic critical amplitude Aad

c . For a portion of the
period, the potential near the saddle point becomes flat. At the bifurcation
point, the restoring force disappears; the particle is free to diffuse. Slow mo-
tion close to a bifurcation point is controlled by a soft mode. It is generically
one-dimensional.

The motion of an overdamped one-dimensional Brownian particle is de-
scribed by the Langevin equation q̇ = K(q;A, t) + ξ(t), where K(q;A, t) =
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Table 1. Double-well parameters from quadratic fits to one-dimensional profiles.
The subscript 1(2) refers to the left(right) well, b refers to the barrier, ω is the
oscillation frequency, the relaxation rate t−1

r = ω2/2πΓ, ∆U is the potential energy
relative to r1, and ro is the position of the potential energy extremum taken from the
data in Fig. 3. Note the large anisotropy in the potential, leading to slow relaxation
in the z-direction

ω(104 s−1) t−1
r (Hz) ∆U(kBT ) r0(µm)

x1 14 125 0 0.16
x2 16 175 0.5 0.54
xb 5.9 22 3.8 0.36
y1 30 570 0 0.125
y2 29 540 0.6 0.125
yb 27 460 3.4 0.127
z1 2.3 3.4 0.1 0.95
z2 2.2 3.1 0.6 0.81
zb 2.0 2.5 3.3 1.26

K(q;A, t + τF ) includes the potential which is periodically modulated with
amplitude A and period τF . The adiabatic stable and unstable states qad

a,b(t)
are the solutions to K(qad

a,b;A, t) = 0. The interstate barrier is assumed to
be much larger than the noise intensity D (kBT in this experiment), and the
mean interwell transition rate W satisfies W � ωF , t−1

r .
The motion of the particle is adiabatic when τF � tr, the interwell relax-

ation time. As qad
a and qad

b approach each other, the potential curvature de-
creases, changing the restoring force. Near the critical amplitude ∂K/∂q → 0,
the instantaneous relaxation time tr = − (∂K/∂q) diverges, and the adia-
batic approximation is violated. This leads to a crossover to a non-adiabatic
asymptotic behavior [7–9].

The transition rate is affected exponentially strongly by the change in
barrier height. Assuming ∆U � kBT (or W � ωF ), a transition is most
probable in a small time interval about t = nτF when the barrier is at its
lowest. Expanding K (q;A, t) around t = 0 and A = Aad

c and keeping the
lowest order terms,

K ≈ αq2 + βδAad − αγ2 (ωF t)2 . (2)

where δAad = A−Aad, α = 1
2

∂2K
∂q2 , β = ∂K

∂A , and γ2 = −1
2αω2

F

∂2K
∂t2 , are evaluated

at A = Aad
c , t = 0, and q = qad

a (0).
The adiabatic relaxation time becomes

tadr =
1
2
[(αγωF t)2 − αβδAad]−1/2 (3)

around the stable and unstable points qad
a,b = ∓1

/(
2αtadr

)
. For t = 0 and

δAad = 0, tadr diverges. Using (2) the condition for adiabaticity is ωF tadr � 1.
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However, a second stronger condition is necessary for adiabaticity: the time-
dependence of the relaxation time must satisfy

∣
∣∂tadr

/
∂t
∣
∣ � 1. This condition

is also expressed as tadr � tl for tl = (αγωF )−1/2, or ωF �
∣
∣βδAad

∣
∣/γ. The

time scale tl limits the adiabatic approximation.
As the stable and unstable points approach each other their trajectories

become distorted. Solving (2) for K = 0 as δAad → 0, it is found that the
extrema merge along the line qa,b(t) = γωF t. The critical amplitude becomes
frequency dependent, Asl

c = Aad
c + γωF /β, where Asl

c is the critical amplitude
in the nonadiabatic slow driving regime. The condition ωF tadr � 1 still holds
in this region.

As the system approaches criticality, asymptotic behavior emerges for
the transition rate. Here, the time-averaged escape rate can be expressed as
ln W = B + C(Ac − A)ξ. In the adiabatic regime, A → Aad

c and ξ = 3/2.
The exponent 3/2 has been derived previously in several contexts: Josephson
junctions [10], magnetic materials [11], and other slowly varying processes
[12].

As noted above, as Aad
c is approached, the system must invariably fall out

of equilibrium before Aad
c is reached, whereupon new scaling appears. In the

weakly nonadiabatic case, a crossover to the critical exponent ξ = 2 occurs.
In this regime, the asymptotic Asl

c , given above, depends on the modulation
frequency and is always greater than Aad

c .

4 Experimental Results

The adiabatic regime was established by studying transition probabilities vs.
modulation amplitude as a function of modulation frequency. A frequency-
independent region was found only for f < 0.5 Hz. This result is surprising
as it implies that, for the trap parameters used here, the adiabatic regime
appears only at extremely low frequencies and is consequently difficult to
access. Therefore, at 20 Hz one expects a weakly nonadiabatic regime to exist
over a substantial range of modulation amplitudes. Figure 4 shows the results
of an experiment carried out for two different values of the static barrier height.
A fitting procedure using the functional form lnW = B + C(Asl

c − A)ξ was
used. The parameters B,C,Asl

c , and ξ are treated as unknown parameters.
At the critical point is approached, the system becomes phase-locked to the
modulation field with transitions occurring every half-cycle. Therefore we can
set B = ωF /π and ln(W ) = B for A ≥ Asl

c . The results of the procedure,
Fig. 4, show that the critical exponent ξ is consistent with the value of 2
in the weakly nonadiabatic regime. The results clearly exclude the adiabatic
exponent 3/2, previously observed in this system at modulation frequencies
below 1 Hz [7].
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Fig. 4. Plot of the time-averaged escape rate W vs. modulation amplitude (arbitrary
units). The modulation frequency is 20 Hz. The static potential barrier ∆U/kBT
for the data represented by the open circles is 2.9; for the solid squares, 4.1. The
solid lines represent a non-linear least squares fit to the data yielding the critical
exponent ξ

5 Discussion

In view of the extremely low modulation frequency capable of inducing nona-
diabatic dynamics in this bistable system, it is worthwhile to understand its
origin. From the characteristics of the 3-dimensional potential shown in Fig. 2
and summarized in Table 1, we can calculate the crossovers in the amplitude-
frequency plane based on the criteria outlined in the theoretical development.
Figure 5 shows the plane with several boundaries inscribed. The boundary
ftr,x = 1 is the standard criterion for separating adiabatic from nonadiabatic
regions. If this criterion were applicable, at 20 Hz one should expect adiabatic
dynamics except in a narrow region close to Aad

c . This contrasts also with the
observation at 5 Hz of a weakly nonadiabatic exponent ξ = 2. The weakly
nonadiabatic criterion, dtr,x/dt � 1 is more restrictive and, for a given mod-
ulation amplitude, predicts a much lower crossover frequency. As noted above,
it is in this region that the system falls out of equilibrium with the driving
field for only a portion of the modulation cycle.

It is interesting to speculate that there may be another contributor to low
frequency nonadiabaticity. This may arise from the large anisotropy of the
3-dimensional potential, in particular, the “softness” in the z-direction. When
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Fig. 5. Boundaries of adiabatic and nonadiabatic regimes in the (f, A) plane. Black
lines are the adiabatic critical amplitude Aad

c (solid) and Asl
c (dashed). Red lines

are the weakly nonadiabatic crossover, |∂tr,x/∂t| = 0.1 (solid) and |∂tr,x/∂t| = 1
(dashed). The blue line is the strongly nonadiabatic crossover, ftr,x = 1, and the
cyan line is ftr,x = 1, the crossover due to tr,z. The modulation frequency f is plotted
on a log10 scale

a transition occurs, the dominant motion between stable points is along the
x-axis, but the particle must also move in the z-direction to pass through the
saddle point, as seen in Fig. 2. Consequently, if the criterion dtr,z/dt � 1 is
enforced, the boundary is pushed to much lower frequencies. One would then
expect to find evidence for nonadiabaticity setting in at frequencies near 1 Hz.
The data are not sufficiently precise to establish experimental crossovers with
great certainty. They do suggest, however, that it may be necessary to take
into account the full 3-dimensional dynamics of the particle in the bistable
trap to account for the nonequilibrium behavior with slow driving.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how an object, subjected to periodic forcing
in the presence of noise, can easily fall out of equilibrium even with low fre-
quency perturbations. The rate at which interstate transitions occur is greatly
enhanced as the amplitude of the modulation is increased. This can be ad-
vantageous in situations in which control over thermally activated transition
rates is desired without changing the system temperature. The use of peri-
odic modulation of a barrier height for studying escape processes has a number
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advantages over the use, for example, of linear ramps. One often uses ad hoc
measures for choosing a ramping rate window that guarantees adiabaticity
and rate-independence of escape probabilities.

Interest in optical trapping has been stimulated by advances in biological
applications and in the development of large arrays of traps [13,14]. Dynam-
ics is imposed on the ensemble of trapped objects by modulating the array
potentials or by introducing flow in the trapping medium. Arrays of traps are
generated by simultaneously rastering and modulating a single beam [15,16]
or by the use of a spatial light modulator [13,14]. With rastering, the particles
see a time-averaged potential, since the time the light interacts with the par-
ticle is much shorter than any relaxation time. With spatial light modulators,
modulation rates are limited by the computational overhead of calculating a
Fourier transform or addressing the modulator.

With the ability to control large numbers of particles by optical meth-
ods, new applications are emerging. Interacting dynamical systems underlie
many existing and future industrial and military platforms where one needs to
control interacting vehicles of different types moving in a coordinated way. Ex-
amples include mobile sensing arrays or arrays of different objects in random
environments, such as miniature submarines in the ocean and insect robots on
land or air. Such systems typically have their own dynamics, but interact with
others via a communication link. In many of these applications it is necessary
to control the dynamics of the entire collection while operating in the presence
of random environments and stochastic communication. In the most realistic
cases, the dynamical systems are subjected to noise. Noise largely complicates
the dynamics and inter-platform communication, thereby influencing methods
for control. Optically trapped particle arrays studied with the methods out-
lined in this investigation should prove to be a useful model system to test
the development of control algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Bestriding the realms of classical and quantum mechanics, nanomechanical
structures offer great promise for a huge variety of applications, from com-
puter memory elements [1] and ultra-fast sensors to quantum computing. In-
triguing as these possibilities are, there still remain many important hurdles
to overcome before nanomechanical structures approach anything close to
their full potential. With their high surface-to-volume ratios and sub-micron
dimensions, nanomechanical structures are strongly affected by processing ir-
regularities and susceptible to nonlinear effects. There are several ways of
dealing with nonlinearity: exceptional fabrication process control in order to
minimize the onset of nonlinear effects or taking advantage of the interesting
and oftentimes counterintuitive consequences of nonlinearity.

A fundamental control mechanism popular for its counter-intuitive ability
to amplify coherent behavior via the addition of noise, stochastic resonance
(SR) has waxed and waned in popularity since its inception over 20 years
ago. Originally, it was postulated [2] as an ad hoc explanation for the pe-
riodic onset of ice ages over the Earth’s climate history. Given a nonlinear
system with an energy threshold subject to a sub-threshold periodic mod-
ulation and white noise, there is a certain regime of added noise power in
which the system oscillates between its states. This oscillation is synchronized
with the modulation. Although this theory has since fallen out of favor in
the climate-modeling community, the appeal of the concept encouraged its
extension to a large variety of systems. These include (but are by no means
limited to) bistable ring lasers [3], neurophysiological systems (mechanore-
ceptors in crayfish [4] and crickets [5]), SQUIDs [6], mechanical systems [7,8],
electronic systems [9] such as amplifiers, and geophysical systems [10]. How-
ever, there have not been any studies demonstrating the effect of stochastic
resonance in nanomechanical systems. Aside from being simply one more sys-
tem in which the phenomenon has been demonstrated, nanoscale systems [11]
are interesting because of their proximity to the realm of quantum mechanics.
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The combination of stochastic resonance and quantum mechanics has been
the subject of intense theoretical activities [12–15] for many years; nanome-
chanical systems present a fertile ground for the study of a broad variety of
novel phenomena in quantum stochastic resonance. Additionally, the physi-
cal realization of such nonlinear nanomechanical strings offer the possibility
of studying a whole class of phase transition phenomena, particularly those
modeled by a Landau-Ginzburg quantum string [16,17] in cosmology.

2 Nonlinearity in Nanomechanical Structures

The nanomechanical structure under consideration is a simple suspended
beam, clamped at both ends and subjected to a transverse driving force.
Following continuum mechanics, it is well known that such a structure has a
resonance frequency for the fundamental flexural mode which is given by

f ∼
√

E

ρ

t

L2
(1)

where E is the Young’s modulus, ρ is the material density, t is the thickness
(dimension parallel to the transverse forcing), and L is the length of the beam.
Our doubly-clamped beams were fabricated from silicon, with dimensions of 7–
8 µm× 300 nm× 200 nm; these yielded resonance frequencies around 25 MHz.
Clamping losses and electrode mass loading reduced the resonance frequency
from that which could be assumed from the simple continuum mechanics
derivation. Fabrication of these structures is a well-established sequence of
techniques, including PMMA spinning, e-beam exposure, development, met-
allization, and both dry and wet etching techniques. The details of fabrication
are given in several locations [1, 18]. The magnetomotive technique has been
in use for many decades, providing an efficient and low-noise method for ex-
citing the resonant modes of a suspended structure. A sinusoidal current is
pushed through a metallic electrode in the presence of a magnetic field. The
resulting Lorentz force is then:

−→F cos ωt = −→I l cos ωt ×−→B (2)

It is easy to see that the Lorentz force will be perpendicular to both the field
and the current; a field perpendicular to the plane of the substrate will produce
an in-plane transverse vibration. This in turn produces a motional EMF on
the two clamping electrodes. This voltage is proportional to the velocity of
the beam:

Vavg(t) = ξlB
dx(t)

dt
, (3)

where the factor ξ is a proportionality constant given by the mode shape. For
a fundamental mode, ξ = 0.53. In the harmonic approximation, this induced
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voltage is directly proportional to the displacement of the beam. Under this
force, the beam will behave as a damped, driven harmonic oscillator:

mẍ + γẋ + kx = F cos ωt. (4)

The amplitude of motion describes a Lorentzian lineshape as a function of
frequency, centered at the resonance frequency and with a quality factor Q =
ω0/2γ. In the limit of small dissipation Q = ω0/∆ω. There are two main roads
into the nonlinear regime: inherent nonlinearities in the suspended bridge, or
increasing the driving force until the beam response becomes nonlinear. Both
methods result in the equation of motion described by the Duffing equation,

mẍ + γẋ + kx ± k3x
3 = F cos ωt, (5)

where the addition of the cubic restoring force term yields a dramatic change
in the resonance behavior. It is a well-known phenomenon that a Duffing
oscillator exhibits hysteresis and bistability near the linear resonance fre-
quency. The evolution of an oscillator from linear response into nonlinear
behavior is well-studied and covered by a number of excellent texts – a sim-
ple qualitative explanation will suffice. Simply put, as the beam is subjected
to ever-increasing driving forces, it stretches in response, thereby increasing
its length. The clamping points being a fixed distance apart, the situation is
reached whereupon the length of the bridge exceeds that between the clamp-
ing points. Therefore, when the bridge passes through equilibrium, it feels a
compressive force from the pads, giving rise to a quartic term in the beam
potential and therefore a cubic term in the equation of motion. This is the
well-known Euler instability, which occurs under the influence of any com-
pressive or tensile force. For a doubly-clamped beam, there is a critical force
which describes the boundary between the linear and nonlinear regimes [19]:

Fc ∼

√
γ3

k3ω0
. (6)

Depending on the elasticity of the material, it is possible to switch between
the linear and nonlinear response regimes at will by simply tuning the driving
force. Eventually, however, the elastic response gives way to a plastic deforma-
tion of the bridge and the nonlinear effects become more and more prevalent
and permanent. When excited nonlinearly, the response of the bridge evolves
from the simple Lorentzian into curved peak with a dramatic drop as seen in
the following figure.

Once the beam is driven into a nonlinear regime it demonstrates hysteresis
as a function of frequency, as predicted by mechanics. As the frequency is in-
creased, the amplitude of the response function follows the pseudo-Lorentzian
lineshape until it reaches the sharp drop as seen in Fig. 1. In reality, the full
analytic solution of the frequency-response function shows a rather dramatic
bend to lower frequencies, creating a frequency domain in which the amplitude
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Fig. 1. Beam response with increasing drive force, showing the transition from the
linear to nonlinear regime. The labeled curves represent the linear response regime
of the oscillator in response to different applied forces, from 0.5 pN (curve A) to 3
pN (curve D). Beyond this critical force, the beam response is nonlinear and bistable

function is multi-valued. Therefore sweeps in one direction in frequency follow
the upper curve of this region, while opposite sweeps follow the lower curve.
Eventually, each sweep reaches a frequency in which the system is unstable
and therefore causes a transition to the other state. This is clearly illustrated
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis caused by the nonlinear bistable response of a silicon nanome-
chanical bridge under strong driving

As stated previously, the Euler instability occurs under the influence of
either a compressive or tensile strain on the beam. These two situations lead
to qualitatively different but dynamically similar situations. In the Duffing
equation, this is taken into account by the alternative sign on the cubic term,
with compression yielding a positive sign and tension a negative sign. These
two situations also present slightly different frequency response spectra as well.
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The compressive case is revealed by a sharp drop on the right-hand side; the
tensile spring has a drop on the left. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 1 shows
a compressive case, while Fig. 2 shows what appears to be a tensile case.
Regardless of whether there is compression or tension, the oscillator is still
bistable and hysteretic. The fact that bistability arises in both nonlinear cases
is important, because the effect the electrical measurement circuit can have
on the apparent behavior of the oscillator is worth noting. It is understood
that a mechanical harmonic oscillator system can be written as an equivalent
LCR circuit [20] by the same token an electrical system can be constructed
as a mechanical one. Therefore, when a mechanical system is connected to
an electrical LCR measurement circuit, the signals measured are due to both
constituent parts. The electrical resistance, capacitance, and inductance can
be related to the mechanical spring constant and dissipation

R ∼ 1
γk

, C ∼ k L ∼ 1
k

. (7)

These relationships also hold as the oscillator evolves into nonlinear response –
the electric circuit need not be nonlinear for its signal to combine with that of
the oscillator. Therefore, the relationship between the effective linear (k) and
nonlinear (k3) spring constants of the combined electromechanical system can
be either compressive (same sign) or tensile (opposite sign). Regardless, the
physical state of the mechanical structure itself is determined by the physical
geometry of the system – in all of the cases described here, the compressive
response is the physically realistic one even though the frequency response
might suggest otherwise. This supposition was borne out by an experimental
check – changing the cables (to ones with different electrical parameters) re-
sulted in a flip of the nonlinear response from a left-hand drop to a right-hand
drop.

In addition, since both tensile and compressive cases result in bistability,
the distinction from the standpoint of device applications is a largely acad-
emic one. From the derivation of the frequency response, assuming that the
solution can be written as a harmonic function, the states are of the vibra-
tional amplitude. In actuality, the most accurate statement is that they are
different vibrational velocity states. This is borne out by the response seen by
the magnetomotive technique, which is at its heart a velocity measurement.
Only should the harmonic approximation prove valid can it be said that the
two states are indeed amplitude states. For all of the illustrative abilities of
the previous analyses, they all neglect the effect of temperature on the oscil-
latory characteristics of the bridge. At room temperature, slight fluctuations
will have a negligible effect, and large variations in temperature are neither
realistic nor easy to implement. Low temperatures, however, are easily at-
tained through a variety of techniques. We inserted a nanomechanical silicon
bridge into the cryostat of a 3He refrigerator and varied the temperature from
300 mK up to 5 K.
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As is clear from the Fig. 3, both the spring constant and the dissipation
were affected by changes in temperature. The first panel is a series of frequency
scans taken at a variety of temperatures. Changes in temperature have two
separate but related effects. First is a shift in the resonance frequency largely
due to a reduction of the spring constant. The second is a gradual broadening
of the peak and decrease in the amplitude at resonance, stemming from an in-
crease in the dissipation factor. However, these two results are not completely
independent. The frequency shift is also partly responsible for the change in
measured Q, making a true separation of the effect of temperature on γ and k
difficult. However, to a large degree, measuring Q gives a good approximation
of γ, and measuring the shift in frequency sheds light on the change in k.

From 300 mK to 5 K, the frequency shifts by 9.5 kHz; taken as a fraction
of the initial resonance frequency of approximately 22.0945 MHz, this shift is
4× 10−4. This means that the spring constant also changes by approximately
four parts in 104, as ∆f ∼ ∆k. Interestingly, what is also clear from this
temperature sweep is the effect on the dissipation, measured by tracking the
changes in the Q of the oscillator. While the frequency shift is negligible, the
change in dissipation most certainly is not. The dissipation (1/Q) at 300 mK
has a value of 25 × 10−5; heating to 5 K increases this value to 45 × 10−5, an
increase by almost a factor of two.

It is important to note that the preceding data comes from a nanome-
chanical oscillator in linear response. In nonlinear response, the notions of
resonance frequency and Q become very difficult to formulate. However, the
characteristics of the hysteresis region itself contain information about the
behavior of γ, k, and k3. These three parameters are even more closely linked
than in the linear regime. As the concept of resonance frequency is somewhat
misleading for the nonlinear case, the better measure is the central frequency
of the nonlinear hysteresis region. By the same token, the concept of Q as the
ratio between the resonance and the FWHM of the peak loses merit in the
nonlinear case; a measurement of the change in the width of the hysteresis is
a better indicator. Again, extracting the exact contribution due to each par-
ticular parameter is difficult when looking at the temperature alone. When
the temperature is increased as shown in Fig. 4, there are two main results – a
slight shift to lower frequencies and a reduction in the width of the hysteresis.
From a low of 300 mK to a high of 4 K, the central frequency of the hysteresis
region shifts by approximately 1.25 kHz, and the width decreases by approx-
imately 500 Hz. It is important to note, however, that transitions within the
hysteresis region are probabilistic and affected by the ambient temperature.
Many sweeps through the hysteresis region are required in order to fully char-
acterize the frequency shift and width change. In general, though, this result
agrees with earlier experiments [21] that examined the change in the nonlinear
characteristics with the addition of white noise.
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Fig. 3. Temperature effects on the dissipation and frequency shift of a nanome-
chanical silicon bridge. (a). Variations in the resonance peak with temperature. As
the temperature is increased the peak gets broader and also undergoes shift to lower
frequencies. (b). Graph of the frequency shift as a function of temperature. The
total shift is approximately 9.5 kHz, or 4 × 10−4 of the initial resonance at 300 mK.
(c). The dissipation (inverse Q) as a function of temperature. This quantity changes
by almost a factor of 2 over the temperature sweep

3 Control by Stochastic Resonance

One of the more interesting nonlinear effects to come forth in the past few
decades is the phenomenon of stochastic resonance. Compelling because of
its ability to draw out coherence from a background of noise, stochastic res-
onance has suffered a bit in recent years because of a dearth of new and
interesting experimental observations. Most have been received as simply one
more example of stochastic resonance in a system, with little impact beyond
adding to a pile of curiosities. However, the presence of nonlinear behavior in
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Fig. 4. Alteration of the hysteresis region by an increase in the temperature from
300mK to 4K

a nanomechanical system [22] opens up an interesting realm of inquiry, a new
avenue into the exploration of the phenomenon.

These nanomechanical systems, by virtue of their small sizes, high fre-
quencies, and low temperatures venture quite close to the regime of quantum
mechanics. Additionally, these nanomechanical bridges are closely related to a
system which has become even closer to reality – a truly macroscopic, mechan-
ical quantum harmonic oscillator [23,24]. One of the very basic and necessary
conditions for any oscillator to exhibit quantum behavior is that its modal
energy must be greater than the thermal spreading of the energy states. That
is, hf > kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is Planck’s con-
stant. For an oscillator with a resonance frequency of 1 GHz, this condition
is achieved when the temperature is below 48 mK. Both of these are experi-
mentally realizable conditions, and several interesting experiments have been
put forth which show the deviation of such oscillators from the classical norm.
Therefore, exhibiting stochastic resonance in these MHz-range nanomechan-
ical oscillators can lead to exploring the phenomenon in the closely related
oscillators beyond the quantum limit. At the quantum level, prying coherent
behavior out of a noisy environment could prove to be a powerful means of
achieving quantum control.

To look more universally, these systems closely approximate quantum
strings described by a Landau-Ginzburg equation.

∂Φ(x, t)
∂t

= mΦ(x, t) − Φ3(x, t) + κ
∂2Φ(x, t)

∂t2
+ A cos(Ωt) + η(x, t) (8)

Here, the field variable Φ replaces the position variable x, and η is the noise
term. Therefore, these and related nanomechanical structures provide a pow-
erful tool for examining fundamental properties of a whole host of systems
which are governed by similar equations and the resultant phase transition
effects. The central requirement for the observation of stochastic resonance is
a nonlinear two-state system subjected to a subthreshold modulation in the
presence of tunable white noise. With the well-behaved bistable behavior seen
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in these nanomechanical oscillators, they present a very clean system in which
to study the effect. Also, as the temperature and the driving power affect the
hysteresis, the beam characteristics can be adjusted so as to study an entire
parameter space.

For this experiment, we used two silicon bridges, cooling them in the 3He
cryostat and exciting in-plane vibrational modes with the magnetomotive
technique. At 300 mK bridge 1 had a linear resonance frequency of approxi-
mately 23.57 MHz (Q = 3700), while bridge 2 had a linear resonance frequency
of 20.835 MHz (Q = 1000). Both exhibited nonlinear bistable behavior under
the influence of suitably strong forcing (4.0 dBm for bridge 1, 1.0 dBm for
bridge 2). It was found during previous studies of bridge 1 that it was possible
to excite the oscillator nonlinearly at a single frequency within the bistable
region. With the addition of a square-wave modulation it was then possible
to control the state of the oscillator, forcing it back and forth between its two
states with the modulation frequency Ω.

Under the influence of the driving force and modulation, then, the equation
of motion for either of these bridges is a modified Duffing equation of the form:

mẍ + γẋ + kx ± k3x
3 = Fd cos ωdt + fm(Ω)

fm(Ω) = FmΘ(t)
2 ; Θ(t) =

{
−1 (n − 1)T < n < n − 1/2)T

1 (n − 1/2)T < t < nT

(9)

This shows the equation with square wave forcing, although in principle any
modulation term can be used. The response of the bridge was highly dependent
on the amplitude of the modulation, with low powers leading to a loss of
switch fidelity but not in the amplitude of the switches. This is consistent
with expectations, as the voltage difference of the hysteresis is fixed by the
driving amplitude and temperature – the modulation only serves to overcome
(or fail to overcome) the existing barrier between the two states. Figure 5
illustrates both the circuit and sample layout and an example of the switching
behavior as a function of modulation power. Once controllable switching was
established, the modulation was reduced to sub-threshold, and a broadband
electrical noise source was introduced into the circuit, and the noise power
was swept from −71 dBm (∼ 79 pW) to −41 dBm (∼ 79 nW). At each noise
power, a time-resolved scan was performed in order to establish whether or
not the addition of the noise would result in the re-emergence of switching.
Low noise powers resulted in no response from the bridge – it remained in the
initially prepared state. As the noise was increased, however, first sporadic,
and then more synchronized switch events were seen. Each switch event was
synchronized with the modulation, and occupied exactly one-half period of
the modulation frequency of 0.05 Hz. If a switch was skipped, no new switch
would appear until the modulation passed through at least one-half period
and again entered the positive-going part of the signal. The initial increase in
switching was dramatic and quite rapid, establishing full switching within only
a few fractions of a dBm increase in noise power. The signature of stochastic
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of the electrical circuit used to excite a nanomechanical
silicon oscillator into nonlinear response, modulate switching between the two resul-
tant bistable states, and introduce electrical broadband noise. (b) Sample switching
events, showing the effect of reducing modulation. The bottom panel shows the
synch out from the modulation source

resonance is an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of
applied noise power. SNR is defined as:

SNR =
S(Ω)
N(Ω)

(10)

here, S(Ω) is the height of the peak in the power spectral density at the mod-
ulation frequency, and N(Ω) is the background noise. With the SNR data
accumulated, the following graph was compiled (see Fig. 6), showing a quite
dramatic increase in the SNR with increasing noise power. An interesting fea-
ture of this data is the fact that the SNR does not exhibit the typical sharp
peak as a function of the noise, but is instead rather broad, extending for sev-
eral dBm before declining sharply down to near zero again. It should be noted
that our system was distinct for several reasons. One, it was subjected to a
square wave modulation as opposed to the canonical sine wave. The effect of a
square wave on stochastic resonance has been the subject of considerable the-
oretical interest [25,26]. Secondly, the electronic noise source was of broad but
still finite bandwidth −15 MHz, to be exact. Canonical theory quite explicitly
states that the noise introduced is Gaussian and broadband.

Additionally, because of the very clean nature of the system switching,
the barrier between the two states was quite strong. There is a considerable
amount of rigidity to the system – it is difficult to induce switching between
the two and the switching, once begun, is robust. By the same token, dynamic
changes to the conditions of the oscillator were not felt instantaneously. It is
possible that a longer time series at each noise power would reveal subtle differ-
ences in the switching behavior that would lead to changes in the SNR. Finally,
the nature of the oscillator also lends itself unusual switching characteristics
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Fig. 6. SNR as a function of applied noise power. (a) Three representative time
series, showing the reemergence of switching as the noise power is increased. The
applied noise increases from the uppermost panel downward. (b) Taking a power
spectrum of each time series yields the SNR for each noise power these were com-
bined to create a graph of the SNR versus the applied noise power. The signature
increase of stochastic resonance is clear, even though the overall shape does not
follow the expected canonical model

once the noise has increased above the effective power for stochastic resonance.
In the canonical formulation and most experiments in stochastic resonance,
the decrease in the SNR at higher noise powers is due to a swamping of the
switching signal by a large number of incoherent switches. However, this is
not the case here – the oscillator simply stops switching and instead remains
in the upper state. As this is a symmetric system, there is no preference for
the eventual settling in the upper state – subsequent runs would leave the
system in the lower state with just as much probability. And lastly, the effect
of the fact that the noise source bandwidth did not intersect or overlap with
the system resonance frequency should be explored in more detail, as it could
contribute to the rigidity. This matter of system rigidity is certainly an open
question, and would benefit from additional experimentation and theoretical
consideration.

As temperature has already proven itself to be a powerful noise source [18]
in the behavior of nanomechanical oscillators, a natural check was to see if
stochastic resonance occurred with the source of noise being temperature, not
external and electrical.

The second oscillator was disconnected from the noise source and brought
into nonlinear response. The modulation required for switching was excep-
tionally strong (19 dBm), to the extent that the electrical signal appeared in
the time series on top of the normally-static beam response voltage. Again
reducing the modulation to below threshold (16.5 dBm), the temperature was
increased from 300 mK to 4 K and the SNR was extracted from the time se-
ries of the beam response. It is clear from Fig. 7, there is another peak in
the SNR as the temperature increases beyond 2 K. Although it is tempting
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Fig. 7. SNR as a function of ambient temperature. (a) A sequence of time series for
this asymmetric bridge shows that even when the coherence is regained, it is not as
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immediate decays, demonstrates the asymmetric character of this bridge. (b) The
SNR graph demonstrates a strong resonance. The data is simply line-connected –
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to apply the same analysis to the SNR response of the second bridge as the
first, the results should be scrutinized carefully. It is obvious from the time
series and the power spectra that this bridge had a non-negligible asymme-
try. The presence of asymmetry has been broached in a number of theoretical
investigations [27], and it can be used to understand this system, as well.

Because the temperature is changing, its effect on the dissipation and
spring constant of the oscillator should not be overlooked. As shown in the
first section, the dissipation is quite strongly changed as a function of the
temperature. Therefore it is necessary to look at the equation of motion with
new eyes. Typically, the noise considered in the formulation of the stochastic
resonance problem is purely additive. However, when the dissipation is a func-
tion of temperature, the damping coefficient γ can change the dynamics of the
situation. In this case, it would be best to consider the noise as being par-
tially additive (from the direct effect of heating brought on by the increase in
temperature) and partially multiplicative (from the changes to dissipation).
Over the temperature range where the stochastic resonance is seen (2 K to
3 K), the dissipation (based on the linear data) changes by approximately 10
per cent – certainly it is an effect worthy of further investigation. The effect
on the spring constant, however, is not large.

In conclusion, we have introduced stochastic resonance into an entirely new
class of systems, ones which by virtue of their small size and high frequencies
touch upon an area where this and other nonlinear phenomena may have
a deep and lasting impact. Nanoscale systems, and nanomechanical systems
in particular, are much more than another example of stochastic resonance.
Their highly controllable nature makes them perfect candidates for the study
of a host of exciting phenomena, to an extent rarely seen before.
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Signal Modulation by Martensitic Control
of Shape Memory Alloy Thin Film Actuator
Architectures1

C.M. Craciunescu, I. Mihalca, and V. Budau2

Abstract. The paper reports on theoretical and experimental results related to
the thermal control of microactuators based on shape memory alloy thin films. The
behaviour of actuators that have one or more phase transforming films deposited
on a non-transforming substrate is influenced by the thermal stress that grows in
the bimorph or trimorph architecture on cooling from the deposition or annealing
temperature. When a phase transition occurs or is induced in the film it leads to
a corresponding change in the stress state in the film/substrate architecture and
can be reflected accordingly in the actuation of a cantilever. The hysteretic charac-
teristics of the actuation by shape memory alloy films can be controlled by appro-
priately selecting the chemical composition of the film, the substrate material, the
film/substrate thickness ratio and in some cases the external stimuli. The deposi-
tion temperature was a factor considered for modulating the output signal of the
bimorph and trimorph cantilevers, as well as the sequence(s) of deposition in case of
multilayers and trimorphs. Bimorphs with bilayer and structurally graded films and
trimorph architectures have been characterized based on known results for bimophs
with single layer deposited on the same type of Si cantilever-type substrates. The
results show how the martensitic transformation occurring in the films or in the
layers or microlayers is affecting the response of the actuator to thermal stimuli.
The models proposed could allow the selection of appropriate parameters in order
to generate a specific type of actuation or a modulated sensorial response to thermal
(for shape memory alloy) or thermal and magnetic (for ferromagnetic shape memory
alloy) stimuli.
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1 Introduction

Shape memory alloys have frequently been considered for sensing and actu-
ating applications including for micro applications [1–3] due to their capacity
to change the shape in response to thermal stimuli. The basic idea for their
control is related to the martensitic transformation and involves two phases
with different properties i.e austenite (A) and martensite (M) [e.g. 4]. Since
the phase transition in shape memory alloys (usually thermally controlled) is
reversible, it is possible to control the actuation by one-way or two way shape
memory effect [e.g. 5]. When the shape memory alloy is heated (by conduc-
tion, convection, radiation, by external or direct electrical heating, etc.), the
low temperature phase (martensite) transforms into the high temperature
phase (austenite), while on cooling the reverse transformation occurs. The
main disadvantage of the one way shape memory effect relies to the fact that
an external force is always needed to deform the alloy on cooling, because the
shape recovery occurs spontaneously only on heating. On the other hand, the
two-way shape memory effect obtained as a result of special thermomechani-
cal treatments (intrinsic effect) or when the shape memory alloy is elastically
attached to a counterpart (extrinsic effect) allows a spontaneous shape change
on heating and on cooling [e.g. 6]. Such a thermally controlled actuation shows
a swifter actuation compared to bimetals, and occurs when the shape mem-
ory alloy undergoes the martensitic phase transition. The temperatures for
the phase transition (usually between −50 and +150◦C) are influenced by the
alloy composition [4–6].

The austenite ↔ martensite phase transition associated with the actuation
in shape memory alloys is reversible and occurs gradually in a temperature
range (Ms–Mf ) on cooling, and in the (As–Af ) temperature range on heating
(s and f subscripts denote the start and finish temperatures for the formation
of the corresponding phase – martensite (M) and austenite (A)). During the
phase transition, an (austenite + martensite) mixture exists and the mechan-
ical properties in the corresponding temperature range can be approximated
using the rule of mixtures. The martensitic phase transition occurs not only
controlled by temperature, but also by the combined effect of stress and tem-
perature. The “stress-induced martensite” appears at temperatures higher
than the ones for which the martensite would occur if only thermally con-
trolled and may be unstable if the energetic conditions are not satisfied by
the complex of thermomecanical factors.

Architectures based on shape memory alloys are excellent solution to
overpass shape memory alloys disadvantages and are recently under intense
scrutiny for applications in micro-electro-mechanical (mems) systems [e.g. 7].
In fact, they combine bimetal and shape memory alloy advantages leading to
interesting actuators, with the output potentially controlled by the sequence
of phase transformation in the transforming films or microlayers. Figure 1
synthesizes some of the observation concerning shape memory actuation, com-
pared to bimetals.
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Fig. 1. Actuation principles based on thermally controlled shape memory alloys,
compared to bimetals

By comparison to bulk shape memory alloys, architectures are becoming
extremely important for microactuation because the shape change can be bet-
ter controlled and the two-way memory effect can be obtained in the composite
system. Thin film processing techniques can be used to fabricate microactu-
ators based on shape memory alloys composites. With the film deposited on
the substrate, a bimorph (when the film is deposited only on one side of the
substrate) [8] or trimorph [9] (when the film is deposited on booth sides of the
substrate) composite architectures can be obtained. Bimorphs have the actu-
ation controlled by the phase transition the shape memory alloy film, while
for trimorphs, the actuation could be controlled by the combination of the
phase transition in each of the composing films.

This presentation aims to explore at theoretical and experimental levels,
the ways the phase transformations in the films and the thermoelastic stresses
developing in bimorph [10] and trimorph composite architectures can be used
to modulate the deflection of shape memory alloys composite actuators un-
der thermal control. In fact, starting from the analysis of the actuation in
shape memory alloy thin film composites – based on previous experimental
results – it will be shown that the deposition in trimorph architectures could
allow the design of particular actuations. This can be done by appropriately
selecting the phase transformations (and the corresponding transformation
temperatures or expansion coefficients) in the films, deposited on booth sides
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of the architecture. A model is designed in order to explain how the actuation
signal can be modulated in trimorph architectures, taking into account the
thermoelastic stresses and the phase transition in the films. The experiments
designed for two cases with NiTi shape memory alloy films – in bimorph and
trimorph architectures – demonstrate the influence of the deposition sequences
on the resulting actuation.

2 Actuation Principles in Shape Memory Alloys
Thin Film Composites

The main particularity in composites architectures based on thin shape mem-
ory films deposited on substrates is related to the need to have at least some
degree of crystallinity in the film, in order to observe an actuation. When de-
posited on the substrate, the film and the substrate behave like a bimetal un-
less a phase transition occurs in the film (providing that a good film-substrate
adherence can be obtained). On the other hand, the film crystallizes either
as a result of annealing (usually when the film is deposited on unheated sub-
strates) or during the deposition (if the substrate is heated).

2.1 Typical Behavior in Bimorph Architectures

When the film (f) has a higher expansion coefficient (α) than the substrate
(s) (αf > αs), both in the martensitic and austenitic state, a tensile stress
grows in the film on cooling from the deposition (TD), or crystallization (TC)
temperature – slope (1) in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Schematic model for the stress vs. temperature relationship in case of a
shape memory alloy film-based bimorph microactuator (heating 1–3, cooling 4–6).
The σ subscripts denote the fact that the martensitic transition occurs under stress
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On reaching the Msσ temperature, at which the stressed-induced marten-
sitic transformation starts in the film (σ denotes the stress contribution), the
stress is gradually decreasing, proportional with the fraction of martensite
formed – slope (2). The ideal case would lead to a total cancellation of stress.
Such a case has not been observed and one of the suppositions relates to the
fact that the film that is already martensitic when the Mfσ temperature is
reached still has a fraction in contact with the substrate. This fraction cannot
transform because of the constraints coming from the substrate [7]. On fur-
ther cooling, the martensite reaches its plastic deformation limit and a new
slope (3) proportional to the tensile stress develops this time due to the mis-
match between the expansion coefficients of the martensitic film (αfM ) and
substrate (αfM > αs).

During the heating from martensitic state a similar sequence of slopes de-
velops but in reverse order, i.e.: a stress decrease when the martensitic film
is heated (4), followed by a steep increase in the stress as the martensite →
austentite transformation develops (5), and finally, a decrease of the ther-
moelastic stress until it is fully cancelled at the deposition or crystallisation
temperature (6).

2.2 Optimisation Potential of Shape Memory Alloys
Thin Film Composites

The particularities of the shape memory alloy film based architectures and of
the phase transformation allow additional ways to control the behaviour of
such composites, derived from the possibilities to control the composition of
the film, the deposition or annealing temperature, the development of a graded
phase transition over the thickness of the film, the disposition of the films with
respect to the substrate and additional layers. All these features can be used
to modulate the actuation vs. temperature behaviour, in various combinations
and architectures. Some of these possibilities are described below.

Control of the Stress at the Onset of the Phase Transition
in the Film

The films deposited at room temperature are usually not crystalline in the
as-deposited state and a crystallisation annealing around 600◦C is required in
order to observe the shape memory effect [11]. Such crystalline films can reveal
the phase transition in the film during the film-substrate temperature change.
For example, Figs. 3a and b describe the experiment used to determine the
change in the deflection of the free-end of a 100 µm Si cantilever with (100)
orientation, with a NiTi film deposited by sputtering.

The film/substrate curvature reflects the stress in the composite architec-
ture that can be calculated using the Stoney equation [12] for df � ds:

σ =
Es

1 − νs
· d2

s

6 · R · df
(1)
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Fig. 3. Example of the influence of the stress at the onset of the phase transforma-
tion in the film on bimorph architectures behavior (cooling stage): (a) cantilever’s
deflection (δ); (b) typical deflection vs. temperature dependence, emphasizing the
phase transition in the film; (c) stress temperature dependence calculated using the
Stoney formula, for NiTi films deposited on Si substrates at 385◦C (∆) and 250◦C
(o) respectively. Films deposited at higher temperatures transform under higher
stress

where ds and df are the substrate (s), and film (f) thickness, Es şi νs the
Young modulus and Poisson ratio of the substrate, and R – the bimorph
curvature.

Figure 3c shows the stress change calculated based on the Stoney equa-
tion, recorded on cooling two bimorphs with NiTi films deposited at 250 and
385◦C respectively. It can be observed that the films deposited at higher tem-
peratures reach higher stress as at the onset of the phase transformation,
compared to those deposited at lower temperatures. The main reason for such
a difference resides in the thermoelastic stresses that are built in the film on
cooling from the deposition temperature as a result of the mismatch between
the expansion coefficient of the film and the substrate. As long as there is
a difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the
substrate thermoelastic stresses occur by changing the temperature of the
bimorph, and can be expressed by the following relationship:

σf = Ef · ∆α · ∆T (2)

where ∆α is the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of the
film and the substrate, Ef – the elastic modulus of the film, and ∆T – the
temperature factor reflects the difference between TC or TD and the particular
temperature TX at which the stress is calculated. This relationship is valid
only in the temperature range corresponding to the austenitic phase (from TD

or TC until the maximum stress before the phase transition is achieved).
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the influence of the substrate’s expansion coeffi-
cient (a) and the transformation temperature of the shape memory alloy (b) on the
stress at the onset of the transformation in the film. Distinct cases have been consid-
ered for comparison in each figure: same film composition and different substrates
leading to different ∆αi – Fig. 4a; and same substrate but different transformation
temperatures of the films, leading to different temperature factors ∆Ti = TD(TC)-
MSi – Fig. 4b. In each case, the thermoelastic stress before or at the onset of the
transformation is affected. See text for details

Figure 4 describes schematically how the amount of the stress relief (and
the corresponding actuation) can be controlled by appropriately selecting the
deposition or crystallization temperature (see also Fig. 2), the substrate’s ma-
terial (considering the contribution of film and substrate expansion coefficients
(∆α) – Fig. 4a) and the shape memory alloy transformation temperature, re-
spectively. The later case is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4b (∆Ti reflects
the difference between TD or TC and the temperature corresponding to the
onset of the transformation in the film – Msσ) and the observation is in line
with the results of Winzeck et al. [13] who studied the phase transition in Ni-
TiPd films with different compositions deposited on Mo substrates. The stress
relief during the phase transition is likely to occur in a range delimited by the
thermoelastic stresses of the austenite and martensite, respectively (see also
Fig. 3b).

According to Fig. 4, the stress at the onset of the phase transformation
can be influenced by appropriately selecting the substrate (and its expansion
coefficient ∆αs), the temperature for deposition (TD) or crystallization (TC),
or the composition of the film. It is has also been previously described how
the stress relief is increasing (and so is the actuation capacity) when the onset
of the transformation occurs at higher temperatures. To a certain extent, the
slope of the phase transition can also been influenced by the occurrence of
different types of martensitic or premartensitic transformations. For exam-
ple, in TiNiCu shape memory alloys, depending on the actual composition
transformation sequences may occur and since each phase has its own elastic
characteristics more than one slope can be obtained [14].
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Graded Transition in the Film

In composite architectures with film deposited on the substrate different be-
haviour of the film layer that is on top is expected with respect to the layer
that is in contact with the non-transforming substrate. If the film is homoge-
nous, i.e. the transformation temperature is identical over the thickness of the
film, it follows that as the temperature is changed during the thermal cycling
the film has the possibility to transform over its entire thickness (Fig. 4-left),
and the transformation may progress in plane and out of plane based on the
best energetic conditions.

However, if the film is graded in way that makes it composed out of lay-
ers (δ) with different transformation temperatures the transformation will
develop in plane and over the thickness of one layer at a time, rather that
over the entire thickness of the film, since the neighbouring layer is either
already transformed or its transformation temperature has not been reached
(Fig. 4-right). In this case, the transition develops gradually, from the top of
the film to its part attached to the substrate, leading to a complete and or-
dered transition over the thickness of the film and correspondingly to a higher
actuation, compared to the prior case where the transition occurs randomly
over the thickness of the film (see also [15]).

Films or Layers Deposition Sequence

The behaviour of shape memory bimorphs with layered films and trimorph
architectures can also be influenced by the sequence of deposition of the layers
or the films, respectively. The main reason for such influences is related to
the fact that a transforming layer sandwiched between two non-transforming
parts of the architecture may not be able to relive the stress since it finds itself
stacked. Such a case is possible to occur in graded films also (Fig. 6), if the
layers are deposited in an opposite sequence compared to the one previously
described in Fig. 4b., i.e the highest transformation temperature in the δ
microlayers.

In Fig. 6, as the temperature is lowered, the first microlayer to transform
is the one in the vicinity of the substrate, because its Ms temperature is the
highest of all microlayers. However the effect of the transformation is reduced
by the fact that the rest of the microlayers composing the film have lower
Ms temperatures an have not transformed. By contrast to the previous case
where the transformation of the microlayers started from the top layer, the
actuation in this case is expected to be reduced.

Trimorph architectures based on shape memory alloys can be generated
by simultaneous or successive deposition of the films on the sides of the sub-
strates. In order to generate an actuation in the trimorphs with the films
deposited simultaneously, different compositions of the films are needed, oth-
erwise the “stress-relief” effect is compensated and no actuation can be ob-
served. If the films are deposited successively on each side of the substrate,
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the phase transformation in homogenous (left) and in
a graded film with the transformation temperature Ms increasing from the substrate
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Fig. 6. The influence of the deposition sequence in graded films. The Ms is decreas-
ing from the substrate interface to the top free surface, contrasting with the case
described in Fig. 5. See text for details

the temperature of the substrate can be adjusted for each film so that the
transitions occur distinctively (see also Fig. 3, where the temperature of the
stress relief for each film is slightly different, in spite of the same composition).

Figures 7a and b show the stress in the bimorph and trimorph cantilevers
deposited at two different temperatures (T1 and T2 respectively) on heated
substrates. The Stoney equation can be used to calculate the stress based
on the displacement of the cantilever. This is possible because the cantilever
bends as a result of the interaction between one film and the substrate. By
comparison, this equation cannot be used to calculate directly the stress of
the trimorphs. If the expansion coefficients of the films deposited in trimorph
architectures are equal, there will be no bending data to be used and the
Stoney equation does not apply (it is only valid for bimorphs). In this case,
the stress in the films results from adding the stresses that would have occurred
in the corresponding bimorphs.

The following different regions can be considered for the films deposited
at two different temperatures T1 and T2:
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Fig. 7. Model for stress-temperature dependence for trimorph shape memory alloy
architectures, compared to bimorph ones. In NiTi/Si bimorphs, the film is under
tensile stress when cooled from the deposition temperature and leads to the bending
of the cantilever toward the film. In trimorph architectures the bending of the two
bimorphs in opposite directions is balanced by the initiation of the phase transition
in each film (a2 → t2 and b2 → t4). (For clarity, the trimorph model has been shifted
on the stress scale)

-a1, b1 – growth of thermoelastic stresses in the corresponding bimorphs due
to the difference in the thermal expansion between the NiTi films
in austenitic state and the Si substrate; The corresponding slope α
and β are influenced by the thermal expansion of the films.

-a2, b2 – stress relief in the bimorphs as result of the martensitic transforma-
tion;

-a3, b3 – growth of thermoelastic stresses in the bimorphs due to the differ-
ence in the thermal expansion between the NiTi film in martensitic
state and the substrate;

-t1 – the deflection of the free-end of the cantilever at a given temperature
depends on the difference between the a1 and b1 stresses. The (a1)
stress is usually higher than (b1) leading to a slight slope oriented
toward bimorph I;

-t2 – the onset of the transformation in bimorph I (a1) is associated with
a change in the curvature. The trimorph tends to adopt a curvature
similar to the one of bimorph II

-t3 – the transition in bimorph I is complete and its stress tends to in-
crease (a3), leading to an equilibrium with the stress generated in
bimorph II (b1). The trimorph actuation shows an intermediary
plateau.

-t4 – the onset of the transformation in bimorph II (b2) leads to a sim-
ilar result as the one observed during (t1) stage, but in opposite
direction.

-t5 – the transitions in both films is complete and the stress in the cor-
responding bimorphs is increasing (a3, b3). The trimorph tends to
bend toward the higher stressed film.
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Different actuation curves can be designed using the model described be-
fore. The actuation can be modulated through the composition of the films,
the transformation temperatures or the width and relative position of the
films hysteresis. The order of deposition is basically influencing the state of
stress in the films, however further research needs to be carried out in order
to fully understand the influence of the deposition sequence.

3 Experimental Details

In order to relate the theoretical observations regarding the possibilities to
control the actuation of shape memory alloy bimorph and trimorph architec-
tures a dc magnetron system has been used to sputter-deposit films out of a
Ni50Ti50 and Ni targets respectively on one or both sides of (100) Si cantilever-
type substrates (Fig. 8) heated with a plate attached to the substrate.

The cantilevers were manufactured using the lithography technique and
the surface of the cantilevers was oxidized at 1100◦C in air. The depositions
were made using the following parameters: 100 W power, 10−6 preliminary
vacuum, 10 mTorr Ar pressure. The films were deposited on one side of the
substrate at a time. Four sets of actuators have been made, with specific
features described in Table 1. Bimorph-type cantilevers (B) have the film
deposited on only one side of the cantilever, while trimorph-type cantilevers
(T ) have films deposited on both sides of the cantilever.

Table 1. Parameters used for the deposition of bimorph and trimorph actuators

Architecture Type Target/ Deposition Temperature / Film Thick-
ness
First deposition /(side) Second deposition

/(side)

Bimorph (with one trans-
forming film)

B1 Ni-Ti /385 ◦C/2 µm /(a)-

B2 Ni-Ti /250◦C /2 µm /(a)-
Bimorph deposited on
heating (H) and cooling
(C)

BH Ni-Ti /250◦C → 385◦C /2 µm /(a)

BC Ni-Ti /385◦C → 250◦C /2 µm /(a)
Trimorph (with one trans-
forming films)

Tn1 Ni/385◦C/2 µm /(b) Ni-Ti /385◦C/2 µm /(a)

Tn2 Ni/385◦C/1 µm /(b) Ni-Ti /385◦C/2 µm /(a)
Trimorph (with two trans-
forming films)

Tt1 Ni-Ti /385◦C /1 µm /(a) Ni-Ti /250◦C /1 µm
/(b)

Tt2 Ni-Ti /250◦C /1 µm /(b) Ni-Ti /385◦C /1 µm
/(a)
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Bimorphs deposited at different temperatures (B1 and B2) have been used
as reference for the analysis of the influence of the stress at the onset of the
transformation and the results have been referred to in Fig. 3. Bimorphs
with graded films deposited on heating (BH) and on cooling (BC) have been
designed to analyze the influence of the sequence of deposition in bimorph
architectures.

The influence of a non-transforming film in trimorph architectures has
been investigated. It has been observed – as expected – that the slope of
the stress in austenite and martensite can be influenced. Trimorphs with two
transforming films allow an expanded control on the actuation profile. The
main difference between (Tt1) and (Tt2) trimorph cantilevers is related to the
sequence of the deposition temperature of the corresponding films. For exam-
ple, the manufacturing process for Tt1 trimorphs was initiated by heating the
cantilever at 385◦C (the limit of the deposition system), followed by deposi-
tion of the NiTi film. Before the deposition of the second film, the deposition
chamber was opened and the cantilever was turned with the un-deposited side
toward the sputtering gun and reattached to the heating plate. The trimorph
Tt1 architecture resulted after heating at 250◦C and the deposition of the
second film.

The composition of the films was determined by wavelength dispersive
spectroscopy (WDS) and showed, as expected [11], the depletion of Ti, thus
making the Ni-Ti films Ni-rich. X-ray spectra of the films deposited on the
substrates were recorded at room temperature using a Rigaku X-ray diffrac-
tometer and CuKα radiation.

The actuation – reflected by the bending of the bimorph and trimorph
cantilevers – was determined as a function of temperature, using the clamped
free-reed vibration method], which also allowed the measurement of the damp-
ing and the modulus defect. A heterodyne circuit was used to excite the fun-
damental mechanical resonance of the bimorph and trimorph cantilevers. The
bending of the cantilever was quantified by measuring the variation of the car-
rier frequency of the vibrating-reed apparatus. The measurement method is
described in Fig. 3. First the cantilever was gradually forced to bend toward
the electrode. This caused a variation of the capacitance between the can-
tilever and the electrode and therefore a change in the carrier frequency. The
bending was measured and the corresponding carrier frequency was recorded.
Then the cantilever was thermally cycled in the temperature range corre-
sponding to the transformation of the film(s). The heating/cooling rate was
1◦C/min. The carrier frequency data recorded during the thermal processing
was converted into the displacement of the free end of the cantilever using the
relationship previously established.

Figure 8 synthesizes the main aspects related to the experiments made in
order to confirm the observations concerning the actuation control in bimorph
and trimorph architectures.

Bimorphs deposited on heating (BH) show an exceptionally large actu-
ation considered to be the positive consequence of a complete and ordered
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displacement vs. temperature signal for NiTi films deposited on one or both sides
of Si cantilever-type substrates (top). BH , BC bimorphs and Tt1 and Tt2 trimorphs
respectively reflect the sequence of deposition. Se also Table 1 for details

transition that occurs gradually as the temperature is changed. By contrast,
the actuation of bimorphs deposited on cooling (BC) is limited and over a
larger temperature range. The fact that a typical slope starts to shape at
lower temperature seems to confirm the suggestions that only the last trans-
forming layers effectively contribute to the actuation (see also the 2.2.2. and
2.2.3 sections).

Trimorph architectures with shape memory alloy films deposited on booth
sides of the substrate show a behaviour that is dependent on the sequence
of deposition. Both films have the same composition but the slope for the
(Tt1) architecture (only one transformation type slope) significantly differs
from the one of the (Tt2) architecture (one large slope and a smaller one
in the opposite direction), also suggesting that the actuation signal can be
modulated by appropriately selecting the composition of the films and the
deposition sequence. (see also section 2.2.3).

The results show additional ways to control the actuation and can be used
to further expand the limits of development in microrobotic applications based
on shape memory alloy films [16].

4 Conclusions

Shape memory alloys have an outstanding potential to be used in microactu-
ation systems due to the large actuation and the possibilities to control the
actuation thermally or magnetically. The composite architectures based on
shape memory alloy films are an excellent solution that can be integrated in
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advanced fabrication techniques. The actuation is induced by the phase trans-
formation in the shape memory alloy film and the thermoelastic stress that
develops in bimorph and trimorph composites on cooling from the deposition
or annealing temperature.

For a given composition of the film, the stress at the onset of the trans-
formation can be adjusted by appropriately selecting the substrate and the
deposition or annealing temperature respectively. Alternatively, the composi-
tion of the films and the corresponding phase transition temperatures can also
be used to increase or decrease the stress at the onset of the phase transition.

Advanced variants with graded shape memory alloy films obtained by con-
tinuously changing the deposition temperature lead to increased actuation
compared to regular films as long as the deposition sequence provides a trans-
formation temperature gradient that allows an ordered transformation of the
film from the free surface to the non-transforming substrate. Such a case has
been observed for the depositions on heating. By contrast, very small actu-
ation has been experimentally obtained for the depositions on cooling where
the phase transformation in the film is expected to start in the microlayer
sandwiched between the substrate and the not-yet-transformed rest of the
film.

Trimorph architectures are capable to expand even more the ways to mod-
ulate the actuation signal by combining shape memory film properties on both
sides of the substrate. In addition to the typical bimorph-type actuation it has
been described the way the effect of the films can be combined for films with
the same composition but deposited at different temperatures in the compos-
ite architecture.

In summary, the theoretical and experimental results lead to the conclu-
sion that a significant potential to improve the actuation of shape memory
alloy architectures exists and various new possibilities arising from the partic-
ularities of shape memory alloys can be used to further improve the actuation
capacity.
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1 Introduction

Overdamped bistable dynamics, of the generic form ẋ = −∇U(x), underpin
the behavior of numerous systems in the physical world. The most-studied
example is the overdamped Duffing system, the dynamics of a particle in
a bistable potential U(x) = −ax2 + bx4. Absent an external forcing term,
the state-point x(t) will rapidly relax to one of two stable attractors, for
any choice of initial condition. It has been shown [1], however, that coupling
similar elements via a linear uni-directional coupling with cyclic boundary
conditions, can lead to oscillatory behavior past a critical value of the coupling
coefficient. Typically, this behavior is dictated by symmetry conditions [2], and
is generated via Hopf bifurcations; it appears to occur in any coupled system
of overdamped bistable elements, none of which would oscillate when isolated
and undriven, subject to the appropriate choice of parameters and operating
conditions (albeit through different bifurcation mechanisms).

To better understand this behavior, we focus on a specific nonlinear dy-
namic system in which the state point x(t) represents the (suitably normal-
ized) magnetic induction in a ferromagnetic sample; the dynamical model
is obtained via the continuum limit of a discrete spin model of individ-
ual domain dynamics and has been recently used [3] to characterize the
response of a specific magnetic measurement system, the (single-core) flux-
gate magnetometer (see [4] for good descriptions and references). The single-
core fluxgate magnetometer can be treated [3] as a nonlinear dynamic sys-
tem by assuming the core as approximately single-domain, and writing down
an equation for the evolution of the macroscopic magnetization parameter
x(t): ẋ(t) = −∇xU(x) in terms of the potential energy function U(x, t) =
x2(t)

2 − 1
c ln cosh c[(x(t) + h(t)]. c is a temperature-dependent nonlinearity pa-

rameter which controls the topology of the potential function: the system
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becomes monostable, or paramagnetic, for c < 1 corresponding to an in-
crease in the core temperature past the Curie point. The overdot denotes the
time-derivative, and h(t) is an external signal. In single-core fluxgate magne-
tometers, h(t) = h1(t) + ε. Here, ε is the target signal (taken to be dc and
quite small compared to the energy barrier height U0 of the potential) to be
detected, and h1(t) = A sin ωt, a known bias signal that is applied to make
the device switch readily between its saturation states (the target signal is
too small to accomplish this alone), so that the asymmetry introduced by the
dc target signal manifests itself as a (measureable) difference in the residence
times spent in the “up” and “down” saturation states of the core hysteresis
loop.

Single-core fluxgate magnetometers, that operate on the above dynam-
ics, have always been of interest to the technical and scientific communities
as practical and convenient sensors for vector magnetic field measurements
requiring a resolution up to 100pT at room temperature; they have found
applicability [4] in fields such as space and geophysical exploration and map-
ping, and non-destructive testing, as well as assorted military applications.
These magnetometers are, most often, operated via a readout based on the
spectral amplitude of the second harmonic of an applied time-dependent ref-
erence signal [5]; the presence of a target dc magnetic flux signal leads to the
appearance of peaks at even harmonics of the reference signal frequency, with
the peak amplitudes a function of the target signal. Recently, the possibilities
offered by new technologies and materials in realizing miniaturized devices
with improved performance, have lead to renewed interest in a new genera-
tion of cheap, compact and low-power fluxgate sensors. Miniaturization of the
fluxgate sensors is complicated by the rapid increase of the magnetic noise
with the (inverse) device dimensions, and general practical rules for achieving
high sensitivity (large number of windings, large cross-sectional sensor area,
and large driving current), but these requirements are at odds with the de-
sired characteristics (low cost, power and noise) of the miniaturized sensors.
Nonetheless, despite the difficulties manifest in integrated devices with better
performance, the literature does contain good examples of fluxgate sensors in
PCB [6] and even CMOS [7]. In particular, CMOS affords the possibility of
realizing the sensing part (fluxgate) and the read-out circuit on the same chip,
resulting in enhanced reliability, and lower costs in batch production.

An alternative to the power-spectral-based readout is the time-domain-
based readout method which was first introduced by Strycker and Wulkan [8].
It relies on a compilation of the residence times in the stable steady states; this
procedure, well established as the mechanism whereby neural firing events con-
vey information in the nervous system, is the backbone of the readout scheme
in our recent single-core fluxgate development work [3,9]. Hence, although the
residence times based readout is used in our coupled sensor system, we do not
describe it in this work; rather, we refer the reader to a recent publication [3]
in which the technique, applied to a single-core fluxgate magnetometer in the
presence of a noise floor, is detailed. It is easy to show that, for the single-core
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fluxgate operated in the conventional (second-harmonic) mode, the device
sensitivity is proportional to the amplitude and frequency of the applied bias
signal; hence, the conditions for increasing the sensitivity lead to a greater on-
board power consumption as well as an elevated noise floor since a significant
fraction of the latter arises from the bias signal generator. By contrast, one
can show [3, 9] that the sensitivity of the single-core fluxgate subject to the
residence times readout is inversely proportional to the bias amplitude and
frequency. Hence, the (theoretical) conditions for increasing the sensitivity in
the residence times readout correspond to those for decreasing the onboard
power requirement, as well as the noise floor. Of course, one cannot lower the
bias amplitude and frequency too far; the frequency must remain high enough
to ensure a good data sampling rate as well as strong electromagnetic coupling
between the core and the readout circuit elements, while the amplitude must
remain somewhat higher than the energy barrier height separating the steady
states (these correspond to the saturation states of the hysteresis loop) of the
potential energy function, to ensure reliable switching between the magneti-
zation steady states in the absence of the target signal. Further, as the signal
amplitude approaches the deterministic switching limit (the point at which
the deterministic forcing alone is just sufficient to drive switching events) from
above, the switching events become increasingly contaminated by the sensor
noise floor, and a large number of crossing events must be gathered in order
to obtain a reliable estimate for the difference in mean residence times. Hence,
in practical applications, the decrease in onboard power (with the concommi-
tant decrease in the noise contribution from the bias signal generator) must be
offset against an increase in the observation time, required to obtain reliable
statistics [3].

In two recent papers [11], we have demonstrated that coupling an odd num-
ber of overdamped bistable elements in a ring, with unidirectional coupling,
can lead to oscillatory behavior when the coupling strength exceeds a criti-
cal value. Clearly, the practical importance of this effect lies in the potential
sensitivity enhancement when the system is “tuned” very close to the oscil-
lation threshold (i.e. in the regime of very low frequency). We now provide
an overview of the (deterministic) results [11] of our investigations to date
including, where applicable, experimental results that confirm our theoretical
predictions.

2 Coupled-Core Fluxgate Magnetometers

We start by writing down the dynamics for three unidirectionally (cyclically)
coupled ferromagnetic cores (i = 1 . . . 3, x4 ≡ x1):

τ ẋi = −xi + tanh(c(xi + λxi+1 + h(t))) , (1)

where xi(t) represents the (suitably normalized) magnetic flux at the output
(i.e. in the secondary coil) of unit i, and h(t) � U0 is an externally applied
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“target” magnetic flux, U0 being the energy barrier height (absent the cou-
pling) for each of the elements (assumed identical for theoretical purposes).
In the absence of the coupling, each core is seen to be described by the dy-
namics already introduced in the preceeding section; the coupled system is,
however, no longer describable by a (3-body) potential energy function, due
to the unidirectional nature of the coupling. τ represents the device time con-
stant (inverse bandwidth); it is a measure of how rapidly the switching events
occur between the two steady states of each core. In well-fabricated “single
domain” cores, this switching rate is quite large (τ ≈ 10−6) with the hysteresis
loop being narrow and sharp. It is important to note [11] that the oscillatory
behavior occurs even for h(t) = 0, however when h(t) �= 0, the oscillation
characteristics change; these changes can be exploited for signal quantifica-
tion purposes. We reiterate that the oscillations, corresponding to the periodic
back-and-forth switching of the state point of each element between the stable
(or saturation) states of the input-output (hysteretic) transfer characteristic
and occurring when the coupling parameter λ exceeds a threshold value λc,
do not occur for a single (uncoupled) core, due to the overdamped nature of
the dynamics (1).

2.1 dc Target Signal

We start with a straightforward numerical simulation of the system (1), taking
h(t) = ε(� U0), a constant. The oscillations commence when the coupling
coefficient exceeds a threshold value [11]

λc = −ε − xinf +
1
c

tanh−1 xinf , (2)

with the inflexion point (computed for λ = 0) xinf =
√

(c − 1)/c; note that
in our convention, λ < 0 so that oscillations occur for |λ| > |λc|. We confine
the system to a small neighbourhood of the bifurcation (i.e. having a small
“separation” ∆λ ≡ λc−λ); the benefits of this are, immediately, evident from
a glance at Fig. 1 which shows the results of the simulations.

For small separation ∆λ, it is clear that the state-points spend the bulk
of their transition times reaching the inflexion points ±xinf , after which the
passage to the opposite minimum (at ≈ ±1) is very rapid. Put differently,
the combination of dc and coupled fluxes in each of the elements of (1), cause
that particular potential to skew or tilt so that a minimum and the saddle
point approach each other, coalescing into an inflexion point. At this point, an
infinitesimal further tilt, causes the state-point to drop into the opposite min-
imum, all the time providing an input to the next (forward-coupled) element
via the coupling, so that a soliton-like periodic disturbance travels around
the ring. One also notes that the elements evolve (approximately) individ-
ually, with two element always remaining in (or very close to) their steady
states (these have opposite signs) while the other evolves; this is particularly
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Fig. 1. Emergent oscillatory behavior in the coupled core system (1) for N = 3.
The top panel shows the oscillations near the critical point. Summed response is
indicated by thick black lines, and individual element responses follow the gray lines
in all panels. The parameters are set at λ = −0.60, ε = 0. The second panel shows
the oscillations for a higher coupling strength λ = −0.75, and ε = 0; the oscillation
frequency increases significantly, scaling as the square root of |λ| and ε. The third
panel shows the individual element oscillations for λ = −0.60, ε = 0.1; the frequency
decreases (compared to the top panel) with increasing ε. The initial conditions for
all simulation runs are (x1, x2, x3) = (1.0, 0.0,−1.0), c = 3, and the time step size is
0.001. For each panel, the critical coupling λc, at the onset of the oscillations, may
be determined from (2)
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evident in the slow oscillation regime at very small ∆λ. In essence, the par-
ticular structure of our system introduces a “dynamic” time-scale separation
wherein one element is always evolving much faster than all the others, until
it reaches its equilibrium, at which point the next element acquires this rapid
(by comparison to the others) time-scale. This happens even though the orig-
inal dynamics (1) does not, explicitly, show a well-defined separation of slow
and fast temporal scales. The above behavior, is reminiscent of what might
be expected in a discrete line of magnetic spins, subject to a dc magnetic
field. For an odd number of spins, there will always be two spins that have
the same alignment, and are therefore “frustrated”, with each spin trying to
orient itself anti-parallel to the other; the net result is a “ripple” in the spin
orientations that propagates through the chain, and continues to propagate
as long as the boundary conditions are cyclic.

The considerations of the last paragraph lead to a calculation of the os-
cillation period in terms of the “up” and “down” state residence times T± of
the summed output

∑
i xi(t). These are found as [11]:

T+ =
π

√
cxinf

1√
∆λ

; T− =
π

√
cxinf

1√
∆λ + 2ε

, (3)

whence we can readily write down TΣ = T+ + T− for the period of the
summed output, and Ti = NTΣ for each individual elemental period [11].
The period shows a characteristic dependence on the inverse square root of
the bifurcation distance ∆λ, as well as the target signal ε; these oscillations
can be experimentally produced at frequencies ranging from a few Hz to high
kHz. Recalling that the oscillations are, actually, switching events between the
stable states of each core, it is clear that they will occur as long as at least one
element has an initial condition that is different from the remaining elements
(clearly, in any practical system with a noise floor, this condition is easily
satisfied). The setup, clearly, eliminates the need to apply the reference bias
signal, as would be required for the single fluxgate; by generating the oscilla-
tions we are, effectively, forcing each core to switch between its stable steady
states (the saturation states of its hysteresis loop). Increasing N changes the
frequency of the individual elemental oscillations, but the frequency of the
summed response is seen to be independent of N .

The residence times difference, i.e. the difference in the times spent by
the system in its two stable magnetization states, can be computed (for the
summed output signal) as RTD = T+ − T−; note that the (dimensionless and
independent of N) residence times ratio (RTR) can also be computed from
these residence times. The RTD vanishes (as expected) for ε = 0, and can
be used as a quantifier of the target signal, analogous to the time-domain
operation of the single fluxgate. For very small target signals ε, we can obtain
an approximation to the coupled core RTD [11]:

RTD ≈ πε
√

cxinf
∆λ

−3/2
0 , (4)
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where ∆λ0 ≡ λc(ε = 0)−λ. We readily observe that the sensitivity ∂(RTD)/∂ε
is significantly enhanced as we get closer to the critical point; this is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. An experimentally obtained analog of this result is shown
in Fig. 3 (see [10, 11] for experimental details). We note that decreasing the
temperature-dependent control parameter c close to unity can also lead to
enhanced sensitivity to small ε, as is readily apparent in (4). However, for
c < 1 (corresponding to an increase in the temperature past the Curie point)
the system ceases to be bistable and the material becomes paramagnetic. It
is worth reiterating that a sensitivity ∂TΣ/∂ε, defined via the (summed) os-
cillation period, is actually proportional to ε (for small ε) as can readily be
calculated from (3). This may not be desireable in practical sensors where
one would like to develop the optimal sensor configuration independently of
the target signal. Hence, from this standpoint, the RTD constitutes the more
desireable measure with its sensitivity proportional to the factor ∆λ

−3/2
0 and

independent of ε.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical response curve of the coupled core fluxgate system to an ap-
plied target dc magnetic field ε vs. coupling strength. As λ approaches the critical
value λc = −0.5345, the response curve rises almost vertically which suggests that
the sensitivity of the device increases dramatically in this regime. c = 3, ε = 0.1,
and −1.0 ≤ λ ≤ −0.54. Both the Residence Times Difference (dashed curve) and
Residence Time Ratio (solid curve) response curves are plotted

The system sensitivity, defined via the derivative ∂(RTD)/∂ε, is found to
increase dramatically as one approaches the critical point in the oscillatory
regime; this suggests that careful tuning of the coupling parameter so that the
oscillations have very low frequency (i.e. just past the critical point of the bi-
furcation), could offer significant benefits for the detection of very small target
signals. This preceding statement must, however, be qualified by an important
caveat: in practical setups the oscillation frequency cannot be set too low, in
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Fig. 3. Experimentally obtained responsivity curves, using the Residence Time Ra-
tio (RTR) vs. the applied target magnetic field ε for different coupling strengths.
As expected, the coupled core system is less responsive as the coupling strength
is increased (top 3 curves). The bottom curve is the responsivity of an “equiva-
lent” single fluxgate magnetometer with bias signal amplitude selected to be slightly
suprathreshold, thereby yielding the maximal sensitivity. Note that the RTR for the
single fluxgate is, conveniently, frequency independent

order to ensure good coupling between the cores and the circuit components;
in turn, this places an upper bound on the sensitivity. The absence of the bias
signal generator should also result in less system noise, however this must be
balanced against the presence of the coupling circuits which require power
and will, therefore, contribute to the sensor noise floor.

2.2 Time-Sinusoidal Target Signal

We now consider the situation wherein the target signal is h(t) = ε sin ωt and
the amplitude ε is very small (ε � U0 as before). Numerically integrating
the system 1, with non-identical initial conditions, reveals three distinctive
regimes of oscillatory behavior that are clearly separated (Fig. 4) in the pa-
rameter space (λ, ε):

(I) The supercritical regime wherein the coupling parameter is below the criti-
cal value (λ < λ0, i.e. |λ| > |λ0| in our convention). In this regime, the coupled
system oscillates with a traveling wave pattern as described above, even for
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Fig. 4. Theoretical Phase Diagram: Oscillatory behavior of the coupled fluxgate
model 1 in parameter space (λ, ε). In the supercritical regime, the oscillations form
a traveling wave pattern. In the subcritical regime, with h(t) small, the system oscil-
lates about one of the steady states ±1, while with h(t) large, the system oscillates
between two steady states. In both cases the oscillation form a travelling wave and
their frequency is exactly ω/3. For ε greater than a critical value, all three waves are
in-phase with each other and frequency synchronized with the external signal h(t)
in region (III). Recall that λ0 < 0 in our convention (see text). An experimentally
obtained versionof this phase diagram is given in [12]

h(t) = ε, as long as the initial conditions for at least two of the elements are
non-identical. In the presence of the target signal h(t), the system responds
by oscillating asymmetrically between the two stable magnetization states of
each element. The response displays a frequency mixing of the inherent oscil-
lations of the coupled system and the target signal. The bifurcation diagram
(not shown) in this regime is quite complex ranging from the simple oscilla-
tions (for h(t) = 0), to quasi-periodicity and, eventually, to chaos.
(II) The subcritical regime wherein the coupling strength exceeds the critical
value (λ > λ0, |λ| < |λ0|), so that there are no spontaneous oscillations. For
small h(t), the system oscillates about the steady states near ±1. With suf-
ficiently large h(t), the system oscillates between the two steady states in a
travelling wave pattern where the amplitude and frequency of each oscillation
are the same but a phase shift of 2π

3 exists between the different waveforms.
This behavior is quite similar to that already observed for the case of dc
(or zero) target signal; however, the onset of the oscillations occurs sooner
in parameter space when the applied signal is time-periodic. The oscillation
frequency is exactly ω/3.
(III) Frequency matching of the output waveform to that of the target sig-
nal. With the control parameter λ held constant in the subcritical regime,
increasing ε past a critical value causes the coupled system to switch to an-
other oscillation mode wherein the frequency of the output waveform precisely
match with that of the target signal. This behavior occurs solely in the pres-
ence of a time-periodic applied signal, within the parameter space indicated in
Fig. 4. For signal detection purposes, the subcritical regime is more relevant
since it is relatively easy to extract information about the target signal, via
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the RTD method, because of the simplicity of the oscillation characteristics
e.g. constant amplitudes, frequencies, and phases; the RTD technique is not,
however, as easy to use in the supercritical regime.

The important point to emphasize here is that, unlike the preceeding case
of the dc target signal one can, for this case, generate oscillatory behavior
(with a suitably chosen signal amplitude) even with the sensor set in the
subcritical regime (i.e. no oscillations in the absence of the target signal). This
affords a novel “power-saver” mode of operation for detecting time-periodic
target signals. For a given ω and moderate values of (λ, ε) above the boundary
line for the supercritical regime, each element oscillates at 1

3ω, with an inter-
element phase difference of 2π/3. When the amplitude is large enough, the
oscillations switch to an in-phase pattern with a frequency perfectly matched
to the external signal frequency. This out-of-phase region is bounded (Fig. 4)
by the supercritical region (below) and the in-phase region (above). To the
right, the region is bounded by the line connecting λ0 and the critical signal
amplitude εc where the entrainment between the uncoupled (λ = 0) system
and the external signal occurs. So the critical coupling λcsub

for the onset of
the oscillations, for a given ε, is

λcsub
= λ0 −

(
λ0

εc

)
ε . (5)

Clearly, it is important to obtain an analytical expression for λcsub
in terms

of the critical value εc for the onset of oscillatory behavior when the system
is set to the subcritical regime. The calculation has been carried out in [12];
the result is presented here:

εc =
A
√

(b + 2aA)2 + ω2τ2

√
1 + ω2τ2 +

√
(b + 2aA)2 + ω2τ2

. (6)

For the supercritical case, one can readily write down (see Fig. 4)

λcsup
= λ0 +

(
λ0

εc

)
ε , (7)

Here, the following definitions are used:

a = (4c2−4c2e2c)e2c

(e2c+1)3 ,

b = (−3+4c−8c2)e2c+(−3+4c+8c2)e4c−e6c−1
(e2c+1)3 ,

d = −(a + b) +
(

e2c−1
e2c+1 − 1

)
,

A = (−b −
√

b2 − 4ad)/2a .

(8)

Figure 5 shows the oscillation characteristics in the different operating
regimes of the device; the figure should be examined in the context of the phase
diagram Fig. 4. This figure has been generated via our experimental setup [12].
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Fig. 5. Oscillation waveforms associated with the different regimes in the exper-
imental system. (a) System (emergent) oscillations (at 44Hz) in the supercritical
regime (see Fig. 4) without an external field. (b) characteristic modulation of the
oscillations in the supercritical regime with a small applied ac magnetic flux signal
(at 150Hz). (c) Oscillations in the subcritical regime where the system oscillates at
ω/3 (50 Hz) with no modulation of the waveforms. (d) Oscillations in phase to each
other and frequency-locked to the external signal. The external signal amplitude
ε increases from panels (a) to (d). Each core response is transduced from a core
magnetization to a (easily measured) voltage output (see [9] for details)

In the experimental run, the system is set up with the coupling strength in
the supercritical regime so that it is oscillating (44 Hz) without any applied
external field (top panel of Fig. 5). The next panel illustrates the modulation
of the oscillation waveforms by a small amplitude ac external signal (at 150 Hz)
while the system is still in the supercritical regime; note that the the system
remains oscillating at the natural frequency (44 Hz). Thereafter, increasing
the amplitude of the ac signal pushes the coupled system into the subcritical
regime (see Fig. 4), and the resulting oscillations occur (panel (c) of Fig. 5) at 1

3
the frequency of the ac signal without the amplitude modulation of panel (b).
The last panel illustrates the case when the ac signal amplitude is increased
sufficiently (into region III) so that the system switches to another behavior in
the subcritical regime where all three waveforms are phase-locked to each other
and the oscillation frequency exactly matches that of the external signal. All
four scenarios illustrated here are predicted by theory (Fig. 4) and verified in
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numerical simulations (not shown). Clearly, a good theoretical understanding
of the frequency mixing behavior affords an avenue to using these phenomena
for the detection and quantification of time-periodic target signals.

3 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We have introduced a new paradigm for operating fluxgate magnetometers.
Instead of relying on a time-periodic bias signal to force a single-core device to
switch states, we introduced a uni-directional coupling scheme for the sensor
array to create switching behavior between the stable steady states of each
core; the coupling, essentially, carries out the function of the applied bias signal
in the single fluxgate. The coupled configuration affords the possibility of
tuning the operational frequencies over a wide range for specific applications,
by tuning the coupling strengths between individual sensors in the network. It
also appears (although, clearly, more detailed investigations of this point are
necessary) that the coupled core system could yield potential enhancements
to the system sensitivity when compared to a single fluxgate, particularly if
one is able to control the coupling parameter so as to always operate in the
low frequency oscillation regime (just past the critical point). Other benefits
are also realizeable in the context of signal detection applications: since the
characteristic response of the coupled core system to the external field results
in changes to both the oscillation frequency and the symmetry of the output
waveform, we can also (in addition to the change in the RTD that has been
the thrust of this paper) use these changes to quantify the external signal.
The fact that the sensitivity, for the RTD readout in the coupled core system,
is independent of the target signal is an important advantage to using this
approach. Clearly, the relative simplicity of the readout electronics for the
RTD method in general [9], as well as the potential to have a smaller noise
floor (since the externally applied bias signal is unnecessary in the coupled
setup) are also important factors when evaluating the potential usefulness
of this setup for a real application. The last statement must, of course be
coupled with the caveat of a contribution to the noise floor, arising from the
coupling circuit. Hence, while we do expect the noise floor to be reduced from
its current value (see preceding section) with the careful implementation of
low-noise circuit components in future device realizations, the extent of the
reduction is still unclear. The fact that the residence times readout achieves its
optimal sensitivity (to a given target signal) under conditions that are opposite
to those required to achieve optimal sensitivity in the conventional (spectral-
based) readout and, furthermore, that implementing these conditions leads to
a lower power consumption on the device, are also important considerations
when deciding on the particular readout strategy to be employed, for a given
application.

Another important point to note is that the implementation of the coupling
requires a certain on-board power in the system described in this work; hence,
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the coupled core system, when experimentally implemented, does not violate
fundamental conservation laws. In a numerical simulation of the basic (1), one
does not include an explicit power term, however, the initial condition for at
least one element must be taken to be different from the others, in order for the
oscillations to be generated (for an appropriately chosen value of the coupling
parameter λ past the critical value λc). Experimentally, in the presence of a
noise floor, the individual fluxgates will, in fact, always have different initial
configurations unless specific constraints are implemented; this also happens
because it is impossible to have identical devices in practice.

A few additional comments regarding the sensitivity of the coupled de-
vice, particularly in the context of the comparison (Fig. 2) to the single RTD
fluxgate, are in order. In the zero target field limit, one readily obtains the
(theoretical) expressions for the sensitivities:

Ss0 =
4

πω

1
√

A2 − bt
2

Sc0 =
π

cxinf
∆λ

−3/2
0 (9)

for the single and coupled core systems, respectively; here, we recall that
h(t) = A sin ωt is the bias signal applied to the single-core device. Note that
the first of these expressions is readily derivable from a simple, physically
intuitive (level-crossing) description [3, 9] of the single device, subject to a
time-periodic bias signal of amplitude ε and frequency ω, with bt being the
location of one of the thresholds (the saturation state of the hysteresis loop
in the absence of the dc target signal); the second expression is obtained by
differentiation of (4). At first glance, it would appear that the sensitivity (for
the residence times readout) can be enhanced by decreasing the bias signal fre-
quency ω for the single fluxgate or, equivalently, by allowing λ to be very close
to its critical value (thereby, effectively decreasing the oscillating frequency) in
the coupled core system. However, one must weigh this against the constraints
of a (usually, in practice) finite observation time, as well as the necessity of
maintaining a good magnetic-electric coupling between the core(s) and the cir-
cuit elements; this coupling breaks down at extremely low frequencies. Hence,
one is limited to frequencies that should be above a threshold value (dictated
by the device and circuit properties) for optimality in practical scenarios. It
is, therefore, difficult to provide a completely accurate comparison between
the performance of single and coupled devices, based on sensitivity alone.
Note that using the Residence Times Ratio (RTR) removes the frequency
from Ss, yielding a dimensionless quantity; while convenient for comparison
purposes, this does not, however, remove the above-described constraint on
the frquency. These considerations are, of course, complicated by the presence
of background noise which can arise from a multitude of sources, as already
discussed in the preceding section.

It is appropriate to discuss, briefly, the effect of the sensor noise floor on the
response; in a real application, this noise can arise from internal (materials,
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electronics, etc.) sources, as well as contamination of the target signal. The
voltage output signal from a single core fluxgate (operated via the residence
times readout) has been shown [9] to have a noise component that can be well-
approximated by a gaussian distribution. However, the individual residence
times have noise components which are, in general, non-gaussian; they have
noise-dependent tails and, with increasing noise intensity the tails get longer, a
feature that is quite common to two-state devices. Our earlier theoretical and
experimental work [3] showed these features, and also showed that decreasing
the noise intensity (alternatively, increasing the bias amplitude A) reduced the
tail and made the distributions more gaussian-like; in the small σ2/A limit
(where σ2 is a theoretical noise variance) the residence times distributions are
gaussian [3], which also has been observed (not shown) in experiments. Of
course, this comes at the price of reduced sensitivity (since the sensitivity, for
the residence times readout, is inversely proportional to the bias amplitude).
The above ratio can be reduced (for a given noise floor) by increasing the bias
amplitude A, but this increases the onboard power reqauirement as well as
the contribution to the noise floor arising from the bias generator. A careful
optimization of geometrical and other core parameters is also known to lower
the noise in the voltage signal (see e.g. [13]).

To better understand the ramifications of background noise, we have intro-
duced [3] the (critical to a practical system) observation time Tob, and defined
a response signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is directly proportional to

√
Tob.

A longer observation time leads to an enhanced response (to very weak tar-
get signals), however, practical constraints may limit Tob. One can increase
the bias frequency ω, thereby increasing the number of crossing events and
improving the statistics of the measurement process, however this implies a
larger power requirement. Hence, in a practical application, one must strike a
balance between the physical constraints (e.g. onboard power, noise from the
bias signal generator) and the need to carry out a reliable measurement of the
mean RTD. The practical configuration is also, of course, heavily dependent
on the amplitude (relative to the energy barrier height) of the target signal ε
to be quantified; it helps to have an a priori idea of the range of target signals
under consideration for a given application. However, if the target signal is
larger than the energy barrier height (or the coercive field) it is, usually, eas-
ier to detect it by standard techniques that do not require a finely adjusted
sensor such as that described in this work.

The noise floor of the (single core) residence times fluxgate can be obtained
via the power spectral density of a time series of the voltage response, taken
at 1 Hz (usually); this quantity can be shown to be proportional to the ratio
of the standard deviation of the RTD (this quantity has been experimentally
measured [9]), and can also be theoretically computed [3, 9]) and the Sensi-
tivity S (slope of the RTD vs target signal response curve). The theoretical
results and calculation details will be presented elsewhere. The coupled core
system’s noise floor (measured via the response PSD [10]) is, currently higher
than that of the single device, no surprise given the uni-directional coupling
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and the added noise generated in each coupling circuit. We do, however, expect
that the noise floor will be lowered in subsequent realizations of the coupled
core device, following a careful optimization of the circuit components.

Our experimental results, together with all the caveats ennunciated above,
make clear that this coupling scheme holds out the promise for a class of
fluxgate sensors that would, potentially, overcome many of the limitations of
using conventional (i.e., typically readout via the second harmonic in the PSD)
single core fluxgates. However, a sensor based on our coupling scheme has not
yet been realized (this review describes the results of the first experiments on a
laboratory prototype), and must await the outcome of additional experiments
aimed at quantifying the noise floor and responsivity of the coupled core
system, together with precise comparison of its signal detection performance
(and limitations) to a single core fluxgate.

Finally, it should be clear that our coupling scheme is quite general; it can
readily be applied to a vast array of dynamical systems which follow the basic
“particle-in-potential” paradigm with U being any bi- or multi-stable poten-
tial and x the appropriate state variable. The ability to control the oscillation
frequency (our system can be made to oscillate at frequencies ranging from a
few Hz to several kHz) dramatically broadens the range of applications that
can benefit from this scheme. When the target signal is time-periodic, the
sensor can be operated in a “power-saver” mode wherein it is set to the sub-
critical regime in the absence of the signal. Then, the emergent behavior can
be used to quantify time-periodic target signals, since the internal oscillation
frequency (44 Hz in our setup), can usually be controlled by an appropriate
choice of system parameters (in this case, the coupling coefficients). The re-
sults of this work are expected to be applicable to a much larger class of
nonlinear dynamic systems (of which our 3-core micro-fluxgate system [10] is
only one example) coupled in this manner.
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Abstract. Ionic Polymer Metal Composites or IPMCs are innovative materials,
light and soft, that show very interesting electromechanical properties to be used in
several fields of research, such as robotics, measurements, biomedics. In this paper
details on IPMCs will be given: from their state of the art to their modeling and
characterization; tools and equipments, designed and realized to perform measure-
ments on the IPMCs will be presented.

Keywords: Displacement sensors, motion actuators, electromechanical conversion,
IPMCs

1 Introduction

Several fields of research, such as robotics, measurements, biomedics, are inter-
ested in finding new materials. Most of the materials available on the market
to realize motion systems are both rigid and high power consumer. Hence,
the need to search for innovative materials, in order to emulate the move-
ment of the biological tissues, emerges. Ionic Polymer Metal Composites or
IPMCs seem to be a response to these requests. Indeed IPMCs are known also
as Artificial Muscles [1] thanks to their capability to undergo large bending
under the effect of a low voltage stimulus (the order of magnitude being few
volts) [2]. Nevertheless the potentialities of IPMCs go beyond. They work also
in a reversible way: if mechanically deformed they generate a voltage across
their thickness. They can hence be used also as motion sensors [3]. A unique
material offers the possibility to realize two important functions: perception
and consequent activation. Moreover, being light and soft they result very
silent. All these properties could not be fully exploited because of the lack
of both: adequate technologies to fabricate the material and complete models
able to describe their electromechanical behavior.

In the following sections an overview on IPMCs will be given, then
preliminary results on their characterization will be reported and several
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instrumentations and tools made to measure in order to collect all the data
needed to model IPMC behavior, both as motion actuator and sensor, will be
described.

2 IPMCs Fundamentals

A typical IPMC sample is a thin ionic polymeric membrane, the usual thick-
ness being 200 µm, covered on both sides by metallic layers, to form the elec-
trodes; the metal deposition thickness can vary from 5 µm to 10 µm. The
polymeric bulk can be Nafion R© (perfluorosulfonate made by Dupont R©) or
Flemion R© (perfluorocarboxilate made by Asahi Glass) [4], while noble metals
are used to avoid oxidation phenomena and to improve the performance of
the electrodes (i.e. platinum or gold). Figure 1 shows a microscopic image of
the cross section of an IPMC made of Nafion R© and platinum.

Fig. 1. An optical microscopy (20x) of the cross section of an IPMC. Platinum
distribution after deposition on the Nafion R© membrane surface is pointed out in
the enlargement (50x)

The Nafion R© molecule has the structure given by the following formula [5]:

[(CF2CF2)nCFCF2]x
|

(OCF2CF)mOCF2CF2SO3H
|
CF3

Ionic polymers like Nafion R© have inner ionisable groups; a property of these
groups is that they dissociate and move in the molecular net in a variety of
solvent media generating a strong electric field [1]. In the polymeric matrix of
commercial Nafion R© -SO3− is the fixed group while the cation H+ is free to
move.

By applying a voltage to a typical electrolyte, cations and anions move in
opposite directions: no energy is transferred from the molecular network to the
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solvent, and no solvent molecule is carried [6]. Instead, in the above-mentioned
polymeric membrane the solvent molecules can be carried parasitically by the
mobile cations; cations with a high hydration number will produce greater
deformation than cations with a low hydration number [7]. For this reason,
in practical applications, the hydrogen ion of the Nafion R© molecule is substi-
tuted, via an ion exchange process, with Na+, Li+, etc.

The acting and sensing mechanisms, involved in the electromechanical
conversion exploited by the IPMCs, are shown in Fig. 2.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. The mechanisms involved in the electromechanical conversion exploited by
the IPMCs. (a) for the actuator case: applied voltage into caused deformation; (b)
for the sensor case: forced bending into voltage

For the actuator case two phenomena occur: the first is known as water
pumping and depends on IPMC water content, the second is due to the in-
teraction between charges relative to the particular metal electrodes and the
polymer substrate. Assuming to impose a voltage across an IPMC strip an in
deep description of involved phenomena is given.

Sodium ions (or the mobile cation whatever it is), following the electric
field, move towards the cathode carrying with them water molecules, in a
parasitical way. This water pumping causes the IPMC cathode side to spread,
while the anode region decreases its volume and hence contracts. The result
is the bending of the strip towards the anode. The higher are the ion con-
centration and the number of water molecules that the mobile ion can carry
with it, the bigger will be the resulting deformation [8]. Figure 2(a) shows the
cross section of the membrane, the two external lines correspond to the metal
depositions that act as the electrodes where the voltage signal is applied.

If the applied voltage is constant, the cation electric drift produces a con-
centration gradient that generates a consequent back diffusion of water mole-
cules (cation back diffusion current is balanced by the drift current due to the
electric field). The macroscopic effect is the partial relaxation of the IPMC
strip that goes on until water distribution inside it becomes uniform [8].
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If the applied voltage is time variant, for instance a sinusoidal voltage,
the strip starts oscillating and the maximum displacement depends on both
the amplitude and the frequency of the exiting input signal [9]. The IPMC
actuator has a good low frequency response; at high frequency a number of
phenomena do not allow it to follow the rapid signal variations. The frequency
range where the deformation of the IPMC is appreciable was experimentally
found to be approximately from 0 to 30 Hz. For higher frequency reported
studies show that deformation reduces remarkably [10].

The second contribution to the IPMC deformation, when a voltage is ap-
plied, is due to the coulombian interactions that arise between charges in
metal electrodes and the fixed charged groups belonging to the polymer ma-
trix. The porous nature of Nafion R© makes the deposed metal to penetrate
inside the membrane, forming dendritic electrodes [11]. The external voltage
charges these dendrites that tends to go away one from each other, because of
electric repulsion, causing the electrode to expand. The charge of the anionic
sulfonic groups inside the polymer chain amplify this repulsive phenomenon
near to the cathode region, while it reduces it in the anion region. The overall
effect is a further expansion of the cathode side.

For the sensor case, by mechanically bending the material it is possible to
change the distribution of the charges with respect to the membrane neutral
axis (see Fig. 2(b)): the applied stress will contract one side of the membrane
while will spread the other, the mobile ions will move consequently toward
the region characterized by a lower charge density parasitically carrying the
solvent molecules (i.e. deionised water). A deficit of negative charges and an
excess of the positive ones will therefore result in the expanded side. In the
contracted side the opposite will occur. This phenomenon produces a voltage
gradient collected at the metal electrodes. It is intuitive as this property results
in a sensing capability [12].

3 IPMCs Modelling

To exploit the potentiality of IPMCs the development of complete model able
to fully describe their behaviour, both as motion actuators and sensors, is
mandatory. This task has been accomplished by using a grey-box approach
modelling: models are obtained on the basis of few well understood phenomena
ruled by physical parameters that can be estimated on the basis of experimen-
tal observations on the devices. The models are scaled by using parameters
that are under the control of the designer.

Several IPMC samples were built following the standard procedure made
by Oguro [13]. The samples used are made of Nafion R© 117 and 115 as ionic
polymer (produced by Dupont R© and distributed by Sigma-Aldrich R©) with
Lithium and Sodium as counterion, while Platinum has been chemically de-
posed to form the electrodes.
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Fig. 3. The cutter used to obtain strips of IPMC of predefined size. The cutter was
designed ad-hoc

Obtained sheets were cut into strips of different size, using an ad-hoc de-
signed and built precision cutter, in order to obtain the strips with repeatable
dimensions. A photo of the cutter is shown in Fig. 3.

As far as the actuator is concerned the model input is the imposed voltage,
the output is the available force (blocked force) or the displacement of a given
point (free deflection).

As far as the sensor is concerned the model input is represented by a
deformation imposed and the output is the electrical produced signal.

The models have been developed referring to the largely known model
of the Euler-Bernoulli beam, pinned by one end. This is the natural choice
since IPMCs electromechanical conversions occur in the transverse direction.
A scheme of the used cantilever configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

A=wt 

w 

δ 

Lc 

Lt 

F 

t

Ls 

x 

z 

Fig. 4. A scheme of the cantilever configuration used to model the IPMC
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F is the force;
δ is the transversal deformation;
Lc is the length of the clamped part of the beam;
Lt is the total free length of the beam (without considering the length of the

pinned part);
Ls is the point where the developed mechanical reaction is desired (actuator),

or the mechanical (force or displacement) stimulus is applied;
w, t ware the dimensions of the beam cross section.

3.1 As Actuators

The model, for the actuator, is organized in accordance with the following
Figs. 5a and 6a. The corresponding scheme of the measuring facilities used to
acquire relevant data are reported in Figs. 5b and 6b, respectively.

 
Measuring device 

 

IPMC sample Waveform 
generator 

V(t) 

I(t) 

F(t) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. A block scheme for the actuator model in the case of the blocked force (a)
and the scheme of the measuring facility used to acquire relevant data (b)

The first block is a nonlinear one that is introduced to convert the imposed
voltage into the absorbed current. The introduction of the nonlinearity is
necessary because of the non linear effects that are widely reported in the
literature [14] and that have been observed in experimental data acquired on
the used membranes. Figure 7 shows a typical voltammogram relative to one
sample of IPMC Nafion R© 117, with Li+ as counterion, with length 25 mm and
width 6 mm when a sinusoidal voltage with 6 Vpp and frequency 200 mHz is
applied.

The modelling of the electromechanical conversion has been obtained by
the following assumptions:

1. the cause of the membrane bending is represented by charge accumulation
close to the electrodes;

2. the electromechanical coupling phenomenon can be described by adapting
a model already accepted for piezoelectric materials;
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Measuring device 

 

IPMC sample Waveform 
generator 

V(t) 

I(t) 

δ(t) δδ

(a) (b) 

δ

Fig. 6. A block scheme for the actuator model in the case of the free deflection (a)
and the scheme of the measuring facility used to acquire relevant data (b)

Fig. 7. A typical voltammogram relative at Nafion R© 117 Li+

3. equations ruling the mechanical deformation of the membrane are those of
a pinned beam subjected to a distributed moment.

The first conversion, i.e. from applied voltage to absorbed current has been
solved by using a lumped parameter circuit.

Equivalent-circuit models with lumped parameters are advantageous be-
cause they can provide an intuitive, graphical representation of the governing
equations of a system. Defined properly, the individual circuit elements can
have clear physical interpretations, and the user can examine the relationship
between the various elements without being forced to study the underlying
equations.

The proposed circuit is a generalization of similar models reported in the
literature [15–18]: a nonlinear branch has been introduced that describes the
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nonlinearity observed in the dependence between the voltage applied to an
IPMC and the absorbed current [19].

The absorbed current is the cause of the mechanical reaction (as widely
reported in the literature) because of charges/water redistribution [20–22].
The membrane is used in a pinned configuration, hence it produces a force in
the direction orthogonal to its length and/or the deformed membrane shape
corresponds to a circumference arc [23, 24]. Deformation results in a change
of the sample curvature (mm−1).

3.2 As Sensors

The state of the art about IPMC models in the sensing working mode is even
less developed than the state of the art of IPMCs as actuators. The model of
the IPMCs working as sensors considered in this paper has been determined
by using the same approach developed for the actuators. In particular to de-
termine the parameters that characterise the IPMC models experiments have
been performed by using ad-hoc measuring facilities, designed and realised
at the DIEES laboratory. The instruments used at this stage are designed to
measure both the imposed force and/or deformation and the sensing signal,
produced by the IPMC. The model input is the imposed displacement at the
point Ls, the output can be either the charge (with no drawn current) or the
current (in short circuit conditions).

The sensor model is scaled as a function of relevant sensor parameters
(counterion, length, thickness, width).

The models, for the sensor, are organized in accordance with the following
Figs. 8a, 9a. the block scheme of the measuring tools used to acquire data on
relevant electromechanical parameters are reported in Figs. 8b and 9b.

 
(a) 

Measuring device 

IPMC sample 
Mechanical signal 

generator 
δ(t) δδ

F(t) 

q(t)

 
(b) 

SFq
q(t)δ(t) 

Fig. 8. The block scheme of an IPMC based sensors when the produced charge is
measured (a) and the corresponding block scheme of the measuring apparatus (b)

Note that in this case the non linear effect has been not included because
of the experimental evidence, obtained by considering the sensing signal pro-
duced by a sinusoidal mechanical input signal, no significant voltage distor-
tion was observed. An example of typical input-output signals are reported in
Fig. 10.
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Measuring device 

IPMC samplMechanical signal
generator 

δ(t) δδ

F(t)

i(t)

Fig. 9. The block scheme of an IPMC based sensors when the produced current is
measured (a) and the corresponding block scheme of the measuring apparatus (b)

Fig. 10. The sensing output obtained measuring the short sensing current (green
line) when a deformation (blue line) is imposed at the membrane

The Fig. 10 shows the output obtained measuring the short sensing current
(green line) when a deformation (blue line) is imposed to the membrane. In
the considered case the frequency of the oscillations imposed to the sample is
about 24 Hz.

This gives evidence that IPMCs working as sensors can be modelled by
using a linear approximation.

Also the hydration working conditions are significantly different from those
used for the actuator. In fact, the sensing behaviour of IPMCs is better when
the membrane is dry. A number of experimental observations revealed that
the sensor works better when the water excess is removed. Figure 11 shows
this behaviour.

Moreover, the sensing signal maintains the same characteristics after hours
of working.
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Fig. 11. (a) The produced signal for an highly hydrated sample (b) the same signal
after 1 h of working with the same applied deformation

3.3 The Instruments for Testing the Actuator

To identify the actuator model, measurements of a set of quantities are re-
quired. In particular the identification of the electric model requires to mea-
sure both the voltage applied across the thickness of the membrane and the
corresponding absorbed current. For this reason an ad-doc circuit, able to
sense both the absorbed current and the voltage applied has been developed.
Figure 12 shows the realized prototype. The circuit is composed by an instru-
mentation amplifier that detects the voltage across a shunt resistance of value
0.1 Ω and tolerance 1%, in series to the membrane.

Fig. 12. The prototype of the circuit able to measure the voltage across the thickness
of the membrane and the absorbed current

As previously mentioned, the electromechanical model transforms the ap-
plied voltage into the blocked force. An instrument to capture the developed
force and the stimulus signal has been designed. The IPMC strip is clumped
edgeways in a cantilever configuration and is forced by a voltage stimulus.
Relevant signals are conditioned by using the circuit shown in Fig. 13 and
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 13. (a) A top view of the instrument used to measure the developed force of
the membrane and the stimulus applied. (b) A typical plot of the acquired signals:
the input stimulus (blue line) and the corresponding blocking force (green line)

are successively sent to an acquisition card mounted in a PC. Contemporary
the force produced by the sample working as an actuator, is measured by a
load cell model GSO-10 by Transducer Techniques for micro-force detecting,
equipped with its conditioning circuitry. The load cell has to be calibrated
by setting the gain of the conditioning circuitry in order to have an output
voltage equal to the measured force. This result is obtained by using a known
weight, following a procedure suggested by the load cell producer.
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Figure 13a is a top view of the instrument used to acquire both blocking
force and stimulus signals. The result of a typical acquisition is reported in
Fig. 13b.

The deformation, produced by the membrane when a signal stimulus is
applied, is another important quantity, used to identify the electromechan-
ical model of the actuator. The absorbed current and the applied voltage
are acquired by using the conditioning circuit introduced before. The defor-
mation of the membrane is measured by using a system based on infrared
(IR) sensors. In particular, the IR system is composed of a transmitter and a
receiver. It is able to reveal the distance of a target by measuring the inten-
sity of the reflected ray that is obviously modulated by the target movement.
The IR system together with the required conditioning circuitry (amplifiers,
demodulating stage, and filters) is enclosed in a screened box to avoid any
interference. Figure 14a is a view of the whole system realized to perform the
required measuring surveys, reported in Fig. 14b [25].

3.4 The Instruments for Testing the Sensor

As far as the sensor model is concerned, an ad-hoc instrument has been real-
ized in order to measure the sensing signal produced by the membrane when
a force produces a deformation [26]. The produced signal is detected by using
the condition circuit previously described. In particular the adopted circuit
allows the measure of the short-circuit current. By adequately design the cir-
cuit it is possible to extend in a wide range of frequency the measure of this
quantity. On the contrary, the measure of the produced charge when the mem-
brane is deformed requires the design of the circuit in order to chose the range
of frequencies in which the acquisition will be done. This induces to prefer a
measure of the short-circuit current because the circuit is more accurate than
the charge amplifier. A top view of the card used to measure the short-circuit
current produced by the membrane, working as a sensor in shown in Fig. 15.

Also for the case of the sensor model identification, a set of electromechan-
ical quantities needs to be measured. In particular the quantities of interest
are: the applied deformation, the short-circuit current and the blocked force.

A view of the real system is given in Fig. 16a. The force is detected by
using the load cell before mentioned, the deformation is acquired by using a
system based on IR sensors. Typical acquired signals are shown in Fig. 17.

Conclusions

In this contribution the actual trends on IPMC technology is outlined and
some new results are included. The approach adopted to model the IPMCs
both as motion actuator and sensor is presented with several instruments ad
hoc built to address the characterization step.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 14. (a) A top view of the instrument used to measure the deflection of the
membrane and the stimulus applied; (b) Typical signals acquirable by the instru-
ment, from the top: the applied voltage, the current absorbed by the IPMC and its
consequent deformation
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Fig. 15. The prototype of the circuit for the measurement of the short-circuit
current produced by the membrane working as sensor

Fig. 16. (a) A view of the system able to perform the measurements required for
the identification of the sensor model. (b) A particular of the system that shows the
membrane positioning
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Interacting, multi-robot systems show increasing promise for advances in ex-
ploration and defense applications. Here, we model a non-linear system of
self-propelled individuals interacting via a pairwise attractive and repulsive
potential. Depending on the interaction parameters, the agents may disperse,
accumulate into self-organizing structures such as flocks and vortices, or col-
lapse onto themselves. Borrowing tools from Statistical Mechanics, we discuss
the connections between the H-stable nature of the interaction potential and
resulting aggregating patterns and asymptotic behaviors.

1 Introduction

Designing and controlling robot assemblies to achieve specific collective goals
has drawn considerable interest in recent years [1–4].An individual agent may
be programmed to be fully autonomous and independent, but because of phys-
ical and resource constraints, its abilities may be limited. On the other hand,
groups of individuals exchanging information and optimally self-organizing
may have a much broader range of capabilities. Natural examples of interact-
ing “swarms” abound: fish, birds, bacteria and insects communicate to create
complex patters with new and useful group properties [5, 6]. These structures
often form without the aid of a leader or of mediating chemical fields and only
in response to local interactions. The underlying idea of robot swarming is to
coordinate agent motion in a similiar, intelligent manner, sometimes looking
at nature for inspiration [7]. Teams of interacting artificial agents may some-
day be routinely used in underwater or space exploration missions, or for the
completion of military and other dangerous tasks, such as land-mine detection
and removal or earthquake recovery [1].

A major issue is the control of swarm size and stability with respect to
constituent number. Given N agents that interact through simple rules, how
does the size of the swarm depend on N? Can we design interactions so that
swarms are stable as the number of constituents increases and inter-agent
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Fig. 1. H-stable and catastrophic behaviors. The pairwise panels I, II show the
two-body interaction between agents. In both cases a minimum separation distance
exists. If agents are placed on an infinite triangular lattice of spacing d, the overall
energy is minimized in dramatically different ways. For the pairwise I case, in the
large number limit, agents are separated by a finite distance. For the pairwise II
case, the infinite system energy is minimized with lattice constant d → 0. This is
the catastrophic case where agents collapse upon themselves

spacings are fixed without collapsing or dispersing as N grows? Obviously the
answer depends on the particular agent-agent interaction. Here, we discuss
stability and pattern formation of a prototypical system of N self-propelled
individuals interacting through pairwise attractive and repulsive potentials.
We have addressed most of these issues in [12].

2 Stability and Collapse

Many-body, interacting individuals are often encountered in physical systems
at the microscopic scale. Statistical mechanics aims at describing such aggre-
gates in a more macroscopic, “thermodynamic” way [8]. To make the passage
to the macroscopic world meaningful so that thermodynamics can be fully
recovered, the pairwise interactions must obey specific requirements. In par-
ticular, for any arbitrarily large number N of agents, if a constant B ≥ 0 ex-
ists such that

∑
i U(xi) ≥ −NB the microscopic agents will not collapse onto

themselves and a typical distance between individuals will be well defined.
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Fig. 2. H-stability phase diagram of the Morse potential (taken from [12]).
Catastrophic and stable behavior are predicted as a function of the parameter
ratios  = r/a and C = Cr/Ca. Extrema of the potential dmin exist only for
 > max{1, C} and for  < min{1, C}. In these cases dmin = r log (/C)/ ( − 1).
For each region a qualitative pattern outcome is shown. In region V agents disperse
to infinity

This is the fundamental property of H-stability. Systems that do not obey
this constraint are called catastrophic. Upon increasing the number of agents,
the latter will tend to accumulate at the same region in space. For catastrophic
systems the thermodynamic limit cannot be defined. We will apply these con-
cepts to our multi-vehicular ensembles.

Mathematically, H-stability translates to many conditions on the pairwise
potential [9, 10]. For example if its spatial integral is negative, the system is
proven to be catastrophic and collapse will occur. An illustration is given in
Fig. 1, where two cases of pairwise potentials and their corresponding many-
body energy on an infinite lattice are shown. The two pairwise curves are
qualitatively similar: both are soft-core, have a minimum and decay to zero
exponentially. The pairwise potential on the right, however, subtends a nega-
tive area, signaling catastrophic behavior. This is seen, for example, as agents
are placed on an infinite triangular lattice of variable lattice constant d. For
the H-stable potential, depicted on the left, a typical spacing emerges that
minimizes the energy: agents assemble at this finite distance even as N → ∞.
In particular, the system behaves extensively and agents do not collapse onto
each other. The right panels correspond to the catastrophic regime. Here,
a minimum exists for the two body potential, as seen in the upper figure.
However, as N → ∞ global energy minimization occurs for inter-agent spac-
ing d = 0. The system will now collapse onto itself in the large agent limit.
Similar trends persist when agents assemble on a square lattice. Other rules
for H-stability are given in D. Ruelle’s book [9]. Lennard-Jones and hard-
core potentials are always stable: for systems interacting according to either,
catastrophic behavior never occurs.
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One other requisite for thermodynamic, macroscopic behavior, is that of
temperedness, namely, that the long range attractive part of the potential
should not be too strong. In particular, it can be shown that in d dimensions
the attractive part of the potential should go to zero faster than r−d. Three
dimensional gravitational forces scale as r−1: the universe does not obey the
laws of thermodynamics! The same can be said about Coulomb forces between
same charge particles [9, 10]. The generalized Morse potential of (3) decays
exponentially, and satisfies the temperedness condition regardless of the po-
tential parameters. Macroscopic behavior therefore can be violated only in
the catastrophic regime.

3 The Model

We let the 1 ≤ i ≤ N discrete swarming agents be governed by the following
equations of motion [11, 12]:

dxi

dt
= vi , (1)

mi
dvi

dt
= (α − β|vi|2)vi − ∇iU(xi) . (2)

The self-accelerating force αvi tends to balance the self-decelerating term
β|vi|2vi, giving individuals the tendency to travel close to the self-propelling
speed |vi| =

√
α/β, a mechanism first introduced by Rayleigh [14, 15]. Note

that the self-propelling mechanism tends to fix the magnitude of the veloc-
ity but not the direction of motion. Two major dynamical outcomes, mostly
dependent on the initial conditions, are then possible: circular motion or a
coherent agent drift. Interactions follow the generalized Morse potential:

U(xi) =
∑

j �=i

[Cre
−|xi−xj |/	r − Cae−|xi−xj |/	a ] , (3)

where �a, �r represent the range of the attractive and repulsive part of the
potential and Ca, Cr are their respective amplitudes. As we shall see, the
existence of a preferred speed coupled with pairwise interactions among agents
leads to interesting aggregation patterns. The potential of (3) is used as an
example of soft-core potential; combinations of other attractive and repulsive
terms lead to collective trends that can be easily understood through this
specific example. For simplicity, we shall only consider a 2D description and
focus here on identical mass agents: mi = m.

Actual realizations of self-propelled vehicles interacting according to vir-
tual Morse potentials have been already introduced in the robotics literature
[1, 13]. For example, in [13], “Kelly” vehicles were built to be self-propelled
by a set of two fans separated by a variable distance and driven by virtual
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Fig. 3. A “Kelly” vehicle guided by two virtual potentials of the Morse type: one
to guide the vehicle towards a target site, the other to avoid an obstacle. From [13]

attractive and repulsive forces. The equations of motion for speed and angular
velocity of the Kellys were directly mapped onto equations similar to those
presented in (1)–(3). In particular, changing the self-propulsion and the Morse
parameters enabled the vehicle to effectively orient itself towards an attractive
target, or to avoid multiple stationary obstacles. Further cooperative strate-
gies could also be implemented so that a many-vehicle system could be used
to effectively search more than one location. An example of the Kelly motion
is given in Fig. 3.

In the remainder of this paper we discuss the consequences of decentralized
control of the form presented in (1–3) when applied to a large system of
vehicles interacting with each other.

4 Pattern Formation

In this section we apply the criteria for H-stability to the Morse potential
of (3). The choice of the parameters C ≡ Cr/Ca and � ≡ �r/�a determines
stable or catastrophic behavior [12], as seen in the phase diagram of Fig. 2. A
similar analysis can be extended to most potentials introduced in the robotics
literature, for example that of [16, 17], where catastrophic behavior is seen.

By numerically integrating (1–3) [18] with free boundaries and random ini-
tial conditions, we can distinguish different aggregation regimes in the {C, �}
phase space. All are consistent with the stable or non-stable predictions of
Fig. 2. Regions I through IV of the phase diagram define catastrophic poten-
tials and structures decrease in size as N increases. In Fig. 4 we show different
aggregating patterns. Clumps form whenever the pairwise interaction admits
a minimum (region I) and rings occur when that minimum is zero (region
II). In regions III and IV, where the pairwise potential does not allow for a
minimum, clumped rings form (not shown) as a way to minimize the total
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Fig. 4. Aggregating geometries for different Morse potential parameters and for
N = 100 agents. From left to right: clumps (region I), a ring (region I), a vortex
and a flock (region VII)

energy while keeping a constant speed. Region V corresponds to dispersive
behavior, where the agents occupy the entire volume.

Regions VI and VII are the most interesting of the phase diagram. In the
stable region VI, coherent structures can form only at relatively low values
of α/β, when the kinetic energy of the agents is comparable to the confining
interaction potential. Swarming individuals assemble in a flock or in a disk,
depending on the initial conditions; generally spacings are well defined, the
motion is rigid-body like and the structures are extensive. For the case of
rigid-body motion, the agents do not define a stationary center of mass, but
rather the latter executes a non trivial trajectory. For larger values of α/β,
individuals disperse.

In the catastrophic region VII, in addition to the two extreme behaviors
seen in region VI – rigid-like motion and dispersion at low and high values of
α/β, respectively – rotating vortices may be generated for intermediate values
of α/β. Here, the swarming individuals travel close to the characteristic speed
|vi|2 ∼ α/β and for random initial directions of motion, the center of mass is
fixed. As shown pictorially in the left hand panel of Fig. 5 vortex size decreases
dramatically with agent number. In the right hand side of Fig. 5 we also plot
vortex area scaling with number of constituents N , for various α at fixed β
in the catastrophic regime. Note that as N increases the area dramatically
decreases.

In the case of vortex motion, the dynamics of the center of mass, moving
with velocity V , can be obtained by summing (2) over all particles i with
|vi|2 = α/β. We obtain:

m
∑

i

v̇i = NmV̇ =
∑

i

∇iU(xi) = 0 (4)

where the latter equality arises from the distance dependence of the potential
in (3) and the double sum in all pairs {i, j}. Vortices thus are localized in space,
to the contrary of rigid-body structures for which the equality |vi|2 = α/β does
not hold.

Structures such as clumps, vortices and rings generally may rotate counter-
clockwise and clockwise, depending on the initial conditions. In the catastrophic
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Fig. 5. Left : Swarms in the catastrophic region VII of Fig. 1. From bottom to top
N = 100, 200, 300. Due to the catastrophic nature of the potential, the vortex area
decreases dramatically with N , and the density increases. The specific potential
parameters are chosen as: Ca = 0.5, Cr = 1, a = 2, r = 0.5. The self-propelling
values α and β are set as: α = 1.6 and β = 0.5. Right : Vortex area as a function of
N for various α in log-log scale for the same values of potential parameters. Note
the collapsing trend as N → ∞

regime however, under particular choices of the initial conditions, the two ro-
tational directions may coexist, with a portion of the agents going clockwise
and the rest counterclockwise. This left and right rotational coexistence is not
present in the H-stable regime, where agents keep a fixed distance from each
other; in the catastrophic regime, on the other hand, it persists over very large
simulation times and can be considered one of its hallmarks.

It is also important to note that the equations of motion giving rise to
patterns of the type shown in Fig. 4 treat all individuals in the same way:
there is no central commander and the motion of each agent depends only on
its position relative to other members of the swarm. Our modeling is thus con-
sistent with the fact that natural swarming occurs in a “democratic” fashion
with no leader emerging from the aggregate.

5 Variations

In this section we present more complex realizations of the model in (1–2).
One interesting scenario is the usage of vehicle swarms of different masses
mi. Segregation is likely to occur. For the vortex scenario of region VII, for
instance, all agents i rotate at a constant speed |vi|2 = α/β and experience a
mass dependent, centripetal force. This force must be balanced by the mass
independent centrifugal term arising from the Morse potential. We obtain:

miα

βri
= |∇iU(xi)| . (5)
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Fig. 6. Catastrophic vortex in the case of variable masses mi, ranging continuously
from 1.0 to 3.5. Only four colors are shown for these mass subgroups: from 1.0 to
1.7 blue; from 1.7 to 2.3 green; from 2.3 to 2.9 yellow; from 2.9 to 3.5 red. The
red agents concentrated on the outer periphery, with higher masses, circulate with
a larger radius. Those in blue are the lightest and describe smaller circles. Similar
patterns arise in the case of uniform masses but variable self accelerations αi or
friction βi. The interaction parameters are the same as in Fig. 5

In this expression, the first term represents the centripetal force mi|vi|2/ri.
From (5), it is evident that the quantity mi/ri must be constant: agents with
larger masses segregate and tend to describe larger radii of motion, as seen
in Fig. 6. Similar arguments can be applied to the case of same-mass agents
when the α parameter is not chosen uniformly for all vehicles, but from a
distribution αi (or equivalently for β). In this case αi/ri is constant and
similarly, agents with larger self-propulsion and faster speeds tend to describe
larger radii of motion. For systems where the self-propulsion is programmed
to be inversely proportional to the mass of the agent, vehicle segregation is
no longer observed, in agreement with (5).

6 Continuum Limit

Numerical simulations of the set of coupled, discrete equations of motion 1–3
are time consuming and generally for the systems shown here, one cannot go
beyond a few thousand of interacting agents. In this section, we briefly outline
the methodology for passing to the continuum limit, where discrete quantities
are replaced by continuously varying fields that can offer insight for the col-
lective behavior of large vehicle numbers. The continuum limit might also be
useful to study systems for which the exact details of individual constituent
motion are not necessary and a macroscopic, statistical picture is of more
pertinent interest. We coarse grain the equations of motion by following the
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work of Irving and Kirkwood [19] who first derived the macroscopic equations
of hydrodynamics for a set of particles in a fluid. The density of the system
is defined as:

ρ(x) =
∑

i

mi〈δ(x − xi)|f〉 (6)

where brackets signify averaging over many configurations in the phase space
defined by the position and momentum of the i particles. The associated phase
space probability distribution is denoted by f . Similarly, the velocity of the
swarm u can be defined as:

ρ(x)u(x) =
∑

i

mi〈viδ(x − xi)|f〉 (7)

Using these definitions, the dynamics of individual agents, and ensemble av-
eraging, one obtains the following conservation and transport laws [11, 19]:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (u ρ) = 0 (8)

∂ρ

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = αu − β|u2|u −

∫
ρ(x′)∇U(x − x′)dx′ (9)

where U(x − x′) is the two body Morse interaction. The derivation of these
equations relies on the assumption that agents are not intrinsically corre-
lated, so that the pair density ρ(2)(x,x + x′, t) can be written as the product
of mass densities ρ(x, t)ρ(x + x′, t). Furthermore it is assumed that veloc-
ity fluctuations and the energy flux into the system are negligible. In this
case, local deviations of each agent velocity from the macroscopic group ve-
locity are considered small. These assumptions are peculiar to the swarming
system under consideration, where, for example interaction terms are much
stronger than statistical fluctuations. On a more fundamental note, the sys-
tem described through (1–3) is of a non-conserved type, whereas the standard
Irving-Kirkwood derivation of the hydrodynamics equations assumes strictly
Hamiltonian type forces. Coarse graining these systems depends on the clas-
sical Liouville equation for the time evolution of the position and momentum
phase space density function f . In the present case, where there are dissipative
terms, a strict usage of the Liouville equation is not possible, and a variant is
needed.

The continuum model reproduces many features observed in the discrete
case, and the phase diagram behavior anticipated in Fig. 2 is recovered. Coun-
terclockwise and clockwise rotating structures are not observed anymore how-
ever, due to coarse graining. In particular, steady state solutions for flocking
and vortex behavior may be found. In the first case, flocking will arise for
u = α/βẑ where ẑ is the flock direction and ρ(r) = constant; vortex solutions
correspond to u = α/β(− sin θ, cos θ). In this case, the momentum equation
gives an intrinsic formula for the density ρ(r) as follows:
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∫ ∞

0

ρ(r′)∇U(r − r′)dr′ = −α

β

r
|r|2 . (10)

This equation can be inverted by going to Fourier space and utilizing the
convolution theorem. In the flocking case, a linear stability analysis around the
uniform solution can be easily performed [20]. In the unstable regime, which
corresponds to the catastrophic regime of potential parameters, perturbations
will lead to the emergence of multiple, smaller rotating vortices, regularly
spaced. We thus expect multiple spirals to arise in the discrete case as well,
in the limit of large agent numbers – larger than the numbers used in the
discrete systems analyzed here. A linear stability analysis can be performed
in the case of vortex solutions as well, although the analysis is more complex.
More details will be presented in [20].

7 Further Work and Conclusions

Many issues still need to be addressed, such as determining typical swarm
scaling as a function of N , both in the stable and catastrophic regimes, as
well as the time required for pattern formation and whether these times can
be cleverly expedited. In addition, when the interaction parameters are cho-
sen to lie between the H-stable to catastrophic transition the time for pat-
tern formation increases and breathing phenomena occur within the emerging
structures. It would be interesting to characterize these breathing modes. Fur-
thermore, this study is of a deterministic type, but actual implementations of
this model would involve the presence of stochastic terms, due to inevitable
random sources of noise. It would be interesting to understand the level of ro-
bustness of this multi-vehicular ensemble, both in the stable and catastrophic
regimes, as well as its response to individual failure or in the presence of un-
wanted fields. Delays in communication between agents should be considered
as well.

The goal of this work was to present various phases of aggregation for
agents interacting through a tunable soft-core potential. Under certain condi-
tions catastrophic behavior arises and in the limit of infinite constituents, the
system collapses upon itself. It is easy to avoid such behavior: the insertion
of a short-range infinite hard-core repulsion will make any potential stable.
Collapsing behavior however, in spite of its name, might be quite useful in de-
signing robot interactions: programming a stable to unstable crossover might
lead the robots to change from a dispersive, searching mission to convergence
at a specific site.
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Abstract. Models and theoretical findings of Residence Times Difference (RTD)
Fluxgate have been already presented in previous papers. A very simple sensor
structure, negligible onboard power requirements and the intrinsic digital form of the
readout signal are the main features of the proposed strategy. In this paper we aim
to investigate main sources of uncertainty, including noise, and possible strategies
to limit their effects on the devices; finally results on noise characterization are
presented.

1 Introduction

Fluxgate magnetometers represents the best compromise between SQUIDs
and Magnetoresistive devices to sense weak magnetic field with a resolution
of 100pT at room temperature. These devices find applicability in many fields;
very good examples of past and emerging applications of fluxgate magnetome-
ters can be found in references [1, 2]. These magnetometers are, most often,
operated via a readout based on the spectral amplitude of the second har-
monic of an applied time-dependent reference signal; the presence of a target
dc magnetic flux signal leads to the appearance of peaks at even harmonics
of the reference signal frequency, with the peak amplitudes a function of the
target signal [3].

Recently, the possibilities offered by new technologies and materials in
realizing miniaturized devices with improved performance, have lead to a re-
newed interest in seeking solutions for how to reduce cost and size of Fluxgate
sensors. Recent examples of sensors in PCB [4,5] and CMOS [6,7] can be found
in the scientific literature.

In [8, 9] we presented the Residence Times Difference (RTD) Fluxgate
magnetometer, a time domain operated Fluxgate that resembles the pulse
modulation method [10]. A very simple sensor structure, negligible onboard
power requirements and the intrinsic digital form of the readout signal are
the main advantages of this strategy, over the conventional readout. However,
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lacks of technology to develop valuable ferromagnetic materials and suitable
readout electronics limited in the past the device features in terms of noisefloor
and sensitivity.

In this paper, we focus on optimizing Fluxgate performances, investigat-
ing the main sources of uncertainty including noise, and identifying possible
strategies to limit their effects on the device.

2 An Overview of the RTD-Fluxgate

2.1 Working Principle

An RTD Fluxgate is based on a two-coils structure (a primary coil and a sec-
ondary coil) wound around a suitable ferromagnetic core having a hysteretic
input-output characteristic. A periodic driving current, Ie, is forced in the
primary coil and generates a periodic magnetic field, He. A target field Hx

is applied in the same direction of He; the secondary coil is used as pick-up
coil and the output voltage Vout is used to detect the target according to the
following working principle.

We assume the magnetic core has two commutation thresholds and a two
state output, whose behaviour can be described via bistable dynamics gov-
erning a double-well potential energy function U(x) [11]. The magnetization
x of the magnetic core is governed by the excitation field, He, produced in
the primary coil, and the bistable potential energy function U(x), which un-
derpins the crossing mechanism between the two steady magnetization states
of the magnetic core. In order to reverse the core magnetization (from one
steady state to the other one), the driving field (He) must cross the switching
thresholds of the magnetic core.

In the case of a time-periodic excitation having amplitude large enough to
cause switching between the steady states and in the absence of any target
field, the hysteresis loop (or the underlying potential energy function U(x))
is symmetric and two identical Residence Times are obtained (see Fig. 1 for
representation of potential energy function U(x), its stable states and the
relation with hysteresis cycle).

The presence of a target dc signal (Hx) leads to a skewing of the loop with
a direct effect on the Residence Times, which are no longer the same. Finally,
we assume a sharp hysteretic characteristic for the magnetic core; in turn, this
allows us to infer that switching between the two stable states of the magne-
tization occurs instantaneously when the applied magnetic field exceeds the
coercive field level Hc. Under these simplified conditions, the device operates
almost like a static hysteretic nonlinearity, e.g. a Schmitt Trigger. Mathemat-
ically, this amounts to the assumption of a very small time-constant τ ; in
fact, for calculation purposes, it may be assumed that the signal frequency is
smaller than τ−1.
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Fig. 1. Potential energy function U(x), stable states and relation with hysteresis
cycle

2.2 Technology Issue on RTD-Fluxgate

The technological approach we present is based on the use of metallized FR4
layer 1.6 mm thick. Cost and easy assembling are the most important fea-
tures of the proposed architecture that have let easy and cost effectiveness
development of different testing prototypes.

Devices constructed using a three-layer architecture are presented in Fig. 2.
The two outer layers consist of the metallized FR4 layer (very similar to the
layer adopted in standard PCB, but thinner) with copper wirings printed
on them; the middle layer is a ferromagnetic material. An Amorphous Metal
(also known as metallic glass alloy) has been chosen as ferromagnetic core
for its suitable hysteretic characteristic. This materials have a non-crystalline
structure and possesses, other than useful magnetic properties, interesting
physical characteristics that combine strength and hardness with flexibility
and toughness and that, even if non relevant magnetic parameters, charac-
terize this prototype realization and allow for considering many interesting
applications for this sensor. In particular the Magnetic Alloy (Cobalt-based)
2714A and 2705, by Metglas R© [12], has been adopted. Its magnetic character-
istic is very sharp and can be suitably approximated via a two state bistable
hysteretic description.

There are two sets of printed wirings on each of the PCB’s, corresponding
to the driving (excitation) coil and the sensing coil. At the end of each wiring
set are two small holes that are used for soldering to complete the winding
circuitry when the components are put together. The middle layer is a sheet
of the ferromagnetic material cut into a specific shape, with outer dimensions
varying according to prototypes. The wound core is, then, realized by putting
each ferromagnetic core in between the two PCB boards and aligning the holes
at the ends of the printed copper wirings of the two boards. A small copper
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Fig. 2. Two RTD-Fluxgate prototypes and a sample of the magnetic material

wire is passed through the holes from one board to the other and solder is
used to fuse the wire in place. The two PCB boards are fused together in this
manner to complete the windings for the sensing and excitation coils.

2.3 Performance

The set of experiments performed in our laboratories [8,9,13] has showed very
good agreement between expected behaviour of RTD-FG and actual behav-
iour; A number of prototypes have been developed with different geometry.

Table 1 reports the performance obtained for an optimized rectangular
planar, PCB Fluxgate using the 2705 Metglas core. Results confirm the suit-
ability of the developed prototype for security applications (metal objects
detection) and biomedical ones (Immunoassays techniques) showing features
comparable to conventional Fluxgate, with the intrinsic advantages of the
strategy proposed (digital output, low power, low cost).

The Operating Range is evaluated as the range of the applied field within
the linear region and the Sensitivity value varies from prototypes to prototypes
according to the geometry (core form factor).

2.4 Readout Circuits

Time-coded nature of the sensor output voltage make it intuitive to operate
the RTD-Fluxgate as a digital magnetometer. In this section we aim in fact to

Table 1.

Sensor performance

Operating Range 20 µT
Sensitivity 20000 (s/T)
Power Consumption 1mW
Sensor bandwidth 600Hz
Resolution 3 nT
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present a digital strategy to precisely quantify the RTD from sensor output,
pointing on low-cost, integrated solutions.

We start the discussion with the general consideration that the pickup coil
(Vout), has a peak to peak value of few mV (depending on the pickup coil
geometry, cross-sectional area and number of turn) and can be affected by a
considerable amount of noise. In order to increase the signal to noise ratio
and adapt the voltage levels to the next stage of the circuit, the first part of
the conceived circuit consists of an instrumentation amplifier. Such stadium
serves also to adapt the Vout offset the next electronic block. The amplifier
is in fact followed by a a Schmitt trigger in order to modifies the spike train
into a square wave (i.e. a digital signal containing the RTD information).
This analog to digital conversion accomplished by the trigger may be also
interpreted as an easy way to convert back to the magnetization form the
voltage at the pickup coil.

The RTD = T+ − T−, now contained in the square wave signal indicated
as “FGtrigg”, is detected using a circuit, hereafter the “RTD Counter”, which
is based on a digital Up/Down n bit counter (the schematic of such circuit
is presented in the text later on); the circuit counts up during T+ and down
during T−, hence the decimal representation of the counter output in two’s
complement:

b1(−2n−1) + b2(2n−2) + . . . + bn(20) (1)

(n number of bit bi value of the bit at position i) represents the ratio between
the RTD and Tc.

The two’s complement representation has been adopted to allow a positive
and negative RTD readout; however we must point out that to maintain a
correct sign information we must guarantee that the applied field does not
produce an RTD value exceeding (2n−1 − 1)/fc, (this in fact would generate
a logic 1 for the most significant bit also for positive field) which results in
fix the operating range of the sensors to (2n−1 − 1)/(fc ×S) where we have
indicated with S the sensitivity of the Fluxgate. Finally the n bit “RTD
Counter” output is multiplexed to reduce the number of pin in the design.

The following design rules can be then defined: given the required resolu-
tion r and the device sensitivity S the minimum frequency clock is fixed:

fmin
c =

1
S × r

(2)

Concerning the relationship between the operating range O.R. and the
number of bit the following expression can be used:

O.R. =
2n−1 − 1
fc × S

= (2n−1 − 1) × r (3)

this expression allows either to estimate the bit number when the O.R. has
been fixed or to estimate the O.R. for a fixed bit number.
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As an example, in the case of the prototype with S = 20000 s/T we obtain
a minimum clock frequency of 16 kHz.

Considering that increasing the clock frequency shrinks the O.R. (or in-
crease the bit number required) a good compromise between resolution, costs
(bit number) and the O.R. must be chosen. As an example, if a 20 kHz clock
is used, to cover the operating range of the sensor (20 µT) the number of bit
should be set to n = 14 bit.

Despite the constraints obtained for the readout electronic design, in the
following layout a 8 bit counter operated with a 20 kHz clock will be adopted
for the sake of convenience (low cost). The latter choice assures the resolution
required and fix the O.R. to 317.5 nT, exploiting advantages deriving from
a 8 bit topology at the expense of a tight operating range of the device. It
should be stressed that for the considered application resolution and costs are
much more valuable than a wide operating range.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the circuit implemented with a 5 V
technology and n = 8 bit.

    

CLK

CE

FGtrigg

RS

IAFG    
Up/Down    
Digital
Counter

IAFG    IAFG    
Up/Down    
Digital
Counter

IAFG    

Fig. 3. Whole circuit block diagram implemented with 5 V technology and n = 8

The working principle of the “RTD counter” is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5
via its block diagram and signal flowchart. The system is started via the
digital inputs CE (count enable) and RS (reset active low); the first starts the
counting operation, the second sets asynchronously the output to 0 if a reset
operation is due. Being the CE signal asynchronous respect to the falling edge
of the FGtrigg (where the counting operation should start) both the signals
are passed through a the JK Flip-Flop: the JK output changes its state at
any falling edge of the FGtrigg signal producing the signal CEeff; the rising
and falling edge of CEeff, now synchronous with the FGtrigg, can be used
respectively to start and stop the counting operation of the Up/Down 8 bit
counter (made up by two Up/Down 4 bit counter cascade), we also point that
at any counting period follows a standby one where the CEeff is low.

The measuring time is then related to the period of the FGtrigg signal
(corresponding to that of the driving field T) according to the relation Tm =
2 × T . Finally the counter output is latched using 8 D Type Flip Flop rising
edge sensitive (the CEeff is inverted to update the output at its falling edge).
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Fig. 4. Schematic of “8-bit RTD counter”

Fig. 5. Signal flow of the “8-bit RTD counter
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Design and simulation of the circuit have been implemented using the Hit-
Kit Tool from Cadence; in order to include the dynamical behaviour of the
Fluxgate sensor into the simulation, a model of the device in Verilog-a has
been realized.

The tool Analog Artist is used for the transistor level simulation of the in-
strumentation amplifier and the Schmitt trigger, and for the description level
simulation of the whole system. The simulation phase has demonstrated the
validity of the working principle; moreover, the maximum clock frequency (for
intrinsic resolution estimation) and the instrumentation amplifier static para-
meters (for compatibility with the sensor characteristic) have been simulated.

The Cells used in the design of the circuit belong to the Austria-microsys-
tems [14] Standard Cell families available for 0.8 µm double metal CMOS
process technologies. The circuit has been realized in the context of a multi-
project wafer, that is why in the same die coexists two designs. Figures 6 and 7
shows respectively the layout and a picture of the final device; the circuit in
the picture is underline by the white square.

Fig. 6. Layout; the circuit is framed in the white square; Die picture; the circuit is
framed in the white square
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Fig. 7. Uncertainty ∆T in the crossing time of a threshold produced by a sinusoidal
electric noise affecting the bias fiel
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The results of the testing phase are reported in Table 2; the Instrumenta-
tion Amplifier Static Gain and Bandwidth have been evaluated using a scope
and a function generator.

Table 2. Measured circuit performance

Circuit Dimension 600 µm × 600 µm
IA Static Gain 1000
IA Bandwidth 3.2 kHz
Trigger thresholds Adjustable (Vee)
Power Consumption 70mW
Min Power Supply 4.7
Max Power Supply 6
Max operating fc 20MHz

The total power consumption of the circuit is predominant respect to the
sensor itself so for low power application, an optimization of the circuit need
to be addressed. The circuit is flexible respect to the power supply fluctuation,
and as expected it is possible to adjust the trigger thresholds chancing the pin
voltage Vee. The value 20 MHz is fully compatible with the noise level of the
systems, and according to the above design consideration a frequency clock of
20 kHz is set.

The results shows the possibility to realise hybrid devices exploiting the
PCB and the integrated technology for applications requiring high resolution
in a tight operating range such as security and traffic monitoring being the
performance suitable to detect the presence, or the transit of metal object via
their interaction with the geomagnetic field.

3 Uncertainty Sources in RTD-Fluxgate

3.1 Noisy Sources of Uncertainty

In this section of the work we aim to focus on the uncertainty sources affecting
the Hx estimation including noise, identifying possible strategies to limit their
effects.

Electric Noise Affecting the Bias Signal

Assuming that an high frequency noise affects the bias signal, without delve
into the details of the calculations, it is possible to shows that the effect of
such noise is that to produce an uncertainty in the estimation of the three
crossing times of the coercive field. Figure 5 shows graphically the uncertainty
∆T in the crossing time of a threshold produced by a sinusoidal electric noise
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affecting the bias field. It is trivial to shows that ∆T may be reduced increasing
the slope of the bias field in the point of threshold crossing; in principle this
may be achieved both by increasing the amplitude or frequency of the driving
field, yielding however to a less sensitive devices. (i.e. the device is less sensitive
to the noise but also to the signal hence the overall Signal to Noise ratio is not
increased.) Lastly, system shielding or bias field filtering is the only suitable
approach to reduce the effects of the bias electric noise.

Electric Noise Affecting the Output Signal

As discussed earlier in the paper the readout electronics transforms the output
signal (via the Schmitt trigger) into a dichotomous signal from where the PIC
reads out the RTD; once again an electric noise on the output signal causes
an uncertainty in the commutation instants of the Schmitt trigger that may
be decreased by increasing the slope of the output signal in the point of
thresholds crossing. reduction may be achieved with materials allowing well
defined and sharp output spikes. In [13] we showed that in the same driving
condition a device adopting the 2705 un-annealed material (as in the prototype
investigated in this paper) presented a spikier output compared with a device
using the 2714 as Cast or annealed materials.

Magnetic Noise

The magnetic noise is produced by small volumes of the ferromagnetic core,
more difficult to magnetize than the rest, and so they are not necessarily
saturated during each period of the bias field; the uncertainty of the magne-
tization state of these regions are often associated with structural or surface
imperfections of the core; it has been shown previously that improving the
structural and surface quality by annealing or polishing reduces noise [1].

3.2 Non-Noisy Uncertainty Sources

Any of the noise sources above mentioned, represent uncertainty source for the
estimation of the RTD; an other uncertainty source, not expressively referred
to a noise source is the readout electronics uncertainty.

Uncertainty in the RTD Estimation Due
to the Readout Electronics

The estimation of the RTD accomplished by the readout electronics described
earlier is affected by the digit uncertainty (that may be decreased by increasing
the frequency of the clock) and by the stability of the clock. In principle it
is always possible to set the value of the clock to make the digit uncertainty
negligible as respect to the other causes.
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Lastly it is worth to point out that the estimation of the target magnetic
field is made from the estimation of the RTD and the use of a model describing
the link between this two physical quantities. The uncertainty introduced by
the model must therefore be considered.

Uncertainty Introduced by the Model

In [8] we presented a model mapping the Hx value to the RTD quantity in
the case of a sinusoidal forcing signal.

RTD =
2
ω

[
arcsin

(
Hc + Hx

He

)
− arcsin

(
Hc − Hx

He

)]
(4)

In the small target limit, (0 − 0.1(A/m)), we may assume a linear model,
around Hx = 0 and the following expression can be obtained for RTD as
function of the magnetic field to be sensed [13]:

Hx =
πf

√
Ĥ2

e − H2
c

4
RTD (5)

However this model must be modified to formally include the demagne-
tizing effect into the transduction function. The demagnetising factor D mul-
tiplied by the relative permeability µr of the core material is approximately
equal to the ratio between the target external field Hext

x , and the smaller
internal field Hint

x inside the core material [15]:

Hext
x =

πf

√
Ĥ2

e − H2
c

4
DµrRTD (6)

where the quantity, Hext
x

Dµ represents the field inside the material. The uncer-
tainty introduced by model (2) contributes to the overall uncertainty in the
Hx estimation.

3.3 Noisefloor Measurements

The Noisefloor is defined as the square root of the Power Density Spectrum
(PDS) at 1 Hz, of the total system noise expressed in T or A/m; it is estimated
from a time series (36 seconds) of the magnetometer output with the sensor
placed in a three layer Metglas R© magnetic shield, with no field applied; the
actual device sensitivity around Hx = 0 is used to refer the fluctuation of
the output (seconds) to the magnetic noise fluctuation (T or A/m). Figure 8
shows the time plot of the moving averaged magnetometer output over an
observation window of 2 seconds (shifted by one sample), the p-p noise level
was 380 nT and the power density was 530pT/sqrt(Hz)@1 Hz in the frequency
range of 0.0278 Hz and 25 Hz. From Figure it is also possible to note the 1/f
shape of the power density spectrum (PDS ) below 1 Hz, typically present in
all fluxgate sensor types.
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Fig. 8. Time plot of the averaged magnetometer output over an observation window
of 2s (top), PDS of the averaged Fluxgate output
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Abstract. Novel inertial sensor based on ferrofluids are presented in this paper.
The proposed devices have a widely tunable operative range and high sensitivity.
A ferrofluidic sample in aqueous suspension acts as inertial mass. The devices are
constituted by one excitation coils and one differential sensing coil wound around a
glass pipe where the ferrofluid is contained. The bias magnetic force, induced by the
coil, attracts the ferrofluid in its centre thus acting like an equivalent spring. The
acceleration to be measured reflects therefore in the inertial mass oscillation ampli-
tudes that are sensed by using a differential transformer whose output voltage is a
function of the ferrofluid position. Analytical models, simulations and experimental
result are presented to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Accelerometers with high resolution and wide bandwidth are increasingly de-
manded in different applications to measure absolute motion, vibration and
shock responses [1]. Specifications of wide operating range, high sensitivity
and high resolution are strongly fixed by physical and mechanical parame-
ters. Advances in ferrofluids properties investigation, offer opportunities for
many novel applications and is giving rise to accelerometer applications, since
they have been mainly conceived in the past, in this field, to control damper
fluids viscosity [2]. Ferrofluids are synthetic compounds, in either aqueous
or nonaqueous solutions, composed by colloidal suspensions of ultra-fine (5–
10 nm) single domain magnetic particles [3]. If a magnetic field is applied, the
fluidic state is maintained but particles align in the direction of the field and
move in a more compliant position, thus causing viscosity variation. Apply-
ing suitably high magnetic field magnetic forces can be induced resulting in
the entire ferrofluid motion. On the other hand the magnetic force applied
to the ferrofluid, for example using a coil, is spatial dependent and function
of ferrofluidic amount, applied current and coil configuration. It means that
changing only one of the previous parameters magnetic force can be manipu-
lated to act like a variable equivalent spring. Based on the magnetic properties
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of ferrofluids and taking into account the magnetic field spatial distribution in-
side a coil it is possible to conceive accelerometers where the desired resonant
frequency, damping coefficient and operative range can be controlled by mod-
ulating the applied magnetic force, acting on the ferrofluid. It is obtained a
significant flexibility, as tunable operative range, that is “independent” by the
structural configuration with respect to traditional accelerometers. The aim of
this paper is to propose an approach to high-sensitivity, low-cost, devices for
the detection of acceleration in the range of 0–80 µg. Analytical model, simu-
lation and experimental results of the ferrofluidic accelerometers are presented
in the following.

2 Governing Force and Equations

The analysis of the ferrofluid dynamics in a gradient magnetic field is used
to design the accelerometer, evaluating its performance, and developing a
method of high-resolution position control. The basic idea concern of detecting
external acceleration by using a sensing coil wound on the ferrofluid glass
support. Constant current is provided to the primary coil in order to place
the particles aggregate in its initial position as depicted in Fig. 1. In order
to model the described system behaviour and to evaluate the displacement
of the ferrofluidic mass, induced by external acceleration, some assumptions
must be made to simplify the computations. In particular, the ferrofluid has
been assumed to be viscous and incompressible [4], and magnetic field does
not affected by the ferrofluid displacement and/or magnetization [5]. The
equilibrium between all forces acting on the particles aggregate must include
magnetic and hydrodynamic forces in addition to the inertial force.

Fig. 1. Ferrofluidic accelerometer prototype
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Taking into account all the acting force the motion of the ferrofluidic sphere
can be described by Newton’s second law as follow:

F = V (ρf − ρl)g − µ0V M∇H − 6πηRv (1)

where, V is the volume of the ferrofluid sphere, ρf and ρl are the densities
of the particles and the liquid respectively, g is equal to 9.81 m/s2, H and
M are respectively magnetic field and magnetization, η is the viscosity of the
fluid, R is the radius of the ferrofluidic sphere and v is its velocity. If all the
applied forces are considered, while the ferrofluidic accelerometer is assumed
to have constant mass, it can be described by a second order system in which
the only non linear component derives from the magnetic force (Fig. 2a). If
the operating range is restricted to the range in which the magnetic force has
a linear spatial dependence the accelerometer model reduces to the classical
one (Fig. 2a).

3 Simulation and System Setup

Assuming that the ferrofluidic mass is concentrated in the central region of
the coil, the steady-state system response to acceleration in the range 0 µg–
80 µg (where g is equal to 9.81 m/s2), with a ferrofluid (suspended in aqueous
solution) density equal to 1200 kg/m3, has been evaluated. As an example
in the range 0.015–0.03 m the magnetic force can be assumed linear with
proportionally coefficient of 6.5*10−7. In Fig. 2b the simulated inclinometer
steady-state responses (ferrofluid steady-state displacement) to accelerations
in the range 0 µg–80 µg is shown. It can be observed that as the acceleration
is equal to 50 µg the ferrofluidic sphere reaches the coil limit and goes out
the sensor active area (see black curve in Fig. 2b). In order to enlarge the
operative range the excitation current is incremented changing the magnetic
force slope and so the spring constant value (see red curve in Fig. 2b). The
higher magnetic force as a result imposes the ferrofluidic sphere to undergo
toward the coil centre and a new equilibrium position is achieved under the
action of the external acceleration. A linear relationship between magnetic
force, proportional to the square value of the current applied to the primary
winding, and the resultant operating range can be observed by simulation
results.

4 Experimental Results

Two sensing coils are placed, in a differential configuration, inside the primary
coil (Fig. 1) as a part of the readout circuit; following the device realization
a null peak-to-peak voltage will correspond to the equilibrium position of
the ferrofluidic sphere. The primary coil is excited with a signal obtained by
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnetic force along the coil axis, (b) Steady-state ferrofluid response
(displacement) to accelerations in the range 0–80 µg with different “magnetic” spring
constant. Incrementing current and so the spring constant the operative range is
enlarged

summing a constant and a pulsating bias current as shown in Fig. 3. The bias
signal has the scope of attracting and displacing the ferrofluidic aggregate in
the coil centre therefore determining the value of the equivalent spring, the
pulsating, having a frequency in the range of kHz and amplitude ten times
smaller than the bias current is used to indirectly excited the secondary coils.
The choice of the alternate signal frequency (5–10 kHz) has been made in order
to have a suitable magnetic coupling between the primary and the secondary
windings but such to be far from the single magnetic particles bandwidth
therefore not affecting the ferrofluidic mass displacements.

As previously stated, the primary coil generates therefore a magnetic flux
that induces equal, but opposite, voltages at the secondary coils, due to their
opposite winding sense, therefore the differential output voltage is zero when
the ferrofluidic sphere is in the centre between the two secondary windings.
The unbalance in the ferrofluid mass position will cause a redistribution of the
magnetic flux lines, which will result in a nonzero differential output voltage.
The output voltages are then acquired. This approach allows a high sensitivity;
because the voltage at the secondary coil, is proportional to the product of
the number of turns of the primary and the secondary coils. The read-out
circuit is shown in Fig. 3.

Assuming that the ferrofluidic mass (the seismic mass) is concentrated in
the central region of the detection coil, the system response to acceleration in
the range 0–0.35 g with a ferrofluid (suspended in aqueous solution) having
density of about 1200 kg/m3 and volume equal to 10−7 m3 has been measured.
As the acceleration is equal to 0.35 g the ferrofluid is lost (the equilibrium po-
sition falls outside the coil), so it is necessary to enlarge the sensor operating
range. This can be done by increasing the constant current supplied to the
container coil, in this way the equivalent spring constant is changed. The
experimental result are shown in Fig. 4 a where voltage peak-to-peak varia-
tion are reported versus the acceleration in the range 0–0.35 g. The voltage
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the readout circuit

peak-to-peak variation is a measure of the ferrofluid equilibrium position. It
can be observed a linear voltage peak-to-peak increment. As the acceleration
is equal to 0.35 g the ferrofluid is loss in each cases so it is necessary to en-
large the sensor operating range by increasing the constant current supplied
to the container coil (Fig. 4b), so varying the equivalent spring constant and
resonance frequency. To simple estimate the spring constant it is considered
the force balance in correspondence of an acceleration equal to 0.35 g. If the
magnetic force is considered as an equivalent spring the equilibrium condition
is established by the follow equation in which the gravitational force are taken
into account.

k =
Vg(ρ0 − ρa)a

x
(2)

where x define the limit of the coil. Simulation result reported in previous
work [6], shows that this value establish the limit for which ferrofluidic sphere
is contained inside the coil.

Fig. 4. Variation of the output voltage measured across the sensing coil versus
acceleration with an applied voltage (a) equal to 1 V, (b) equal to 1.6 V
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Fig. 5. Experimental result: (a) 0.05 g Step Response, (b) 0.1 g Step Response, (c)
0.15 g Step Response, (d) 0.2 g Step Response

Fig. 6. Resonant accelerometer

5 Dynamic Accelerometer Performances

In order to evaluate the accelerometer dynamic performances the step re-
sponse due to a constant acceleration in the range 0.05–0.2 g are measured.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5a, b, c, d. Because of the ac-
celerometer can be expressed as a second order system its transfer function
can be expressed as follow:

H(s) =
w2

n

s2 + 2ξwns + w2
n

(3)

in which wn and ζ values, reported in Table 1, are in good agreement with
simulation result
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Fig. 7. Frequency response of the system due to a pulsating sinusoidal magnetic
force applied through the driver coil

Table 1. Step response experimental results

Values Units

Acceleration 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.05 m/s2

Ta (Settling Time) 0.92 0.96 0.92 0.88 s
Ts (Rise Time) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.18 s
S% 13.3 6.6 5.97 3.17 –
ωn 6.03 2.73 2.84 2.85 rad/s

6 Resonant Accelerometer

Two separately excited coils, wound on the glass pipe, are used to induce
ferrofluid motions (Fig. 6). Like the ferrofluidic inclinometer constant current
is provided to the primary coil in order to attract and displace the particles in
the coil centre as a sphere and the two sensing coils are placed in a differential
configuration across the equilibrium position of the ferrofluid. A sinusoidal
current with a frequency equal to 300 mHz and a voltage peak-to-peak equal
to 2.5 V is provided to the driver coils in phase opposition to promote ferrofluid
oscillation (see Fig. 6) with this choice the ferrofluid is in the resonance range
so sensitivity is enhanced (see Fig. 7).

Assuming that the ferrofluidic mass is concentrated in the central region
of the sensing coils, the system response to acceleration in the range [0 g–
0.35 g] with a ferrofluid (suspended in aqueous solution) having density equal
to 1200 kg/m3, has been measured. The results are shown in Fig. 8 where
peak-to-peak voltage (black line) and offset (red line) are reported versus
the applied acceleration. The offset variation is a measure of the ferrofluid
equilibrium position whereas the amplitude of its oscillation is revealed by
the volage peak to peak variation.
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Fig. 8. Preliminary experimental result of the symmetric resonant accelerometer

As it can be visualized a more linear and symmetric response is obtained
and a sensitivity three time higher than inclinometer. The ferrofluidic ac-
celerometers here can be considered a preliminary step toward the realization
of such ferrofluidic accelerometers sensors, the principle of operation of the
ferrofluidic accelerometers macro-prototype is demonstrated.

7 Conclusion

Different ferrofluidic accelerometers configuration, based on the use of mag-
netic ferrofluid properties and magnetic field spatial dependence, for the de-
tection of 0–0.5 g acceleration, has been described here. Analytical models
have been derived for the sensor with respect to acceleration and magnetic
force changes. Ferrofluid displacement has been simulated for the detection of
0 µg–80 µg acceleration and tested in the range of 0 g–0.5 g acceleration. A
suitable signal conditioning circuit has been also realized to reveal the detected
acceleration as electric output. The proposed approach has been firstly vali-
dated by means of macroscopic sensor prototypes realized with suitable coil
wound around a glass pipe. Inclinometer and resonant ferrofluidic accelerom-
eter have been tested to explore ferrofluidic accelerometers performance. The
performance of the devices presented here encourages further efforts for the
development of low-cost, high-sensitivity, simple designed, novels accelerome-
ters.
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Abstract. The development of a temperature sensor with a non-linear behaviour
is described in this work. The device acts like a thermal switch with hysteresis
and is able to return to the initial conditions. Its on-off settings are the passage on
fixed temperature that corresponds to the critical temperature (Tc) of thermocromic
materials, in this case vanadium dioxide. The final aim is to modify the device
switching temperature by changing the thermocromic material critical temperature,
following the needs of the specific application.

A critical temperature variation can be induced through a doping process with
elements having a great vanadium affinity. For this application molybdenum, tung-
sten, niobium have been employed, and experimental samples have been realized by
thin films deposition. A model of Tc variation and doping concentration has been
obtained for VO2-Mo film, which good results have been obtained for, to support
the programmable device development.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the development of a switching sensor based on vana-
dium dioxide. VO2 is a thermocromic material, which is a material having a
behaviour transition depending on temperature. When temperature reaches
a value characteristic of thermocromic material, called “critical temperature”
(Tc), there are changes in optical and electrical characteristics. For VO2, the
critical temperature is 68◦C. In order to change Tc, a study of chemical and
structural properties showed that the most interesting doping materials are
molybdenum, tungsten and niobium [1]. In particular, obtained results on the
VO2-Mo films give an interesting relationship between the used dopant quan-
tity and the critical temperature variation. A Tc setting could be interesting
for many applications, where the VO2 critical temperature is too high. For
example, the choice of on-off temperature could be useful in safety systems
productions for countries with different legal requirements on fire alarm value.
An advantage of the proposed approach is that this could be done keeping on
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the same productive processes of sensor, only setting the doping process of
thermocromic materials in order to adjust critical temperature.

2 Materials

Thermocromic properties are due to a semiconductor-metal transition of the
material behaviour. Some of these materials are vanadium oxide (VO2, V2O3)
and iron oxide (Fe3O4). In particular vanadium dioxide has a monocline struc-
ture (with a centred face) and a semiconductor electrical behaviour, for tem-
peratures below Tc. For higher temperatures, it has a tetragonal structure
and a metal behaviour.

The electrical resistance trend is characterized by a hysteresis that presents,
on a temperature range of some tenth of degrees, a resistance variation of
about two or three magnitude orders (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Sheet resistance versus temperature of RF sputtering produced VO2

In the VO2 doping process, dopant concentrations higher than these typical
of usual electronic processes were employed.

The described temperature sensor, and consequently the developed ma-
terial, needs a sheet resistance variation as higher as possible. In this way
the advantage to minimize the use of complicated conditioning systems to
detect temperature variation could be maintained. The hysteresis loop width
is another important aspect to look at, for its direct action on sensitivity of
the device. When a steep sheet resistance occurs, the range of temperature
around the critical temperature is really thin. Devices will be characterized
in this case by a good sensitivity.
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3 Processes

There are many usually employed methods in vanadium oxide production.
Sol-gel method requires alkoxides employment [2]. Reactive sputtering [3, 4]
that could be DC-, RF- or magnetron-sputtering [5], is used in metallic vana-
dium deposition and is performed in an argon plus oxygen atmosphere. PVD
(Physical Vapour Deposition) techniques [6] are also used for metallic vana-
dium deposition, and are followed by a thermal oxidation. For this application,
vanadium dioxide and doped vanadium dioxide have been obtained by RF-
sputtering of metallic vanadium, co-sputtering of vanadium plus doping mate-
rials and a following oxidation and thermal annealing. The choice of thin film
technology permits to control and minimize structural damages due to thermal
stress at critical temperature and mechanical stress due to semiconductor–
metal transition. Furthermore separation between thin film deposition and
thermal oxidation processes brings to a better productive process control and
flexibility.

The semiconductor-metal transition occurring at the critical temperature
is strictly linked with a VO2 film structural modification. So it has to be paid
attention, in the process tuning, to the substrate material choice and to struc-
tural modifications caused by the working process itself. The deposition and
the thermal oxidation process in VO2 production have to be worked out in an
appropriate manner, to realize a really well-structured film [7]. For this rea-
son, substrate must have non-amorphous structure [8] and the warming and
cooling times of the thermal oxidation have to be quite long. The same prob-
lems exist in doping processes, and so the same working precautions have to
be maintained also in them. Furthermore, in this last case, elements chemical
affinity and behaviour in oxidation processes have to be considered.

A Leybold 550 VZK with a 3 kW RF generator has been used for the
vanadium depositions. For this application, a VO2 film has been deposited by
means of RF sputtering with vanadium cathodes. For the doped vanadium
film, co-sputtering process has been used. Two cathodes, the first a vanadium
one and the second a dopant one, have been activated. In the vacuum chamber,
the substrate was heated to clean it and to have a better film adhesion [9].
Furthermore, in order to obtain the desired structure, a silicon wafer was
used. After the deposition, the oxidation and annealing processes were done
in atmosphere, at a 500◦C temperature, for 15 minutes.

The characterisation system has been realized with virtual instrumentation
technology. The system acquires the sheet resistance and the temperature
values at the same time. The temperature was continuously varied. First,
in a heating phase, the temperature was increased slightly over the critical
temperature, then in a cooling phase the temperature was lowered to the
starting value. SEM with a microanalysis head with a 4.58*10−3 magnification
was employed to verify the dopant level and the film homogeneity, obtaining
a quantitative profile of elements in the film.
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops comparison for thermocromic materials obtained by doping
VO2 processes

4 Results

Better results in the VO2 film realization have been obtained using a metal-
lic vanadium film with a sheet resistance of about 8 ohm/square. After the
oxidation and the annealing processes, the sheet resistance presented the de-
sired hysteresis loop, about tree orders of magnitude, in a range of ten degrees
around a temperature value of 68◦C.

Dopant materials nature and concentration have been chosen in order to
modify the critical temperature without producing damages in the film struc-
ture. Therefore, chemical elements employed in the experiments have chemical
affinity with vanadium. Their concentration is typical of alloys instead of a
usual electronic doping process. Furthermore, these alloys have only a phase
(β phase) [10], by whatever concentration. Consequently, a similar behaviour
could be waited for the three considered alloys, but thermal oxidation intro-
duces another variable in the experimental setting. The material behaviour
depends also on different oxidation evolution.

The better results have been obtained with VO2-Mo alloy, that presents a
modified Tc and an acceptable degradation of hysteresis behaviour compared
with hysteresis of starting material (see Fig. 2). A model of sheet resistance
versus film temperature and doping concentration has been obtained, and is
reported in Fig. 3.

For the niobium doped vanadium there is a link between the critical tem-
perature modification and the concentration, but hysteresis loop has been
really worsened by the production process. The sheet resistance magnitude
variation is less than one order and the temperature range is too width (see
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Fig. 3. Relationship between Tc variation and doping concentration in VO2-Mo
film

Fig. 2). At last, tungsten [11] has had no noticeable results, for the differences
in the oxidation mechanisms of vanadium and tungsten.

5 Conclusions

The research activity aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the doping in the
VO2 production to realize a temperature sensor with a settable working tem-
perature. The bests results have been achieved with molybdenum; with this
material a good relationship between Tc and concentration of doping ma-
terial has been obtained. The VO2-Mo shows a reduction of Tc value and
its hysteresis presents a good change in the value of resistance versus a lim-
ited temperature range. In conclusion, it is a thermochromic material with
settable Tc dependent on the dopant concentration, exploitable to develop a
temperature sensor with working temperature centered on its Tc and useful to
achieves the desired target in accuracy and sensitivity for a final temperature
sensor.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider a system comprising a highly hysteretic, single
Josephson weak link SQUID ring (i.e. where 2πLsIc/Φ0 � 1 for a SQUID
ring inductance Ls and weak link critical current Ic with Φ0 = h/2e) coupled
to an finite quality factor LC parallel resonator (tank circuit), the schematic
of which is shown in Fig. 1. The non-linear dynamics of this system has been
the subject of a great deal of interest both for the quantum and classical op-
erational regimes (see for example [1–3]). In this paper we confine ourselves
to the semi-classical Resistively Shunted Junction plus Capacitance (RSJ+C)
model of the SQUID ring [4]. For such a SQUID ring-tank circuit system,
where the tank circuit is driven by a current Iin, the equations of motion are

Fig. 1. Schematic of a SQUID ring inductively coupled to a tank circuit
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where C is capacitance, L inductance, R resistance and Φ is flux and the
subscripts t and s refer, respectively, to the tank circuit and SQUID ring. Here
the fraction of the flux that is coupled between the ring and the tank circuit
is µ and k = µ

√
Lt/Ls quantifies the strength of the inductive coupling. We

solve numerically this pair of coupled differential equations for the situation
in which the tank circuit has a drive current of the form Iin = A sin(ωdt). We
have found that for reasonable circuit parameters, and a suitable choice of
the drive amplitude A, there exist several stable solutions to these equations
that are separated evenly in the tank circuit voltage. We label this finite set
of states α, β, γ, . . . corresponding to increasing values of voltage.

We show that by adding any of a number of suitable voltage control pulses
Vp to the SQUID ring we can switch between any of the available levels in a
deterministic way. Experimentally we have observed up to nineteen of these
levels [1]. Hence, with this system not only do we have a finite alphabet
Σ = {α, β, γ, . . .} but we are also equipped with a set of state transition
functions {Vp} that enable us to move cyclically between the elements of
Σ. These are more than sufficient to create a simple finite state machine.
Moreover, here we can choose from a number of different pulses Vp that will
map the input alphabet onto itself and, as we can use inverted pulses to access
the previous state, we also have an inverse.

Fabrication of thin film devices based on these ideas could very well lead
to the development of finite-state machines and other multi-level logic circuits
that might, in principal, be able to operate at very high drive frequencies and
with concomitant speed.

2 Background

Experimental work done at Sussex [1] showed that a SQUID ring weakly cou-
pled to a tank circuit resonator could exhibit a series of levels in the voltage-
current dynamic of the resonator. After ensuring that this levels behaviour
was not an experimental error the group began to investigate how these levels
were caused. When some progress was made in identifying how these levels
were caused we then began to consider a different question.

The question we wanted to answer was if we could find a mechanism to
allow us to control the passage between these voltage levels. This idea actually
centred around two important issues. Firstly, could we prevent the random
motion between levels and secondly could we find a trigger that would allow
us to make a stable transition from one level to another. The first of these two
issues proved simple enough to deal with. Work done on similar systems [5,6]
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Fig. 2. The voltage response of the tank circuit resonator against dimentionless
time when an appropriate voltage pulse is applied to the SQUID ring. The circuit
parameters used for this simulation were Cs = 10−13 F, Ls = 6×10−10 H, Rs = 10 Ω,
Ic ≈ 73 µA, Ct ≈ 7.6 × 10−10 F, Lt = 6.3 × 10−8 H, Rt ≈ 4550 Ω, a drive applitude
of 222nA and a coupling strength µ ≈ 0.0087

showed no signs of this effect, so it seemed reasonable to assume that with
sufficient experimental preperation the noise levels in our system could be
reduced to the point where unwanted levels behaviour could be discounted.

Confident that we could prepare a system stable enough to eliminate ran-
dom levels behaviour we then began to investigate if we could find any method
by which we could trigger a voltage level transition. Further work [7] we did
on this lead us to find that voltage pulses applied to the SQUID ring could
indeed induce voltage level changes in the tank circuit. The work done in [7]
on the stochastic origins of this behaviour also indicated that we were cor-
rect in our confidence that we could experimentally prepare a system free of
stochastic levels behaviour.

3 Results

The most important result of this work was the discovery that an appropri-
ately timed voltage pulse applied to a SQUID ring could be used to induce a
change in the, otherwise stable, output voltage of a coupled resonator circuit.
The effect of this kind of pulse is shown in the time evolution of the output
voltage shown in Fig. 2. The fact that the output status of the resonator could
be alter by the use of a simple pulse input meant that we had found a way to
progress the output of our system through stable and definable changes with
the use of a trigger function. The next important result to investigate was to
ensure that this process was able to be continued throughout the voltage lev-
els. To verify this we show, in Fig. 3 a series of voltage step changes from the
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Fig. 3. The voltage response of the tank circuit resonator against dimentionless time
when a series of voltage pulses is applied to the SQUID ring. The circuit parameters
used for this simulation are the same as those used in Fig. 2

first stable voltage level progressing, sequencially, through the other 3 voltage
levels in the system.

Having found we can step our system through a series of output states by
the application of voltage pulses we saw that we could satisfy the basic criteria
for a finate-state machine. However, we felt it was important to see if more
complex sequences of output state could be achieved. To ensure this we felt we
had to varify that our system could perform two more types of change. The
first of these was the ability to move backwards through the output states. We
found that this was, as we expected, possible by applying a negative voltage
pulse to the system. The effect of this is shown in Fig. 4.

The last type of transition effect we wanted to verify was possible was
to see if transitions could be made between non-nearest states with a single
pulse. Altering the size of pulses used, within certain limits, did indeed allow
us to activate direct transitions between non-neighbouring output states of
our system. In fact, we show in Fig. 5 that we could access all the output
states we found in this system from the initial stable state with a single pulse.

Thus far in our investigation we have used a system with four output states.
This was an arbitrary fact that was due to the fact that the system parameters
chosen for this model were used to give a fit to previous experimental work [1].
However, for a finate-state machine it is better to be able to have a variable
number of output states. This then allows us to have a number of output
states that equals the number of steps we want for our finite-state machine.
To ensure this was possible, in theory, we altered the system parameters to
try and find a configuration with more output states available. We found that
a modification of the SQUID resistance allowed us to alter the number of
output states we have available to us in our system. A series of output state
transitions for a system with eleven output states is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. The voltage response of the tank circuit resonator against dimensionless
time when a series of positive voltage pulses is followed by a negative pulse. The
circuit parameters used for this simulation are the same as those used in Fig. 2
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Fig. 5. Three seperate voltage responses of the tank circuit resonator against di-
mentionless time when the voltage pulses applied to the SQUID ring is of different
applitudes. The circuit parameters used for this simulation are the same as those
used in Fig. 2

4 Conclusion

We found that we could, at least in theory, define a system with arbitrary
number of output states that can be traversed in any manner we choose, by the
application of appropriately sized and timed voltage pulses. This means that
this system can definately be looked upon as a viable engine for a finite-state
machine. The system has an alphabet of output states and a deterministic
control procedure for moving within that alphabet. Within reason, we can
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Fig. 6. The voltage response of the tank circuit resonator against dimensionless time
when an appropriate voltage pulse is applied to the SQUID ring. For this simulation
the SQUID resistance Rs is 45 Ω, which causes the system to have a much greater
number of potential voltage output levels

define a system with any number of output states such that it can be used to
control any size of finate-state responce we could require of it.

At present the only issues with this principle is that the timing required
on the pulses is very precise, and also dependent on the presence of a psuedo-
random tansition between wells in the SQUID ring. This is due to the fact
that the system is only responsive to the voltage pulses while the SQUID flux
is exhibitting a transition between wells in the SQUID potential. The timing
of these transitions is psuedo-random, but they can be made to occur with
greater or lesser frequency by the use of appropriate drive currents in the
resonator. For a more detailed analysis of these transitions is covered one of
our recent papers about to be published [7]. It may also be possible to solve
the problem of such delicate timing for the voltage pulses by instead using
a voltage ramping that runs throughout the duration of one of these well
transitions. However this will need to be addressed in further research on this
topic, as we have not yet had sufficient time to verify this concepts thus far.

It is interesting to note that as well as being able to be used as the control
status of a finite-state machine we also believe that these multi-level systems
could be used as a way of fabricating multi-level logic components. If this can
be done it would allow these systems to form the backbone of a new form of
computing that could lead to significant speed increases in processing.
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Suprathreshold Stochastic Resonance
Mediated by Multiplicative Noise
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Abstract. We have investigated information transmission in an array of thresh-
old units. Each unit receives a common input signal but independent multiplica-
tive noise. We demonstrate a phenomenon similar to stochastic resonance and
suprathreshold stochastic resonance and show that information transmission can
be enhanced by a non-zero multiplicative noise level. Given that sensory neurons in
the nervous system have multiplicative as well as additive noise sources, and they
act approximately like threshold units, our results suggest that multiplicative noise
might be benefitial in increasing information transmission in neural populations.

1 Introduction

In recent years there has been a significant increase in interest in the role of
noise in nonlinear signal processing. This activity has largely been motivated
by studies of stochastic resonance (SR) [1,2] but also by a desire to understand
stochastic aspects of neural coding [3–8]. In particular, the study of signal cod-
ing in parallel arrays (populations) of nonlinear devices (neurons) has received
considerable attention, in such arrays a new form of SR – termed suprathresh-
old stochastic resonance (SSR) – has been discovered [9,10]. In a similar vain
to SR, SSR can lead to an improvement in information transmission when
internal noise is added to the system. However, SSR, which can only occur
in arrays of nonlinear devices, has a number of advantages over conventional
SR. First, it occurs for all signal levels – it does not require that the signal be
subthreshold. Consequently SSR can be used to improve information trans-
mission for a broader class of signal than standard SR. Second, it provides an
optimal method of enhancing information when the signal to be detected is
comparable (or smaller) than the residual internal noise [11, 12]. In contrast,
for SR in a single device, greater information flow is usually obtained by simply
increasing the input signal (or lowering the threshold if possible) rather then
setting the signal to be subthreshold and utilising SR. For these reasons, the
potential exploitation of SSR in technological applications is arguably greater
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than for conventional SR. Possible applications are novel digital-to-analogue
converters [9, 10,13–15] and sonar arrays [10,16].

Although SSR has now been studied in a wide variety of different con-
texts [6, 8–15, 17–21] all these studies have been undertaken assuming that
the noise is additive to the signal. However, it is well established that in
neural systems the noise may enter in a signal dependent or multiplicative
fashion [24, 25]. Signal dependent noise, for example, is characteristic of the
propagation of nerve impulses between nerve cells through the quantal release
of neurotransmitter at synapses; Furukawa et al. [26] have shown experimen-
tally that the variation of the neurotransmitter release into a synaptic cleft is
proportional to the intensity of the stimulus.

Whereas additive noise, via the SSR effect, is potentially beneficial for sig-
nal coding in neural populations the role of signal dependent or multiplicative
noise has not previously been studied. This was the motivation for the current
study, in which we investigated the effect of multiplicative noise in an array
of identical threshold units, each subject to a common input signal and each
including an independent source of multiplicative noise.

2 Models

The model we study is loosely based on that proposed by Furukawa [26] for
the modelling of synaptic transmission in hair cell transduction. However, the
model, has been simplified to enable theoretical analysis to be undertaken and
to make connection with other studies in SSR.

We have modelled an array of N nerve fibres by an array of N simple
threshold units (level-crossing detectors). Each threshold unit was subject to
the same input signal x, which for generality was transformed by the linear
or non-linear function F (x), but independent multiplicative noise. The multi-
plicative noise can be considered to be a simplified abstraction of the quantal
release of neurotransmitter in the model of Furukawa. To be consistent with
other studies on SSR the output, y, of each unit was given by the Heaviside
function,

yi =
{

1 : vi ≥ Ui ,
0 : vi < Ui ,

(1)

where Ui is the threshold of the unit and i = 1 . . . N , and

vi = DF (x)ηi . (2)

Here, ηi had a Gaussian noise distribution with zero average mean and unit
dispersion and D is the coefficient of the proportionality (the “noise inten-
sity”). Through an appropriate choice of threshold settings and noise inten-
sities, the array of threshold units can model a number of applications. For
simplicity, however, we considered only the case where the thresholds were
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identical (U1 = U2 = · · · = U) and all units have the same noise intensity.
Moveover, the results were for a Gaussian signal, such that the probability
density for the input signal was given by

Px(x) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
− x2

2σ2

)
, (3)

where σ is the intensity of the signal.
Because the noises ηi were mutually independent, i.e. 〈ηiηj〉 = 0 if i �= j,

the variables vi were also mutually independent. The probability that exactly
j units were in the state 1 for a given value of x was therefore given by the
binomial distribution

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

= CN
j qj

x(1 − qx)N−j , CN
j =

N !
j!(N − j)!

. (4)

Given that the noise intensity for each unit was identical, qx was identical for
all units too.

The overall output of the system was taken to be the sum of the outputs
of the individual units. The system can therefore be taken to map the instan-
taneous amplitude of the signal, x, into j, the number of the units in the state
1 such that j =

∑N
i=1 yi.

2.1 Simplified Model

We analyzed two versions of the model: one with a linear representation of the
signal, i.e. F (x) = x and one with a half-wave rectified signal. The rational
for the rectified model is to mimic the half-wave rectification that is known
to occur in hair cell transduction.

In the linear signal model, we took F (x) = x and

vi = Dxηi . (5)

With this condition, the conditional probability desnity of vi was Gaussian

Pv|x(vi|x) =
1√

2πD2x2
exp

(
− v2

i

2D2x2

)
, (6)

with an ensemble average, 〈vi〉, of 0 and a standard deviation of D2x2. The
probability that yi = 1 for a given signal level x can be calculated as

qx = Prob{yi = 1|x} = Prob{vi > U |x} =
∫ ∞

U

Pv|x(vi|x)dvi

=
1
2
− 1

2
erf

(
U√

2D2x2

)
. (7)
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2.2 Model with Rectification

A more realistic model of hair cell transduction/synaptic transmission is one
with rectification. It can be described by

vi = DR(x)ηi , (8)

where R(x) is the rectification function,

R(x) =
{

x : x > 0 ,
0 : x ≤ 0 ,

(9)

The variable vi is not Gaussian for this model over all values of x. When
x > 0, the conditional probability density is

Pv|x(vi|x) =
1√

2πD2x2
exp

(
− v2

i

2D2x2

)
,

(10)

but when x ≤ 0, it is

Pv|x(vi|x) =
1
2
δ(vi) , (11)

where δ(vi) is the delta-function. The probability that yi = 1 for a given
positive value of x, is therefore

qx = Prob{yi = 1|x > 0} = Prob{vi ≥ U |x > 0} =
∫ ∞

U

Pv|x(vi|x)dvi

=
1
2
− 1

2
erf

(
U√
2Dx

)
, (12)

and for negative x, x ≤ 0, it is

qx = Prob{yi = 1|x ≤ 0} =
∫ ∞

U

1
2
δ(vi)dvi =

{
0 : U > 0 ,

1/2 : U ≤ 0 .
(13)

3 Mutual Information

Similar to other studies of SSR [9,10], mutual information was used as the per-
formance measure. The mutual information between the instantaneous level
of the input signal, x, and the number of units in state 1, j is given by Shan-
non [27] to be

I = H(j) − H(j|x) , (14)

where H(j) denotes output entropy and H(j|x) denotes the output entropy
conditional on the input defined, respectively, by
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H(j) = −
N∑

j=0

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

}

log2 Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

}

, (15)

and

H(j|x) = −
∫ ∞

−∞
dxPx(x)

N∑

j=0

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

× log2 Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

. (16)

where

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

}

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dxPx(x)Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

= CN
j

∫ ∞

−∞
dxPx(x)qj

x(1 − qx)N−j , (17)

and

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

}

= −
∫ ∞

−∞
dxPx(x)

N∑

j=0

CN
j qj

x(1 − qx)N−j

×
[
log2 CN

j + j log2 qx + (N − j) log2(1 − qx)
]

. (18)

4 Results

The main results of this investigation are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The results
presented in Fig. 1 correspond to the simplified model (no rectification) and
were obtained by computer simulation of (1) and (2) in which F (x) = x.
This figure shows that without rectification there was a non-monotonic de-
pendence of the mutual information, I, on the noise intensity, D, and that the
mutual information could be optimized by a non-zero level of multiplicative
noise. The phenomenon is therefore similar to stochastic resonance for addi-
tive noise [1,2]. As the number of threshold units, N , the mutual information
also increased; thus the family of curves seen in Fig. 1 are similar to those ob-
served in SSR [9,10]. However, there are two notable differences. First, in SSR
information is transmitted even when the internal noise is zero. This occurs
because the signal is suprathtreshold and hence able to cross the threshold –
these threshold crossings carry signal information. With multiplicative noise,
zero noise level must always lead to zero infortmation regardless of the size
of the signal. This is because the signal is multiplied by the noise before ap-
plication to the threshold device – hence if the noise is zero then threshold
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Fig. 1. The mutual information I as a function of the noise intensity D for an array
of threshold units without rectification. The numerical results were obtained for a
common threshold U = 1 and a common Gaussian input signal x with a standard
deviation σ = 1. Results are shown with multiplicative noise, where the input to
each threshold unit was given by vi = Dxηi, for various numbers of threshold units
from N = 1 to N = 128 (solid lines). Results are also shown for a deterministic
channel where the input to each threshold unit was given by vi = Dx (dashed line)

crossings are not possible. Secind, we also note from Fig. 1 that the location
of the maxima of the curves are almost identical for different values of N .
Again this differs from SSR with additive noise where it is observed that the
position of the maxima increase to larger D as N is increased.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained by computer simulation of (1) and
(2) in which the input signal was rectified (F (x) = R(x)). In contrast to the
results shown in Fig. 1 for the model without rectification, the plot of mutual
information against noise intensity for the model with rectification had the
following features. First, a local maxima existed only for sufficiently large
value N , in these studies this required N > 8. Second, the local maxima for
different values of N occurred at different noise intensities; the location of the
maximum shifted further to the region of weak noise intensity for larger values
N . Third, the mutual information asymptotically approached 1 from above
or below for large N and D. We also note that the maximum information
attained with rectification is slightly less than the that with no rectification.

The dashed lines in Figs. 1 and 2 show the mutual information for deter-
ministic channels defined by vi = Dx (Fig. 1: no rectification) and vi = DR(x)
(Fig. 2: rectification); because these channels were deterministic, an increase
in the number of channels would not have lead to an increase in mutual
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Fig. 2. The mutual information I as a function of the noise intensity D for an
array of threshold units with rectification. The model parameters were otherwise
as shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines show results with multiplicative noise, where
the input to each threshold unit was given by vi = Dxηi, for various numbers of
threshold units from N = 1 to N = 128. The dashed line shows the result for a
deterministic channel where the input to each threshold unit was given by vi = Dx

information (because each channel is identical and therefore carries identical
information). At each noise intensity, the power of vi was the same for the
deterministic and stochastic channels. A comparison of these plots with those
from the stochastic channels with multiplicative noise shows that multiplica-
tive noise can enhance the ability of an array of threshold units to transfer
information if there are a sufficient number of threshold units.

We now discuss what happens when the signal is scaled (or eqivalently
the threshold) by a factor α so that the scaled signal x̃ is given by x̃ = αx.
We note that the models with and without rectification have the respective
equivalences shown below:

vi = Dx̃ηi = D(αx)ηi = (Dα)xηi = D̃xηi ,

ṽi = DR(x̃)ηi = DR(αx)ηi = DαR(x)ηi = D̃R(x)ηi , (19)

Consequently, this analysis shows that there is a simple scaling behaviour
between the variance of the Gaussian input signal and the noise level D; hence
there also exists a similar scaling between signal level and threshold level U .
This is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 where it is shown that the curves of mutual
information against noise intensity have identical forms for different values of
U but are shifted along noise intensity axis, e.g. increasing the threshold by a
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Fig. 3. The mutual information I as a function of the noise intensity D for the
model without rectification. The numerical results were obtained for a Gaussian
input signal with standard deviation σ = 1
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Fig. 4. The mutual information I as a function of the noise intensity D for the
model with rectification. The numerical results were obtained for a Gaussian input
signal with standard deviation σ = 1
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factor of 10 causes the optimum mutual information to occur when the noise
intensity is also 10 times larger.

4.1 Detailed Analysis of the Model in the Limit of the Large D

Perhaps the most striking result of the multiplicative noise is that at large
noise intensity D, the mutual information tends to a non-zero value (1 for
large N) when the signal is rectified. This is significantly different to what
happens with additive noise. To understand this effect we now undertake a
detailed analysis of the large noise limit.

Taking the non-rectified model first we can see that in the limit of high
noise intensity, (18) and (15) can be calculated analytically. For a finite thresh-
old (−∞ < U < +∞), and in the limit of large values of D, the instantaneous
level of the input signal and the threshold level have no effect on the output
state of each threshold unit and the probability that the output is in state 1,
q(x) is given by the probability that the Gaussian noise exceeds 0; in the limit
of large D, qx is therefore 0.5. The probability that j units are in the state 1
is therefore independent of x and is given by

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

=
CN

j

2N
, (20)

From this indpendence between j and x, it follows that

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

}

= Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

, (21)

and the output entropy and output entropy conditional on the input are there-
fore identical. From (21), it follows that the mutual information in the limit
of large D is zero; this analytic result is confirmed by the simulated results in
Fig. 1.

We now consider what happens for the model with rectification in the limit
of the large noise intensity. For the threshold U less than or equal to zero, qx

is again equal to 0.5 at high noise intensity and the behaviour of the models
with and without rectification is therefore the same, i.e limD→+∞ I = 0. But
when the threshold U is positive and finite (0 < U < +∞), the probability
qx = 0 if x ≤ 0, and qx = 1/2 if x > 0. The conditional probability is therefore
given by

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x ≤ 0

}

=
{

0 : j �= 0 ,
1 : j = 0 ,

P rob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x > 0

}

=
CN

j

2N
. (22)
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Therefore, in contrast to the model without rectification, the conditional prob-
ability of the model with rectification is dependent on x. From (22) it follows
that

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
j �= 0

}

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dxPx(x)Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x

}

=
∫ 0

−∞
dxPx(x)Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x ≤ 0

}

+
∫ ∞

0

dxPx(x)Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x > 0

}

=
CN

j

2N

∫ ∞

0

Px(x)dx ,

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = 0

}

=
∫ 0

−∞
Px(x)dx . (23)

Since the probability distribution of the Gaussian input signal is symmetric,
i.e. Px(x) = Px(−x), and

∫ 0

−∞ Px(x)dx =
∫∞
0

Px(x)dx = 1/2, the previous
expression can be rewritten as

Prob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
j �= 0

}

=
CN

j

2N+1
, P rob

{
N∑

i=1

yi = 0

}

=
1
2

. (24)

By using (18), (15) and (24) the following expression for the information
entropies is obtained,

H(j|x) = −
∫ 0

−∞
dxPx(x)

N∑

j=0

P

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j|x ≤ 0

}

log2 P

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j|x ≤ 0

}

−
∫ ∞

0

dxPx(x)
N∑

j=0

P

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j|x > 0

}

log2 P

{
N∑

i=1

yi = j|x > 0

}

=
N

2
− 1

2N+1

N∑

j=1

CN
j log2 CN

j , (25)

and

H(j) = 1 +
N

2
− N + 1

2N+1
− 1

2N+1

N∑

j=1

CN
j log2 CN

j , (26)

The mutual information in the limit of large D is therefore

lim
D→+∞

I = 1 − N + 1
2N+1

(27)
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The last term of (27) decreases with increasing N , and for large N , the mutual
information can be approximated by I = 1. Confirmation of this analytic
result is shown in Fig. 2.

This result can, however, be understood in an intuitive manner as follows.
As a consequence of the multiplicative structure, increasing the noise intensity
is no different than increasing the signal amplitude whilst keeping the noise
fixed (see scaling relations derived earlier). Consequently this is the same as
fixing the noise and signal levels but reducing the threshold towards zero.
If the signal is now half-wave rectified then no threshold crossings can occur
during a negatively going portion of the signal but will occur for positive going
signal portions (with probability approaching unity because of the very low
threshold). The system therefore acts as a polarity detector or equivalently
a two-state (i.e. 1-bit) quantiser. Hence the information must tend to 1-bit
for sufficiently large noise, or sufficiently low threshold or sufficiently large
signal. This effect is not observed in the non-rectified case because threshold
crossings are now also possible in the negative portion of the signal. We finally
note that the addition of any extra external noise to the signal will reduce the
asymptotic value of the information achieved at large D.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated a simple system neural model that con-
sisted of an array of threshold units with multiplicative noise. We have shown
a relationship between mutual information and noise intensity with multi-
plicative noise that is similar to the phenomenon of stochastic resonance and
suprathreshold stochastic resonance that have previously been observed with
additive noise. In particular, we have shown that a non-zero level of multi-
plicative noise can lead to increased information transfer in threshold systems.
We have further shown that the system can transmit more information when
the number of the threshold units that receive the common input signal is
increased.

Given that sensory neurons have a threshold-like behaviour and that there
are multiplicative noise sources in sensory systems, our results suggest that
the multiplicative noise may be an essential part of sensory coding. Although
the results here concern a Gaussian input noise, they are general in that
the analysis required only that the signal be symmetric, i.e. that Px(x) =
Px(−x). Identical results would therefore be expected in the limit of high
noise-intensity for exponential or other symmetric distributions of the signal.

The authors gratefully acknowledge support from EPSRC Grant EP/C523
334/1 and the Leverhulme Trust Code F/00 215J.
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Abstract. Recently, the authors have developed and demonstrated a novel sensing
technology, named SEPTIC (SEnsing of Phage-Triggered Ion Cascades), for the
rapid, inexpensive and specific identification of bacteria. The method combines the
specificity and fast response of the bacteriophage (“phages”; viruses that specifically
detect and kill bacteria) with the sensitivity of the nano-scale fluctuation-enhanced
sensing.

In its prototype form based on a nanowell chip, SEPTIC has already been shown
to be capable of unambiguous identification of live bacteria on a time scale of seconds
to minutes, many times faster than any other system. The technology is based on
using noise analysis to detect the massive ionic fluxes associated with the initial step
of bacteriophage infection, the injection of the phage DNA into the cell. Ultimately,
sensors based on this new technology would be able to save many lives.

Keywords: Bacterial identification; Bacteriophage, Biochip; Nanowell; Stochastic
signals.

1 Introduction

One of the most imperative needs in clinical and agricultural practice as well
as in homeland security applications is the rapid and sensitive identification
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of bacteria. For example, certain strains of the bacterium Escherichia coli (E.
coli) can cause widespread illness if they get into the food supply. Even though
several technologies are available for the identification of bacteria or viruses in
humans, veterinary and agricultural diagnostic laboratories, such as culturing
and polymerase chain reaction (PCR), these approaches have difficulty such
as time required for culturing of bacteria, expensive instrumentation or poor
selectivity between living and dead bacteria. A rapid and inexpensive method
for detecting and subtyping bacteria suitable for large-scale surveillance ef-
forts, much less employment in the field, is not available.

The new method for the rapid detection and identification of bacteria,
SEnsing of Phage-Triggered Ion Cascade (SEPTIC), is detecting and analyz-
ing the electrical field caused by the stochastic emission of ions during phage
infection by measuring the microscopic voltage fluctuations in a nano-well
device [1–3], in less than 10 minutes. Virtually, a single bacterium can be de-
tected and identified. Because the phage infection is a very selective process,
where only bacteria of a specific strain are infected, a SEPTIC-biochip con-
taining an array of sensors where each sensor is sensitized with a different
phage, can detect and identify all relevant bacteria with extraordinary speed
and selectivity. Though the method works with high reproducibility, presently
there are more questions about its biology and physics than answers.

2 Background

Presently we will discuss the phage biology behind the phenomenon and also
consider some practical physical conditions which may play an important role
in determining the observed effects. Unfortunately, the exact details of the ion
channels and the dynamics of ion emission, which are important to understand
the possible charging effects, are unknown.

Bacteriophages are the most numerous biological entities, estimated at
1031 in the biosphere, and are unimaginably diverse [4]. Attempts to exploit
the specificity of phages in detection and identification of pathogenic bacte-
ria have been burdened by the requirement of culturing the target bacteria,
growing the infected culture, and assaying the production of progeny virions,
processes which at minimum require hours and also knowledge of the culture
conditions is required. However, when we considered the fundamental path-
way of the phage infection process, a potential way to avoid these limitations
was suggested. The committed step in bacteriophage infection is irreversible
adsorption. For double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) phages, this results from in-
teractions between the specific adsorption apparatus, usually tail fibers, with
specific receptors on the surface of the host cell [5–7]. For two of the three
main morphotypes of dsDNA phages, the myophages with contractile tails
and the siphophages with flexible tails, the injection of DNA into the host
cell follows rapidly and involves the transitory formation of a channel through
which the phage DNA passes into the target cytoplasm [9–11]. Concomitant
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Fig. 1. The schematic representation of the experimental apparatus. The nanowell
with the analyte drople. Side view (left) and upper view (right)

with injection is a short-lived membrane depolarization and an efflux of ions,
including a substantial fraction of the ∼0.2M potassium salts present in the
cytoplasm, at a rate of ∼106/sec per infected cell [8, 11]. This phenomenon
represents an ideal opportunity for bacterial diagnostics, because it not only
takes advantage of the well-known specificity available in bacteriophage but
it can occur, given sufficient phage concentration, within seconds after ad-
mixture of the virions and cells [12]. Moreover, it requires no culturing of the
analyte culture and detects only live bacteria.

3 Experimental Analysis

The nanowell is a lateral capacitor with a 150 nm gap between the two 4 × 4
micron size Ti plates (Fig. 1).

This biochip was used to perform initial experiments with bacteriophages
λS105 (λ∆stf, tfa :: CamR cI857 S105). As λS and λR strains low motility
Escherichia coli (E. coli) W3110 ∆fhuA and W3110 ∆fhuA∆lamB were
used, respectively. The experimental details and results were presented earlier
[1]. The basic experimental protocol was to mix the purified phage stock
(about 2 × 1010 pfu/ml) with the host cells (mid-log phase cells, washed and
resuspended in 5 mM MgSO4), incubate at 37◦C for various times and measure
the voltage fluctuations in the nanowell. The isogenic host mutant strain (E.
coli W3110 ∆fhuA∆lamB) was used as negative control, for which we did
not anticipate injection leakage of ions.

The power density spectrum of the electrical field fluctuations when there
is reaction (phage infection) has 1/f2 shape, see Fig. 2, which implies corre-
lation times beyond the time window of observation.
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Fig. 2. Power density spectrum before the DNA passage and during the injection.
Response of sensitive and resistant bacteria with phages. In the case of λR bacteria
(E. coli W3110 ∆fhuA ∆lamB, negative response, blue line), phage infection did not
occur, so the spectrum of voltage fluctuations in the nanowell follows approximately
1/f shape. In the case of positive response of λS bacteria (E. coli W3110 ∆fhuA,
red line), phage infection occurred, so the fluctuations are enhanced, resulting in a
steeper spectrum with a 1/f2 shape. Comprehensive data are given by [1]

During the experiment, a ∼5 µl droplet of the analyte containing bacteria
and bacteriophage was placed in and around the nanowell, as indicated by
the dotted circle in Fig. 1. Two probes, providing input to an external voltage
amplifier, were firmly pressed on the contact pads. In order to prevent short
circuit between the two pads and reduce unwanted noise caused by back-
ground ions in the solution, the surface of the chip, except for the nanowell
sensing area, was covered with resist AZ5214. A 6 µm∗8 µm rectangular win-
dow was then opened by photolithography. The voltage fluctuations induced
on the nanowell device by the electrical field was amplified by a low-noise
preamplifier SR560 with high input impedance (100 MΩ) and fed into signal
acquisition unit ML750 PowerLab/4SP as illustrated in Fig. 1. The power
density spectrum of the fluctuations was calculated by a Dynamic Signal An-
alyzer SR785. The nanowell was placed in a double screening box (Amuneal
Manufacturing Corp.) to prevent electromagnetic disturbance. The double
screening box and the preamplifier were placed on an anti-vibration platform
100 BM-2 (Nano-K) to avoid potential artifacts caused by vibrations. The
time window of the determination of the power density spectrum Su(f) was
2 minutes.

An important rule is that the analyte droplet should not touch the two
probes connected to the external preamplifier, otherwise large unwanted noise
would result.

In the mixture of non-adsorbing phages and bacteria (the phage does
not infect the bacteria), the voltage fluctuations in the nanowell were small,
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displaying PSD of approximately 1/f shape. On the other hand, in the solu-
tion where the phages invade the bacteria (i.e., the bacteria is sensitive to the
phage), we observed large and slow stochastic waves with various time and
amplitude scales. These fluctuations had PSD of approximately 1/f2 shape
in the frequency range of 1–10 Hz, which is conjectured to be due to the ion
efflux from the bacteria and possibly the Brownian motion of the charged
bacteria. Figure 2 shows an example of PSD plots corresponding to sensitive
and resistant bacteria that were incubated for 3 minutes and then mixed with
λS105 phages.

Note that other sources of electric field noise may also exist, including tem-
perature fluctuations, background ions, etc. However, our experiment showed
that these effects were much weaker than the transitory ion leakage due to
phage invasion. Therefore, our fluctuation-enhanced nanoscale electric field
detection system was successfully applied in all our experiments.

The detection sensitivity can be significantly improved if the external
preamplifier is integrated into the same chip so that the noise due to external
cable and input stage is eliminated. An estimation of the minimum number
of bacteria that can be detected is shown in Fig. 3, based on Linear Response
Theory. When a JFET preamplifier with thermal noise reduction technique
is integrated into the chip, the SEPTIC technology is projected to detect the
presence of 2 bacteria. For certain phages, the sensitivity is even 100 times
higher, i.e., SEPTIC can detect a single bacterium even if the number of ions
leaking from the bacterium were 100 times less.
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Fig. 3. Projected sensitivities, based on the assumption of linear response with
the bacteriophage lambda ∆UR. Figure is based on data extracted from a recent
publication [1]. With some types of phages, the sensitivity limits are about 100 times
lower
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Taking the above-mentioned facts into account, the following aspects are
to be considered during the talk:

(i) The phage attachment to the specific receptors on the bacterial surface,
triggering the opening of ion channels.

(ii) The difference between the DNA injection mechanisms of the two
siphophages (λ versus T5).

(iii) Currents and ion numbers: the net ion charge vs. the current observed
during the measurements.

(iv) Mean distance between bacteria: about 10 micron during the experi-
ments published so far.

(v) Charging energy and mirror force: if the ion emission is not neutral, the
bacteria may get charged. Considerations of the minimal effect (based
on the equipartition energy, kT/2) indicate that the charging is of the
order of 1000*e. That would yield a considerable mirror force within the
Debye screening length.

(vi) Debye length <1 micron (the deionized water has about 1 micron Debye
length); therefore mirror forces seem to be screened and can not serve
as a possible explanation of bacteria attraction to the surface.

(vii) Diffusion coefficients/times of ions. D is in the order of 10−9 m2/s, thus
to diffuse out of the nanowell’s vicinity (8 micron) they need less than
0.1 second.

(viii) Diffusion coefficients/times of bacteria. D is in the order of 10−12 m2/s
thus bacteria need about 10 seconds to diffuse out of the nanowell’s
vicinity.

(ix) Debye relaxation time and high-pass filter response. Charge changes
within the Debye relaxation time can get through the Debye screening;
however, this phenomenon is characterized by strong high-pass filtering
(time-derivative) characteristics.

4 Earlier Model Considerations

The physical basis of the fluctuations detected using the nano-well device
has not been unambiguously determined but a reasonable model can be pro-
posed. During the process of DNA injection of a siphophage or a myophage,
each irreversibly-adsorbed virion triggers the opening of a single channel in
the cytoplasmic membrane, by as yet unknown components, through which
the phage DNA molecule passes. After the DNA passes through into the cyto-
plasm, the channel is sealed, usually within 1 minute and, again, by unknown
processes. Bulk solution measurements have shown that injection is coupled
to transient cellular depolarization requiring ion flows on the order of 108

ions per infected cell [11,13]. The emitted ions will execute a rapid Brownian
motion and many will be able to escape from the vicinity of the bacterium.
Together with the randomness of both the timing and the spatial orientation
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of the ion emission, these ion leakage events would generate stochastic spa-
tiotemporal electrical field fluctuations at the micron or submicron scale, as
detected in the nano-well device. In this part, we consider a few possible noise
generation mechanisms [14]. Most of them do not explain the experimental
results and, at the moment, there are more questions than answers. A valid
picture has to explain both the magnitude and the slow dynamics of the noise.

(a) Thermal noise? No, and neither is the Brownian motion of ions. Rea-
son: that would decrease by increasing ion concentration because of the
corresponding lower resistance.

(b) Excess motion of bacteria? No, they are not motile.
(c) Spatiotemporal charge density fluctuations caused by the emitted ion

clouds? No, that dissipates too fast, see point vii above.
(d) Displacement currents? Due to the high-pass filter effect, to produce a

1/f2 noise by fast charging spikes is possible only if there are strong
inter-spike correlations (e.g., spike frequency modulation), however the
efficiency would be very low. So far, no indication exists that the bacteria
would produce a sequence of charging spikes with the proper modulation.
However, as this effect may cause mirror forces beyond the Debye length,
it should be further investigated.

(e) Concentration cell? A bacterium asymmetrically located in the nanowell
and slowly emitting ions may yield a voltage due to the concentration
cell effect. Because of the slow diffusion dynamics of bacteria (see point
viii), this effect is a possible candidate. Open questions are if, during
phage infection, the bacteria leak ions for a prolonged time which would
be necessary for this effect to be a proper explanation.

5 Conclusions

During a phage infection process, the myophage or siphophage injects its DNA
into the host cell, resulting in a transitory, massive ion efflux. This phenom-
enon provides a perfect opportunity for the rapid and specific detection of
bacteria, due to the fact that a certain type of phage can only invade a spe-
cific type of bacteria, resulting in an ion efflux within seconds of phage DNA
injection. To this end, we have successfully fabricated a biochip whose core
element is a nanowell device on LiNbO3 substrate, which comprises of two
4 µm wide Ti electrodes with a 150 nm gap between them. The fabrication
was performed by combining electron beam lithography, contact photolitho-
graphy and RIE without using lift-off process. Detection experiments were
conducted by mixing phage with sensitive and resistant bacteria, respectively,
on the nanowell region (no voltage is applied to the nanowell) and analyzing
the voltage fluctuations across the surface. In mixtures where the bacteria were
sensitive to the phage, large 1/f2 noise (1–10 Hz) was observed, while with
mixtures where bacteria were resistant to the phage, only small 1/f noise due
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to preamplifier was observed. The large 1/f2 noise is assumed to derive from
temporary charging fluctuations of the bacteria due to phage-induced ion leak-
age. Our preliminary experiment showed 100% success rate in identification
of bacteria on the scale of minutes, whereas other known technologies require
hours to days of bacteria culturing and are often not specific. The sensitivity is
expected to be at the single bacterium level. Ultimately, this technology could
prove invaluable in clinical, veterinary and agriculture practice, as well as in
applications to microbiological threat detection and reduction in biodefense
applications, integrated with the IJAG (Inkjet Aerosol Generator), capable of
generating clusters of bacterial particles in a 1liter/min airflow controlled by
a LASER detection system.
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Dissipative chemical systems which are having to interact with its environ-
ment do not generally see the feeding or removal of species in a uniform or
constant manner as is generally taken in simpler form of the theory of an
ideal system. There are variations and an expansion of them in Fourier modes
can always make some of them vulnerable (or useful if we have some control
on it) for the present state of the system. A systematic study of parametric
resonance is therefore very important for such systems. Surface wave of fluids
generated by vertical oscillation is a well known example where parametric
resonance breaks the continuous spatial symmetry [1–3]. In reaction diffusion
systems the effect of parametric resonance has been widely studied to see fre-
quency entrainment and multiphase oscillation [4–7]. Existence of multiphase
oscillations are theoretically accounted for by showing the stability of phase
separated oscillatory orders in complex Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation or in
some other reaction diffusion model. Recently observed cluster pattern which
does not involve an intrinsic length scales [8, 9] are interesting spatial struc-
tures generated by parametric resonance in a chemical system. In this paper
we are going to work on a simple reaction diffusion model namely Gierer-
Meinhardt (GM) model which has two coupled variables or chemical species
with varying diffusivity and interact to produce Turing as well as Hopf insta-
bility to its basic homogeneous steady state [10]. We will be showing that in
the parameter regime where a homogeneous temporal oscillatory mode (Hopf
mode) grows, a global oscillatory force in the form of a temporal modulation
of one of the parameters of the system can resonate with the existing Hopf
mode to generate a new length scale which is different from that character-
ized by the Turing Instability. A similar linear analysis has been accepted for
publication in Physics Letters A however in the present work we are explic-
itly calculating the wave number of the instability in a particular case and
extending the theory to see the effect of nonlinearity.

The simplified form of GM model in one dimension looks like [10]
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∂a

∂t
= D

∂2a

∂x2 +
a2

b
− a + σ

∂b

∂t
=

∂2b

∂x2 + µ(a2 − b) . (1)

The variables a and b are local concentrations of the activator and the in-
hibitor species, σ is feeding rate of the activator in the system where the cross
reaction coefficient and the removal rate of the inhibitor are the same and is
denoted by µ. A linear stability analysis of the above model for its homoge-
neous steady state characterized by the a = 1 + σ and b = (1 + σ)2 shows
that the basic homogeneous state loses stability to a Turing instability when
µD ≤ (

√
2/(1 + σ) − 1)2 keeping µ > (1 − σ)/(1 + σ). Below the horizontal

continuous line at µ = µ00 = (1 − σ)/(1 + σ) in the phase diagram (µ vs
D plane Fig.1) a Hopf mode grows with k = 0 where k is the wave number.
There is a codimension 2 point where the boundaries µD = (

√
2/(1 + σ)−1)2

(broken line in Fig.1) and µ = (1−σ)/(1+σ) meet. The oscillation frequency
of the zero-growth Hopf instability on the phase boundary µ = µ00 is given
by ω0 =

√
(1 − σ)/(1 + σ). In what follows we will develop a perturbation

expansion near this boundary µ = µ00 where the removal rate µ has an O(ε)
temporal modulation of frequency ω.

Fig. 1. Phase diagram in µ vs D plane as obtained from the linear stability analysis
of the simplified model

Here we are going to consider the problem which is often treated in hy-
drodynamic instabilities – the one where the control parameter is given a
sinusoidal temporal variation [11–15]. We put a modulation in µ as µ =
µ0(1 + ε cos(ωt)). The linearized equation now reads

L0

(
δa
δb

)
= ε cos(ωt)

(
0 0

2µ0(1 + σ) −µ0

)(
δa
δb

)
. (2)

Let us expand µ0 as µ00 + εµ01 + ε2µ02 + h.o.t., where µ00 has the value as
has already been mentioned which can also be verified from the O(1) solution
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of the (2). In O(1), the eigenvectors for the homogeneous oscillatory state at
the Hopf-bifurcation boundary µ = µ00 are

(
δa±
δb±

)
e±iωt =

(
1

2µ00(1 + σ)
µ00 ± iω0

)

e±iω0t (3)

where the linear operator L0 has the form

L0 =






∂

∂t
− 1 − σ

1 + σ

1
(1 + σ)2

−2µ(1 + σ)
∂

∂t
+ µ




 (4)

Thus we see that δa± and δb± has a constant phase difference since the pro-
duction of the inhibitor depends on the concentration of the activator. At this
point we consider this Phase difference φ(µ) has an additive part which varies
on a slower time and larger space scale. So the structure of φ(µ) is taken as

φ = φc + δφ0(X, τ) (5)

where φc is the critical value of and can be easily obtained from (4). Let us
expand δA and δB as

δa = δa0 + εδa1 + ε2δa2 + h.o.t.

δb = δb0 + εδb1 + ε2δb2 + h.o.t.

and introduce the multiple space and time scales as x = x0+εX and t = t0+ετ
respectively. Now, at O(ε) the equation looks like looks like

L0

(
δa1

δb1

)

=
(

δaφ
+

∂
∂τ (δφ0)

−δbφ
+

∂
∂τ (δφ0) + µ01[2(1 + σ)δa+ − δbφ

+] ± µ00
2 [2(1 + σ)δa− − δbφ

−]

)

+
(

δaφ
−

∂
∂τ (δφ0)

∓δbφ
−

∂
∂τ (δφ0) ± µ01[2(1 + σ)δa− − δbφ

−] + µ00
2 [2(1 + σ)δa+ − δbφ

+]

)

(6)

where we have taken ω = 2ω0 and on the r.h.s. only secular terms have been
considered. The first term on the right hand side correspond to eiω0t whereas
the second one is related to e−iω0t. Note that for ω �= 2ω0 the equation is
solvable for µ01 = 0 and that will require the temporal part of δφ be a constant.
A superscript φ of δa± and δb± indicates that it has an additional factor
eδφ1,2 (say) and the upper(lower) one of ± or ∓ signes in the above expression
corresponds to symmetric(antisymmetric) combination of solutions. In the
antisymmetric after we make a transformation as θ1,2 = eδφ1,2 we get a coupled
set of linear equations as
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−(1 + M)
∂θ1

∂τ
+ C1θ1 − C2θ2 = 0

−(1 − M̄)
∂θ2

∂τ
− C̄1θ2 + C̄2θ1 = 0 (7)

where M , C1 and C2 are different complex numbers and a bar on them indi-
cates complex conjugate. The characteristic equation for (7) is

λ2(1 − |M |2 + M − M̄) + λ(MC̄1 + M̄C1 − C1 + C̄1) + |C2|2 − |C1|2 = 0

Since M̄ − M and C1 − C̄1 are two different pure imaginary numbers the
above expression will result in a λ which in general is a complex number. So
the frequency of oscillation for the system will change. When the solution of
O(1) equation considered symmetric characteristic equation can be written in
the form

λ2(1 + |M |2 + M + M̄) − λ(MC̄1 + M̄C1 + C1 + C̄1) + |C1|2 − |C2|2 = 0

The above equation requires |C1| > |C2| for λ to be complex and requires
one to go sufficiently below the phase boundary since |C1| is proportional to
µ01. We also see that there is no oscillation caused by the external force on
the phase boundary for which |C1| = 0 in the symmetric case whereas in the
antisymmetric case it does.

In what follows we will concentrate on the resonance at O(ε2) at the forcing
frequency ω �= 2ω0. In this case at O(ε) for µ01 = 0 the phase variation will
come out as not time dependent and from now on we will take µ01 = 0. The
solution of O(ε) equation for (ω �= 2ω0) will now definitely include ei(±ω0±ω),
where this term will make secular terms appear in the next higher order for
all forcing frequencies. Thus, The O(ε) solution will come as
(

+δā±
+δb̄±

)
=

µ00

2∆(ω0±ω)
[2(1 + σ)δa+ − δb+]

( −1
(1+σ)2

i(ω0 ± ω) − µ00

)
ei(ω0±ω)t

and
(−δā±

−δb̄±

)
=

µ00

2∆(−ω0±ω)
[2(1 + σ)δa− − δb−]

( −1
(1+σ)2

i(−ω0 ± ω) − µ00

)
ei(−ω0±ω)t

The ∆(±ω0±ω) being the determinant of L0 at frequency (±ω0 ± ω). In the
case when O(ε) equation proportional to ei(ω0±ω) the solvability condition at
O(ε2) will result in following phase equation

−
[

∂δφ0

∂X2
+
(

∂δφ0

∂X

)2
]

× δbφ
+ = µ02[2(1 + σ)δa+ − δbφ

+]

− µ2
00

2
µ00

2∆(ω0+ω)
(2(1 + σ)δa+ − δbφ

+)[1 + i(ω0 ± ω)]

(8)
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In writing the above equation we have associated the phase variable to the
inhibitor part only because of the fact that a coupling is not necessary for
the result we are after and it would make the analysis simpler. Let us take
(for the sake of simplicity) that µ02 = 0 and after simplification (10) can be
written in the form

−
[

∂δφ0

∂X2
+
(

∂δφ0

∂X

)2
]

= C1e
−δφ0 + C2 , (9)

where C1 and C2 are two complex numbers. Let us do a Cole-Hopf transfor-
mation as θ = eδφ0 and followed by φ = C1 + C2θ will ultimately give us the
equation

−∂2φ

∂φ2
= C2φ . (10)

From the solution of the above equation and coming back to old variable we
arrive at

eδφ0 =
eiC3x

C2
− C1

C2
(11)

where C3 =
√

C2 is a complex number whose real part will give the wave
number generated which in terms of actual parameters (present case) is given
by

k1 = ±
√

µ3
00

8[µ00 − (ω0 − ω)2]
× [1 ± (1 + 4(ω0 − ω))

1
2 ] (12)

and

k2 = ± µ3
00(ω0 + ω)

4[µ00 − (ω0 + ω)2]
×
√

µ3
00

8[(ω0 + ω)2 − µ00]
× [1 ± (1 + 4(ω0 + ω))

1
2 ]

(13)
Let us extend the theory to include nonlinear terms. By shifting the origin

of the concentration scale to the basic homogeneous fixed point we can rewrite
the model (1) in the following form.

( ∂
∂t − D �2 − 1−σ

1+σ
1

(1+σ)2

−2µ(1 + σ) ∂
∂t −�2 + µ

)(
a
b

)
=

(
−b ∂a

∂t +bD�2a+a2−ab

(1+σ)2

µa2

)

(14)

and now, if we expand the variables in the way that a = ε
1
2 a0 + εa1 + ε

3
2 a2 +

h.o.t. and b = ε
1
2 b0 + εb1 + ε

3
2 b2 + h.o.t., where the parameters are expanded

as µ = µ0(1 + ε
1
2 cos ωt), µ0 = µ00 + ε

1
2 µ01 + εµ02 + h.o.t. Multiple scales

are introduced as x = x + ε
1
2 X, t = t + ε

1
2 τ and there is an additive phase

variation on large space and time scales as mentioned in the linear case.
In O(ε

1
2 ) and O(ε) the nonlinear part does not introduce any extra secular

term and the theory is the same as that obtained from the previous linear
analysis. At O(ε

3
2 ) the secular term appearing from the nonlinear part will

make the resulting phase equation nonlinear which would look like
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− ∂2θ

∂X2
= C1 + C2θ + C3θ

2 (15)

where C1, C2 and C3 are complex numbers. The θ2 term originates from
nonlinear terms a1b0 where b0 is O(ε

1
2 ) solution and a1 is O(ε) solution. Other

nonlinear terms will change C1 and C2 from its linear analysis expression.
Clearly, this equation does not support creating a wave number as found in
the linear theory and in the absence of C3 if C2 is nonzero one can get a
spatial phase modulation.

Now, we would like to summarize by mentioning that from the linear the-
ory one can easily see that there are two coexistent states one is homogeneous
oscillatory and the other is a traveling wave whose wave number have been
explicitly given in (12) and (13) under the conditions mentioned. This spatial
instability is definitely different from the Turing instability. It is easy to note
that the expression of the wave number does not involve the diffusion constant
which is always present for Turing instability. The wave numbers are never
zero unless µ00 = 0 but we know that it requires σ = 1 which is unacceptable
since the basic Hopf instability will vanish. Now, the presence of a force is nec-
essary to have control on these spatial instabilities which are generated close
to an instability boundary. Even when there is no parametric modulation by
just moving a little away from the instability boundary µ = µ00 one generates
spatial instability and if that is unwanted one has the opportunity to clean the
system up with a parametric modulation of any frequency other than ω = ω0.
The nonlinearity in general suppress the generation of new spatial length scale
but close to the instability boundary such spurious instabilities can be quite
vulnerable. In the O(ε) part of the theory (linear/nonlinear) we see that the
frequency of oscillation of the system can change irrespective of the presence
or absence of a forcing term (|C2| = 0) if we move away from the instability
boundary. The force is necessary for creation of a temporal instability on the
phase boundary µ = µ00. Here also the role of a particular mode ω = 2ω0 is
of controlling the situation and only in the presence of the force of particular
frequency we can better tune µ01 to control the frequency of oscillation of the
system.
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Abstract. This work aims to simulate potential scenarios in Rainfall-Runoff (R-R)
transformation at daily scale, mainly perceived for the control and management of
water resources, using feed-forward multilayer perceptrons (MLP) and, subsequently,
Jordan Recurrent Neural Networks (JNN). R-R transformation is one of the most
complex issue in hydrological environment due to high temporal and spatial variabil-
ity, very strong and non linear interconnections among variables: a good challenge
for Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Abilities and limitations of MLP and JNN
models have been investigated, especially focusing on drought periods where water
resources management and control are particulary needed. The study compares the
results of the two networks typologies to outputs from a conceptual linear model and
then to physical context of two small Ligurian catchments. It also demonstrates the
remarkable improvement obtained with the JNN approach especially when rainfall
memory effect is employed as an additional input.

1 Introduction

The simulation of rainfall-runoff (R-R) relationships has been an unavoidable
issue of hydrological research for several decades and has resulted in plenty of
models proposed in literature.

Following Beck (1991), these models can merely be divided in: metric,
conceptual, and physics-based. Metric models are deeply observation-oriented,
pursuing the system response by extrapolating information from the available
data. Conceptual models, on the other hand, describe all the relevant com-
ponents of hydrological processes as simplified conceptualizations, whereas
physics-based models aim to reproduce the hydrological behavior of a basin
by using the concepts of classical continuum mechanics. Another distinction
proposed in literature deals with different levels of prior knowledge available
which lead to three different color-coded types of model: white, grey and black
box. In the first case the model is perfectly known, in the second one some
physical insight is allowed, but several parameters still need to be determined
from data. In black-box models, unfortunately, no physical insight is possible
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and the structure of the model is chosen inside families which show good flex-
ibility and ‘have been successfully’ employed in the past [9]. Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) represent one of these families and have been widely inves-
tigated in Hydrology since the middle 1990’s. They are especially appreciated
for their abilities to treat difficult issues such as: high non linearity and huge
amount of variables involved in R-R transformation. Nowadays, in fact, in our
enviroment, the current trend seems to be to focus on the existing data rather
than the physical process. Moreover, in situations where the information is
available only at specific sites in a basin or when only rainfall-runoff data se-
quences are known, it becomes very difficult to develop a conceptual model of
complex processes (Kokkonen, Jakeman, 20001; Thirumalaiah, Deo, 2000). In
this scenario, ANN have been proved to provide better solutions when applied
to: 1) complex systems that, otherwise, may be poorly mimiced or understood,
2) problems tainted by noise or that involve pattern recognition, diagnosis and
generalization, 3) circumstances where input is incomplete or ambiguous by
nature. An ANN is able of modeling the R-R relationships due to its ability to
generalize patterns even when noisy and ambiguous input data are considered
and to synthesize a reliable model without needing any prior knowledge on
functional relationship between dependent and independent variables. Mathe-
matically, it can be considered as a universal approximator having the ability
to learn from examples without knowing explicitly the physics of the problems
considered [2].

ANN hydrological applications have been widely devoted to forecasting
rather than data generation context. Data generation and forecasting are the
two major tasks in hydrological researches, and deal, respectively, with pre-
diction of future values and simulation of potential scenarios. Data generation
is anyway of vital importance in ordinary applications such as: management
and optimum control of system or supervision of drought periods.

In the R-R prediction environment pioneer researches are due to [12] and
[8], who used a feed-forward ANN to forecast runoff values only from rainfall
data. Their purpose was to demonstrate the learning ability of the network,
rather than applying it to a practical situation affected by noise. Moreover,
several efforts encouraged the comparison between ANN and other models,
such as classical ARMA [11] and ARMAX, coupled with Kalman Filter, in
order to perform daily flow forecasting. Laio (2003) compared ANN to a non-
linear prediction model, based on deterministic chaos for the prediction of
flood events at hourly scale. Very recent works have been done by [1,7] and [9],
who coupled a feed-forward ANN to a simple black-box linear model (auxiliary
model) to be able to forecast daily streamflows starting from daily measured
rainfall, runoff and evapotraspiration series of several storm events of two large
Indian catchments. Far away from forecasting problem is the work of [4], who
used ANN to interpolate the management rules of Pozzillo reservoir, given
from dynamic programming.

Still, no deep attention has been paid for attempting the simulation of
streamflow data particulary at daily scale, and moreover, when rainfall rates
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are the unique measures available. Hence, this work aims to investigate the
performances of feed-forward and recurrent ANN in streamflow simulation
context at daily scale, and their ability of managing the presence of a high
number of zero values in rainfall input data.

2 Problem Description

The process of transformation of inflow into streamflow data requires a sub-
stantial number of informations (precipitation, evapotranspiration, tempera-
ture, soil moisture, . . . ), but when some input series are rather limited or even
totally absents, conceptual models normally fail to represent the complex and
non linear dynamics of R-R processes and empirical models become much
more reliable. The worst situation occurs, like in our case, when the system
relies only on observed precipitations and on its previous calculated stream-
flows. Despite a consequent very poor modeling, reproducing daily runoff val-
ues when only rainfall rates are provided is of practical use even when no
water-gauges are available or also when time registration discrepancies oc-
cur between rainfall and runoff measures, thus offering misleading interpre-
tations of the catchment’s results. Moreover, R-R modelling, particulary at
daily scale, entails a very challenging benchmark: long sequences of zeroes in
rainfall input series, that, apart from “contradictory” information to process,
are a unique and remarkable security in measures since they are, with a high
probability, not affected by accidental errors. Our crucial question consists in
finding an ANN procedure able to process long sequences of non rainy days
and, at the same time, to reproduce the “system memory” over a catchment
when minimal information data occur [3,12]. In this context, simulations start
asking different ANN approaches to be able to reproduce, at first, modeled
streamflows from a conceptual linear model (“controlled experiments”) and
then observed streamflows of two Ligurian catchments: Argentina and Impero.

3 Procedure Description

3.1 Analysis of the Referenced Conceptual Model

To test their ability of modeling R-R mean daily data, ANN have been ques-
tioned to reproduce, at least, outputs from a simple conceptual linear model
with one reservoir. Conceptual streamflow values ensue from controlled exper-
iments wherein input precipitations are considered already as effective rain-
fall, directly able to produce calculated daily streamflows (through the func-
tional dependence (1) and skipping, therefore, the very complex and non linear
trasformation from observed (total) rainfall into effective rainfall. Mostly for
this reason target calculated streamflow are more simple to be reproduced,
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since they are free from data errors. Instantaneous streamflow value is given
by:

Q (t) = Q (0) · e−β·t + qe,j

(
1 − e−β·t) (1)

where:

• Q(t) is the istantaneous calculated streamflow value;
• Q(0) is the initial istantaneous streamflow value calculated at the beginning

of the interval considered;
• qe,j is the constant daily discharge, given by the product of mean daily

rainfall intensity and catchment’s area;
• β is the model’s parameter;
• t is the time, t ∈ (0, ∆t), ∆t is the time interval considered;
• j is the index of the day, j ∈ (1, N), N is the total number of days consid-

ered.

The mean daily streamflow value 〈Q〉 is then given by:

〈Q〉 =
Q (0)
β · ∆t

(
1 − e−β·∆t

)
+ qe,j −

qe,j

β · ∆t

(
1 − e−β·∆t

)
(2)

4 Network Methodologies

Two network typologies (MLP and JNN) have been challenged to reproduce
the target runoff datum and particulary the beginning of the rise in the flow
hydrograph and the decay curve where “contradictory informations” occur,
namely, when precipitation has ended and flow is yet decreasing.

4.1 MLP and Tapped Dealyed Lines (TDL)

A standard two layered feed-forward neural network with sigmoidal activation
function has been considered for modeling the R-R data; conjugate gradient
optimization has been adopted to train the ANN. The prime focus regards
the input informations, or rather, the number of antecedent daily precipi-
tations necessary for the hydrograph’s reconstruction. It is evident that a
single rainfall value is not sufficient to reproduce the runoff measure, since
the same (null) input value would be associated with different output values.
Therefore, a collection of past rainfall measures has to be fed to the ANN
to catch the variability of the physical system. This can be realized by em-
ploying the Tapped Delayed Line (TDL) approach by which the last m values
x (t) , x (t − τ) , . . . , x (t − (m − 1) τ) of a signal x (t) are simultaneously pre-
sented at the input of a network, Fig. 1.

Herein a single input serie x (t) is shown. x (t) , x (t − τ) , . . . , x (t − (m − 1) τ)
are fully connected to a hidden layer, where τ stands for the temporal ele-
mentary unit backwards. In the first row input information is loaded, in the
second one (hidden layer) three processing elements occur to produce a single
output: y(t).
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Fig. 1. A time-delay neural network

4.2 MLP Results: Controlled Experiments

An undesired insuperable discrepancy arises between the two compared sig-
nals, showed by the appearance of continuous and persistent plateaus in net-
work’s modeled daily runoff, which make MLP unable to reproduce the be-
havior of target, even if a large number of previous rainfall and network’s
calculated runoff values have been included in the TDL. Figure 2 shows a
yearly extract of the training set.

To carry out simulation a feed-forward MLP with six input informations
(features) was selected. The input features include: current precipitation value,
two tapped delayed lines of three previous precipitations and two network’s
calculated runoff data. Three nodes in the hidden layer have been introduced,
thus obtaining a mean square error (MSE) of the residuals (Qi−Q̂i), (through
the functional dependence (3)) equals to: 1.068 e-03.

MSE =
1
N

N∑

i=1

(
Qi − Q̂i

)2

(3)

4.3 Jordan Neural Networks

A more remarkable way to recognize and reproduce temporal sequences con-
sists in using recurrent neural networks (RNN) herein invoked for their ability
to model a sort of system memory or inertia by considering cues of a recent
past back into the input layer and enable, furthermore, a simple and more
incisive performance than traditional tapped-delayed lines. Since training a
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Feedforward Neural Network/Conceptual model

 Mean daily streamflows reconstructions; parameter • =0.008 (days- 1)
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Fig. 2. Bad reconstructions of low values and recession curves

complete RNN involves a high computational cost and can lead to stability
problems, simplified models have been proposed in the literature, which can
be trained by conventional back-propagation. Elman (1990), Kohonen (1989)
and Jordan (1986, 1989) introduced three models of this kind. In our work,
Jordan neural networks (JNN) have been considered; here, recurrency is ac-
complished through the following updating rule [6]:

Xi (t) = α · Xi (t − 1) + Yi (t − 1) (4)

where Xi is the i-th component of the additional vector X, built at given time
t from previous outputs Yi and α is the strength coefficient to be chosen by
the user. Figure 3 schematizes the followed procedure.

4.4 JNN Results: Controlled Experiments

Our procedure entails two different approaches: one with “rainfall memory
effect” where Yi (through the functional dependence (4)) are rainfall data and
α1 is the strength coefficient, and another one with runoff memory effect with
α2 coefficient, where Yi are network’s calculated discharges; and traditional
recurrent procedure occurs. Figure 4 shows a yearly extract of the training
set.

A JNN with three feautures has been introduced. Inputs include: rainfall
and runoff memory effects and previous rainfall datum. Three nodes in the
hidden layer have been introduced, thus obtaining a MSE equals to: 4.752
e-05.
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Input

Hidden

Output

Fig. 3. Continuous arrows represent connections from the i-th unit of the output
layer to the i-th unit of the input layer, while dashed arrows represent fully connected
layers. Alpha stands for the strength’s memory connection to be searched

Recurrent Neural Network/Conceptual model

 Mean daily streamflows reconstructions; parameter • =0.008 (days-1)
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Fig. 4. Good reproductions of “decay curves” obtained with rainfall memory effect;
α1 equals to 0.75 and α2 equals to 0.72
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5 Analysis of Physical Context

An harder task was to reproduce real data, which are affected by noise and
require a more scrupulous exploration of suitable rainfall strength coefficient
(α1), expecially for the intermittent behavior of low values signal. Alphas have
been searched with standard gradient algorithm during training.

5.1 Results: Physical Context

In both simulations “rainfall memory effect” resulted of noticeble major im-
portance, compared to the remaining input informations. Therefore, calcu-
lated memory effect was set aside and α2 coefficient was considered constant
for the two different hydrographs reconstructions, Figs. 5 and 6.

Recurrent Neural Network/Measured runoffs 
Test set's extract of mean daily streamflows :River Argentina
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Fig. 5. A three years simulation sequence obtained from five years training data:
Argentina River

Some spurious peaks arise, both in Figs. 5 and 6, due to sporadic rainfall
events that lead to excessive rises in modeled streamflow data.

Simulations have been performed with rainfall, runoff memory effects, a
tapped delayed line of two previous rainfall data and seasonality, that is,
the current day in Julian calendar. For both rivers four nodes have been
introduced in the hidden layer, thus obtaining, respectively for Argentina
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Recurrent Neural Network/Measured Runoffs 
Text set's extract of mean daily streanflows: River Im
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Fig. 6. Idem: Impero River

River: α1 equals to 0.82, α20.70 and MSE equals to 7.489 e-05; for Impero
River: α1 equals to 0.75, α20.70 and MSE equals to 5.120 e-05.

6 Comments

The results pointed out, in both cases, the major importance played by the
“rainfall memory effect” that allow the network to remember cues from the
recent past, thus reproducing the “runoff decay curves” with high accuracy.

This is a consequence of the fact that rainfall values are provided externally
and, therefore, are not affected by errors due to the reconstruction process (like
the runoff value). Good results have been obtained when streamflow targets
to be reproduced ensue from controlled experiments. Similar performances,
moreover, can be achieved when dealing with measured target streamflows,
provided that the rainfall data at some previous day are given as input to the
JNN, besides weighted sums for memory effects.
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Abstract. The main objective of this paper is to describe a solution to realize on-
line connections between remote workstations placed into different locations. Uni-
directional or bidirectional informational transfer has to be guaranteed. Local PCs
network or Internet are considered as transmission support. The soft component
represented by a LabView virtual instrument will coordinate and control the target
communication.

This paper aims to proof the concept of remote control of sensors, for automated
monitoring of ecological processes. Using National Instrument LabVIEW framework,
we realized an application that monitor/command using the same server, different
ecological processes.

Real-world data logging applications are typically more involved than just ac-
quiring and recording signals, typically involving some combination of online analy-
sis, offline analysis, display, report generation, and data sharing. In this paper we
present a virtual instrument (VI) that converts a PC into a data logger and also the
same instruments are used to offline analysis of measured and recording data and
to sharing data with another application like Excel.

Keywords: Environmental processes, data transfer, monitoring, remote command,
remote control, DataSocket communication.

1 Introduction

Remote communication between the place from where the parameters are
monitoring to a control and command center represent a modern aspect in
measurement field. Data transmission configurations are depending by the
application requirements. The presence of a Reception Centre is no obligatory.
If the LAN is able to geographical manage the application, we can identify
each PC through IP address allocated by network server. Internet will be used
if the application geographical surface is growing. In this case, a PC must have
a real IP address publish on Internet.
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Technological process supervision assumes acquisition, processing and re-
turning the commands for a large number of parameters. At the same time,
it is necessary to monitor the investigated parameters, because the history
is needed in guaranteeing the performances, but also establishing the causes
which lead to malfunctions.

Communication technologies and we refer here to Internet, which is mainly
spread, allow data, acquired from long distances, to be concentrated in high
performance servers. In the same time, following the temporal evolution of
acquired parameters can be done from any computer, connected to Internet.
This issue is suited both in technological processes, but also in education
process, where a laboratory with high performance acquisition equipments
and an Internet connection can be used by other laboratories less equipped.

Basic elements of a data logging and analyzing system are presented in
Fig. 1. Acquiring is the process of actually measuring the physical parame-
ters and bringing them into your logging system. Online analysis consists of
any processing done to the data while are acquiring. It includes alarms, data
scaling, and sometimes control, among others.

Logging is an obvious requirement of every data logging system. Offline
analysis is everything done with the data after it has been acquired in or-
der to extract useful information from it. The final functional block is made
up display, reporting, and data sharing. These are all the “miscellaneous”
requirements that fill out the functionality of a data logging system [6].

Fig. 1. Basic elements of a data logging and analysis system

2 Why Data Acquisition Through Internet

In many of industrial processes, it is preferred the control at a distance of
the equipments based on the received parameters. Sometimes, this process is
absolutely necessary because of some high risk elements, or because of the
conditions that do not allow the user to access it. As an example, one can
mention the atomic piles where because of the high degree of radiations, the
watch and control of the parameters must be done at a distance. Another
example can be the watch of the furnaces, especially in the foundry works
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where because of the high temperatures, the user cannot physically stay in
those areas.

More than this, an advantage of the watch/control at a distance is the pos-
sibility to watch more over than one equipment with a single acquisition server.
This aspect allows the taking over of the data from more sensors connected
to various industrial equipments and also the transmission of the controls to
them. The process can be developed from more than one host in the same
time. Thus, there can be a client host that commands through Internet the
parameters’ modification of an installation, relying on a pressure sensor, while
another client modifies the working characteristics of a thermal system, both
sensors being connected to the same server.

To sum up, one can say that the advantages of control at a distance of the
ecology processes, relying on the watch/control of the parameters are: people
should not have to work in the risk areas; the possibility to control more
than one equipment in the same time from different hosts; the possibility to
watch from a larger number of stations, without extra investments. It should
be mentioned that the control of a sensor can be done by a single terminal,
while the watch can be developed from many such terminals; the possibility
of making some statistics in real time of the monitoring equipment’s working.

2.1 Virtual Instrument Function

Communication module can be realized as application thought interconnect-
ing of data control with subVIs that allow communication of PC with the
target monitored and controlled technological process. Remote data transfer
is necessary on long term and low frequency applications, i.e., environment pa-
rameters control and monitoring, or dangerous remote operations. In Fig. 2. is
presented a remote control and monitoring system for a technological process.

Sensors and traducers T convert electrical or no electrical analogical process
data into electrical signals. For PC processing, after passing through Condi-
tioning Block CC , the signal must be converted from time continuous varia-
tion into a digital time representation, under binary form. This operation is
performed by analog-numerical converter CAN. Data are taken by PCprocess
and processed by virtual instrumentation software. This has two functions: to
establish a connection with process via GPIB communication and to realize
the communication with remote monitoring and control unit (PCcontrol) via
Internet or LAN.

The virtual instrumentation software placed on PCcontrol realize commu-
nication with nearby process, but contains processing, recording and visu-
alization modules too. After data interpretation, the commands are send to
process by network. In this case, the commands are send by numeric-analogical
converter CAN and conditioning circuit CC to actuators A.
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Fig. 2. Transfer, monitoring and control system architecture

3 Virtual Instrument

Software is of critical importance in PC-based data logging systems, because
well-written logging software determines how data is stored, how quickly data
can be written to disk, and how efficiently disk space is used and gives different
data management capabilities.

The software use [8], in this paper, to create a PC-based data logger is
LabVIEW and also the same LabVIEW programs, that are called virtual
instruments or VIs, are used for offline analysis.

Every VI uses functions that manipulate input from the user interface or
other sources and display that information and every VI has two components
front panel respectively diagram bloc.

The VI that perform both basics function that are data logging and data
analysis has two mains front panels ONLINE ACQUISITION respectively
OFFLINE ANALYSIS selected by means of the Tab Control.

3.1 Acquisition Virtual Instrument

The front panel corresponding to ONLINE ACQUISITION is presented in
Fig. 3 and this front panel is used to control acquisition process and also to
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Fig. 3. Online Acquisition Front Panel

display the important parameters of the acquisition process like acquisition
state or measured values and also record date and time. There are three com-
ponents that are waveform graph in stack plot and two blocks Acquisition
Control that control acquisition parameters like parallel port address num-
ber of acquisitions, number of points per acquisition respectively Acquisition
Progress that show in different form current value acquired. Waveform graph
display the filtered and non filtered form of the acquired signal.

To ensure the read bits on data section on the parallel port are used a
Sequence Structure where the first 3 sequences are used for parallel port set-
tings [8]. All other program elements are included into a While Loop that
repeats the subdiagram inside it until the conditional terminal, an input ter-
minal, receives a particular Boolean value so that acquisition can be interrupt
by user.

After port settings is select the file where are storage the measured values
and for that are used File Dialog respectively New File. The program can
assure one ore more acquisition; number of these is selected by Fig. 3. ON-
LINE ACQUISITION Front Panel properly control and number of points of
every this acquisition that mean number of values is also selected by properly
control, both on the front panel.

3.2 Analysis Virtual Instrument

LabVIEW offers many of built-in analysis functions that cover different ar-
eas and methods of extracting information from acquired data. With these
functions it can be make a virtual instrument (VI) that front panel has two
components switching by a proper Tab Control between SAMPLE RECORD
and DATA RECORD that mean analysis of every 2000 acquiring points (one
sample) or all data representing acquiring points.

The VI corresponding to one sample and to all data is presented in Fig. 4.
On that panel are arranged the indicators elements that assure the visual-
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Fig. 4. Offline Analysis Front Panel (N. Patrascoiu al all, 2005)

ization the results of the data analysis about measured and recorded values.
Those elements indicate, at one time with record time the limits values and
statistical values. For the limit values are indicate also the time when these
limits are accomplished. The statistical values represent the statistic parame-
ters described above that is mean, standard deviation and variance computed
Two Waveform Graphs are used to the graphical analysis.

One of these display the graphical evolution of record data i.e. the mea-
sured signal and for this exist possibly to setup the lower and upper limits.
Another graph display time period for that data is in excess of lower or upper
limits. In this way is possible to determine which of the acquired data is into
domain that is limited by lower and upper setting limits. It can be possible to
use LabVIEW measurement data files into another application. To save mea-
surement data files is use the Write LabVIEW Measurement File Express.vi
that generates the proper output files.

The LabVIEW data file is a tab-delimited text file that can open with
a spreadsheet application like Microsoft Excel or a text-editing application.
The recorded data with graph representation in Excel for the same acquisitions
data sequences are presented in Fig. 8. In addition to the data an Express.vi
generates, the .lvm file includes information about the data, such as the date
and time the data was generated.

4 The Communication Module

The application has two main parts: the part of data acquisition and data
processing; the part of communication.

The module responsible for communication was developed using NI DataS-
ocket Server-Client communication. In order for the application to work, the
Data Server application must be running.
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The server module of the application writes data in the server, and then
every client can read the data. The client which have rights of issuing com-
mands to the server, can also write data in the server. Also, the server applica-
tion can read command data from the server and apply it to the sensors. Be-
low is presented the module responsible for writing data into the DataSocket
server (Fig. 6ab).

5 The Software Applications

The development of Internet applications and the possibility to use data ac-
quisition instruments connected to a PC allows the users to make a central
system of measurements near to the process and use it to transfer data towards
every place where users need [7].

Using a TCP/IP connection between the computers (that includes a Server
part and a Client part), it is possible to develop a system of subVIs using
LabVIEW environment. This works like a Server-Client structure, allowing the
users to perform data acquisition and transfer. Usually, data are transferred
to a different place to be processed by a monitoring system. Since the amount
of data to be transmitted to the monitoring system can be important, it is
suitable to compress them before the transfer is carried on. This allows a faster
communication between the monitoring system and the process.

The software application described hereafter integrates two parts. The first
part is represented by the LabVIEW environment that helps to perform data
acquisition, saving and transfer. The second part represented by the software
application responsible with data compression. Both software applications are
user friendly.

5.1 The LabVIEW Application

The TCP/IP connection uses as server application the diagram depicted in
Fig. 6a. The server gives the result of a request on its ports and then a client
that reads the port takes the result.

The server blocks are as follows: String is the numeric field to send; Port
is the communication port where the data are received; TCP Listen checks
for client requests; TCP Write writes the data on the communication port;
TCP Close closes the communication.

The client diagram is drawn in Fig. 7.b)
The blocks are here as follows [7]: Address is the address of server, in

numeric format; Port2 is the port of communication where the data are stored
(if the data are available); TCP Read reads the data if they arrived to the
port of communication.

In Fig. 11a it is illustrated how the capture of data in the *.txt files type
is realized. The file resides in the same place where as the instrumentation for
data acquisition. The compression application can be initiated to compress
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Fig. 5. Excel Data Representation

Fig. 6. (a) The DataSocket Server; (b) The module the writes data in the
DataSocket Server

Fig. 7. (a) Data server structure; (b) Data Client structure

the files before performing the remote transfer to the monitoring system. The
received data have to be first decompressed and then processed. The results
are shown in graphical mode.

The next Fig. 8b shows an example of *.txt file, created with the Write To
Spreadsheet File.vi block. The numerical values are encoded by digits, using
the ASCII table. Each ASCII code represents a symbol within the original
data string to compress.

6 Conclusions

The computer has become a friendly instrument that offers more and more
features for processing data, display and print the results, anticipatory buffer-
ing and saving, connection to the network and sending the data to another
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Fig. 8. (a) The structure of Write block charged to capture the data; (b) An
example of data file in ASCII format

computer. All these operations are equally important but nowadays, when
many applications use remote data from and towards processes, the efficiency
of methods employed to operate data transfers constitutes the milestone of
the communication between processing units.

The applications was designed and developed to prove a couple of concepts
about the data acquisition in general and some notions about the possibility
of adding remote controlling/monitoring. From one point of view one can
process the experimental data gathered from a real process, but one can also
see the result of one remote command sent to industrial equipment in the
real time. The main part is, as we mentioned earlier, the server with the data
acquisition board. As main topic of this paper we presented the process of
remote controlling of the ecological parameters, but the server can deal with
more than one application in the same time. Thus it can monitor parameters
provided by 16 sensors and it can lead till four industrial equipments in the
same time, using NI Field Point.

The presented bidirectional transfer module allows to data remote transfer
via Internet or LAN. This module can be used as subVI into many remote
communication applications: environment parameters control and monitoring,
or dangerous remote operations.
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1 Introduction

In food processing, the hygienic issues are the most important issues for the
health of the consumer; in particular the microbiological safety of cooked food
is also regulated by hygienic legislation.

The undercooked meat, for example, may be a vehicle for many pathogens,
consequently it is recommended to cook the foods to reduce the microbial
concentration. During thermal processing of foods, the population of microor-
ganisms present in the food decreases depending on the temperature of the
product. The population of vegetative cells, such as E.Coli, Salmonella and
Lysteria monocytogenes, will decrease in a logarithmic manner. The popula-
tion of microbial spores will decrease according to a similar pattern but only
after an initial lag time.

The automatic supervision of food in terms of hygiene represents a huge
advantage for persons who have no longer to take care of safety aspects during
the cooking.

With this type of system is behind this idea: an oven that automatically
controls the safety of the food in absolutely respect of HACCP recommenda-
tions (Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Point, Directive CEE 93/43 which
contains the guidelines regarding the hygiene in food preparation, production,
storage and distribution).

This is a complex system that provides the automatic validation on the
achievement of the microbiological safety during the cooking process in pro-
fessional and domestic ovens. Our idea consists of novel type of control able
to solve the problem of safety with a high quality of cooked products.

2 Method Description

The residual bacterial content in a cooked food depends to a substantial ex-
tent on the actual time during which a given minimum temperature level is
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allowed to persist in the food, i.e. on the same food being allowed to remain
at a minimum temperature level for a definite period of time, and such an
information is not automatically and readily available in a prior-art cooking
appliances.

Since the bacterial content in a food is generally known to vary as a func-
tion of both the temperature to which the food itself is exposed and the length
of time of such exposure to said temperature, the possibility is given for a
function to be plotted that links the reduction in the bacterial content with
both these parameters and that, as a result, is representative of the evolution
pattern of the same bacterial content in the food.

Figure 1 shows a typical plot of microbial population, over time during
cooking process. It is important to define the decimal reduction time D as
the time necessary for 90% reduction in the microbial population. The initial
microbial population has no influence on the D value since the magnitude is
directly related to the difference of values.
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Fig. 1. Semi-logarithmic plot of microbial population over time for several temper-
atures

Exposure of the microbial population to higher temperatures results in a
decrease in the D value, as shown in Fig. 1 that represents the relation of
time, D and population.

t = D · (log N0 − log N) (1)

The thermal death time F is the time required to cause a reduction in a
population of microorganisms or spores and can be expressed as a multiple
of D value. Considering DT0 value at reference temperature and n number of
decimal reduction required it is possible to write (2).

F = DT0 · (log N0 − log N) = n · DT0 (2)
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Since D changes with temperature, the thermal resistance constant z is
a unique factor describing thermal resistance of the bacteria spores and can
be defined as the number of degrees below reference temperature at which t
increases by a factor 10 (T0 is the reference temperature).

z =
T − T0

log F − log t
(3)

Having therefore so defined the function of bacterial content reduction, the
possibility arises for a plurality of degrees of known reduction thereof to be
defined as well, which correspond to respective values F0, F1, F2, . . . Fn that
such a function F can take. As this will be exemplified further on, to these
values there can be associated pre-established periods of preservability under
storage conditions (i.e. shelf life) of the food items having been processed. In
a few words, use is made of a conventionally established and acknowledged
function of the evolution pattern of the bacterial count, i.e. content in a food,
and some characteristics of the hygienic state of the same food are identi-
fied experimentally along with the aptitude thereof to be kept in store, i.e.
preserved before its bacterial content rises again to an unacceptable level.

Knowing the necessary value for commercial sterilization, corrects para-
meters time and temperature can be calculated by (2) and (3) [4].

If it is assumed that dS is the fraction of the process towards reaching
thermal death and this is accomplished in time dt, the two entities are corre-
lated by (4), where t1 is the thermal death time at temperature T1, assuming
that the destruction is additive.

dS =
1
t1

dt (4)

When the thermal death time has been reached, that means that effec-
tive sterilization has been achieved, and for dS can be written the following
relationship: ∫

dS = 1 (5)

Thus it is possible to calculate the F parameter using (3), (4) and (5).

F =

t2∫

t1

10
(T−T0)

z dt (6)

Where t2 and t1 represents a general time slot, T0 the reference temper-
ature and T the minimum internal temperature of the product. Usually t1
represents the instant to which there corresponds a temperature in excess
of a specified value (e.g. 50◦C), t2 instant of final reading and T0 reference
temperature (e.g. 71◦C).

In our approach, during the cooking process, the value of F is calculated
in a continuous manner, and is further compared with values F0, F1, F2, . . . Fn
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that are contained in a pre-defined table, in which said values are associated to
and characteristic of the kind or category of the food being each time handled.
When the integral is greater than to F0 implies that the sterilization process
is complete, as the necessary fraction of the bacteria has been destroyed. In
this way, the factors F and z can be combined with time-temperature curve
and integrated to evaluate a sterilizing process [3].

For example, Fig. 2 shows the core temperature and the F parameter for
roast-beef cooking with a set point of 58◦C.
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Fig. 2. Core Temperature and thermal death time F for roast-beef cooking. Refer-
ence pathogen is Lysteria monocytogenes with z equals to 10

3 Validation Algorithm

At the beginning of the cooking process, the processing and control device
at the same time starts calculating the integral of the formula (6) in view of
delivering at each single instant the value of F .

At each such instant, said processing and control device automatically
compares the value of F , as this has so been just calculated, with a set of values
F0, F1, F2, . . . Fn that will have been appropriately pre-defined and stored in
the unit’s memory.

These values are determined experimentally for each category of risk of
food, A or B (high risk or low risk), in view of identifying the corresponding
maximum allowable shelf-life, i.e. the longest storage period before the bacte-
rial content of the food increases again to an unacceptable value. For instance,
a determined code, e.g. “SAFE 1”, may be associated to a given value of F .
The same applies to all other pre-determined values of F , as this is better
exemplified in the table below:

To the code SAFE-0 there will for instance correspond, for each selected
category of food, a maximum allowable time of 5 hours before said food is
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Table 1. Safety conditions

Value of F Display Max. Allowable shelf-life

F < F0 UNSAFE
F > F0 SAFE-0 5 hours
F > F1 SAFE-1 1 day (refrigerated storage)
F > F2 SAFE-2 5 days (refrigerated storage)

. . . . . .
F < Fn SAFE-n . . .

eventually served for consumption; again, to the code SAFE-1 there may
correspond a shelf-life of one day if the food is kept under correct refrigerated
storage conditions. In this way, at the end of the cooking process is it possible
to be immediately informed about the cooked food having a more or less
acceptable bacterial content.

Under the above cited circumstance (i.e. Fmeas < F0), the cooking cycle
is able to go on automatically at least until said value of F eventually reaches
the value of F0.

4 Numerical Analysis

The computation of the formula with a fixed precision architecture requires
the quantization of the basic function exponential using a look-up table. The
integration is made by a continuous addition of the different values coming
from the exponential look-up table.

A probe insertion identification algorithm is required during the cooking
start-up and the result of this special software is a warning indicating the
probe out of the food. To implement this functionality is necessary to have
a multi-point sensor that also gives the possibility to estimate the lowest
temperature into the food. It is possible to identify two main not insert probe
situations:

1. probe correctly inserted into the holding support ;
2. probe free in the cavity;

The second situation is the worst case because it is difficult distinguishes
between probe fully inserted in the food and probe free in the cavity. To
solve these problems a knowledge-based algorithm is used, implementing a
particular temperature growing pattern recognition [8].

5 Conclusions

Modeling a cooking process is a very hard task, in particular for health and
safety problems. In our work using the relation between F index and Core
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Temperature, we carried out a novel method implemented in embedded sys-
tem, able to detect in real time the safety of foods during the cooking.
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1 Introduction

Designing and implementing nonlinear systems, onto hardware devices expe-
riences a paradigm shift with the innovative rapid prototyping system (RPS).
The RPS is low cost, commercially off-the-shelf (COTS), and ingeniously
establishes a direct path from initial design to a hardware implementation
operating in real-time, eliminating several levels of tedious programming for
hardware, with automatic code generation. In this paper, the hardware device
is a digital signal processor (DSP) embedded in a prototype board. The RPS
extends to real-world hardware testing specific to application, from which the
nonlinear system design can be revised and optimized. From the RPS, final
nonlinear system hardware can be designed with a high level of confidence,
and the prototype board can continue to simulate other nonlinear devices.

This paper explicates an overview of the RPS for nonlinear system hard-
ware development. Section 2 addresses the nonlinear adaptive filter on the
RPS for narrowband interference mitigation in communications channels. Sec-
tion 3 conveys the overall RPS structure, procedure, and challenges overcome.
Section 4 yields ideas for RPS expansion and concludes the paper.

2 Nonlinear Applications on the Rapid
Prototyping System

The RPS can implement any nonlinear system, such as nonlinear control sys-
tems and coupled nonlinear differential equations. This section describes the
innovative implementation of nonlinear adaptive filter theory using the RPS
for interference mitigation in real-world radio systems. In this communications
application, the radio fails to detect the desired signal due to narrowband in-
terference. Yet with the nonlinear adaptive filter hardware from the RPS, the
radio captures the desired signal at an excellent bit error rate (BER). Thus,
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the RPS is used not only to design the nonlinear filter, but also to prove its
validity when the hardware implants in real-world applications.

The input, y, to the nonlinear adaptive filter is the received shaped offset
quadrature phase-shift keying (SOQPSK) modulated signal, d [1], with linear
chirp narrowband interference i, and additive white Gaussian noise, η, such
that

y = d + i + η (1)

i [n] = σie
(j2π(fio+ ψ

2 n)n+θ) (2)

with fio = −200 Hz and chirp rate ψ = 16 Hz. Interference i has a uniform
random initial phase, θ from a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1].
Interference i is assumed to have zero-mean and

σ2
i = σ2

d · 10(−SIRdB/10) (3)

where the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is set to −10 dB. The BER of the
received signal is 0.4947. Therefore, the received signal has no information
and thus needs to be filtered. The normalized least mean square (NLMS)
adaptive predictor structure is used to mitigate the interference, with the
weight adaptation [2]

wn+1=wn + µ
yn

yH
n

yn
d̂∗ (4)

d̂ = y − wH
n yn (5)

where yn = [y[n − L]y[n − 2L] . . . y[n − M · L]]T . The NLMS adaptive filter
uses the last M symbols to compute the dynamic weights to predict the in-
terference, where M is the filter order and set to the value of ten. The NLMS
step-size µ, is assumed a value of 0.007195. The values for parameters M and
µ were optimized for both bit error rate and convergence time, to yield a near
0.01 BER for chirp interference. Discussion of the method of optimization is
found in [3]. The M values of y used to predict are separated by a minimum
tap delay, L with a value of 14, a function of the sampling and symbol frequen-
cies. The NLMS adaptive filter has been shown to exploit nonlinear behavior,
surpassing the traditional Wiener filter solution in several applications, as
explained in [4], which cites further references.

The NLMS filter weights behave nonlinearly, as the weights dynamically
oscillate as a result of the interference contaminated signal. As the real and
imaginary parts of the weights nonlinearly oscillate, the corresponding mag-
nitude of the NLMS adaptive filter output converges.

3 Rapid Prototyping System Structure

The RPS aptly designs, tests, and validates any nonlinear system on hard-
ware in real-world applications, entailing a high-level design only. The overall
software and hardware system structure can be seen in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. RPS software and hardware structures (A) RPS Steps 1, 2 and (B) RPS
Step 3

The required COTS software is MathWorks’ MATLAB R©, Simulink R©,
Real Time Workshop R©, Link to Code Composer Studio

TM
, Data Acquisi-

tion Toolbox, and Embedded Target for Texas Instrument (TI) C6000
TM

DSP. MATLAB R© is software for design, analysis, and data visualizations.
Simulink R©, an add-on to MATLAB R© , provides the environment for high-
level system modeling, simulation, and validation. Real Time Workshop R©

provides the capability to generate automatic C code equivalent to the high-
level Simulink R© model. The Link to Composer Studio

TM
links MATLAB R© ’s

generated C code to TI’s Code Composer Studio
TM

, where it is then compiled
into assembly code for the DSP [5]. The Embedded Target for TI C6000

TM

provides the interface between the hardware and MATLAB R©/Simulink R© soft-
ware [6]. Finally, the Data Acquisition Toolbox allows for data exchange be-
tween MATLAB R© and the RPS board [7].

The required RPS prototype board for the applications in this paper is
the Texas Instruments TMS320C6701 EVMC6701 Evaluation Module (EVM)
board which embeds the C6701 DSP. This board is one full-length peripheral
component interface (PCI) slot, allowing the use of the C6701 DSP internally
in your PC or externally on real-world hardware applications or on PC laptops.
If used externally with a PC laptop, as in the nonlinear filter application,
the EVM board must connect and communicate with the laptop in analog
form through audio cables, or digitally through RTDX (Real-Time Digital
Exchange) cables. Both the PC and EVM board embed analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters supporting a range of sampling frequencies. The
prototype hardware has the Crystal CS4231A-KL codec while the PC utilizes
Analog Devices AD1981A AC’97 SoundMAX codec [7, 8].
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The following encapsulates the RPS in three steps, labeled in Fig. 1. The
first step is to create the high-level, block-diagram model of a nonlinear system
in Simulink R© software. Test and verify the model in the Simulink R© environ-
ment. The second step happens with only a click of a button in Simulink R©,
in which then the equivalent ANSI/ISO C-code equivalent to the model is
automatically created and compiled into assembly code which is assembled
into machine language for the C6701 DSP. Upon completion of code genera-
tion, the executable file downloads onto the DSP and executes the nonlinear
systems which were originally designed in Simulink R© [5, 6]. The third step is
the signal exchange between the PC and EVM using MathWork’s Data Ac-
quisition Toolbox. The digital signal generated in MATLAB R© is modulated,
converted to analog, and transmitted to the prototype hardware, where the
prototype’s codec converts the signal back to digital for demodulation, filter-
ing, and modulation back by the C6701 DSP. The prototype’s codec converts
the filtered, modulated signal back to analog and is transmitted to the PC
for post-processing and analyzing. These three steps of the nonlinear adap-
tive filter RPS are automated through a custom-made graphical user interface
(GUI), written in MATLAB R©.

During the RPS development, there were challenges to overcome. For one,
Simulink R© models targeted to the EVM board must operate in frame-based
processing, defaulted to 64 samples per frame [6]. However, the automatically
generated C code would only recognize the default. This was solved by editing
two lines of C code. This showed the flexibility of changing the automatically
generated code if needed to. Another issue occurred when the RPS was unable
to handle a signal of 25 kHz bandwidth, because the PC codec, with maximum
sampling rate of 48 kHz, is incapable of sampling at the Nyquist rate of
50 kHz [1]. However, appropriate hardware will be purchased to upgrade the
RPS for faster sampling frequencies. Another technicality arose when trying to
use the sampling frequency of 48 kHz on the PC’s codec, because the Interrupt
Service Routine (ISR) would overrun its current application. In general, there
was some pioneering required with MathWorks and TI, as it seemed this
was one of the earliest rapid prototyping systems implementations. Hopefully,
future customers will not have this pioneering.

4 Conclusions

The revolutionary RPS is low-cost, COTS, and can be used to test and val-
idate any nonlinear system implanted in the desired real-world application,
with no low-level programming (C & below) required. The nonlinear system
algorithms can be revised in Simulink R© based upon the real-world perfor-
mance and the RPS run-time software is automatically updated and revised.
At any time, interactive debugging and testing of the nonlinear adaptive al-
gorithms can be carried out and immediately executed on the RPS hardware.
The RPS can be expanded to include field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
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which can be automatically updated with Simulink R©. The nonlinear models
for implementation can also be partitioned and exported onto a DSP and
FPGAs [9]. After validating the nonlinear algorithm’s performance on the
hardware when entrenched in the real world, the automatically generated C
or VHDL/Verilog code can be extracted and further optimized for follow-on
final hardware designs at any time. In conclusion, this pioneering RPS im-
plements nonlinear systems in the three steps shown, closing the costly and
timely gap between traditional software development and implementation on
a variety of hardware devices for real-world applications and validation.
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1 The Model

High-field phenomena in submicron electron devices cannot be described satis-
factorily within the framework of the drift-diffusion models that do not include
energy as a dynamical variable and are valid only in the quasi-stationary limit,
while most hydrodynamical models suffer from serious theoretical drawbacks
due to the ad hoc treatment of the closure problem [1]. Here we employ a
moment approach, previously introduced in [2, 3] (see also [4] for a complete
review) in which the closure procedure is based on the maximum entropy
principle while the conduction bands are described by the Kane dispersion
relation. The electrons in GaAs are considered as a mixture of two fluids, one
representing the electrons in the Γ -valley and the other the electrons in the
four equivalent L-valleys. The model comprises the balance equations of elec-
tron density, energy density, velocity and energy flux for both populations,
coupled to the Poisson equation for the electric potential.

We will give only a brief sketch of the model. For more details the interested
reader is referred to [5].

One assumes that the conduction band is described in the neighborhood
of each minimum (valley) by the Kane dispersion relation approximation

EA(kA) [1 + αAEA(kA)] =
�

2k2
A

2m∗
A

, kA ∈ R
3, A = Γ,L , (1)

involving a parameter αA, called the non-parabolicity factor. EA is the electron
energy in the A-valley measured from the bottom of the valley EA, m∗

A the
electron effective mass, �kA the crystal momentum, kA its modulus, and � the
reduced Planck constant. The values of αA and the other physical parameters
are reported in Table 1 of [5].
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At a kinetic level, the system is described by two Boltzmann equations,
one for the Γ -valley and the other for one L-valley. The macroscopic balance
equations are deduced by taking the moments of the Boltzmann transport
equations, that is by multiplying each transport equation by suitable weight
functions ψ(kA) and integrating over R

3. If we consider the set of weight
functions 1, �kA, EA and EA vA, where vA(kA) = 1

�
∇kA

EA(kA) is the electron
group velocity, we get the following macroscopic balance equations

∂nA

∂t
+

∂(nAV i
A)

∂xi
= nA CnA

, (2)

∂(nAP i
A)

∂t
+

∂(nAU ij
A )

∂xj
+ nAqEi = nACP i

A
, (3)

∂(nAWA)
∂t

+
∂(nASj

A)
∂xj

+ nAqV j
AEj = nACWA

, (4)

∂(nASi
A)

∂t
+

∂(nAF ij
A )

∂xj
+ nAqEjG

ij
A = nACSi

A
, (5)

where nA is the electron density, V i
A the average electron velocity, WA the

average electron energy, Si
A the average energy flux, P i

A the average crystal
momentum, U ij

A the average crystal momentum flux, Gij
A a coupling term with

the electric field Ei, F ij
A the average flux of energy flux, CnA

the density pro-
duction, CP i

A
the crystal momentum production, CWA

the energy production,
CSi

A
the energy flux production. All these terms have a clear definition in

kinetic theory (see [5]) and refer to electrons in the A-valley, A = Γ , L. q is
the absolute value of the elementary charge.

All the most relevant scatterings for GaAs, that is those between electrons
and intervalley non-polar optical phonons and intravalley polar and acoustic
phonons, are taken into account. The electron-electron scattering and scatter-
ing of electrons with ionized impurities are neglected.

The above system is coupled to the Poisson equation

E = −∇Φ, ε∆Φ = −q(N+ − N− − nΓ − 4nL) (6)

where Φ is the electric potential, N+ and N− the donor and acceptor densities
respectively, and ε the dielectric constant.

These moment equations do not constitute a set of closed relations because
of the fluxes and production terms. Therefore constitutive assumptions must
be prescribed.

If we assume as fundamental variables nA, V i
A, WA and Si

A, A = Γ,L,
which have a direct physical interpretation, the closure problem consists of
expressing U ij

A , F ij
A and Gij

A and the moments of the collision terms CnA
, Ci

PA
,

CWA
and CSi

A
as functions of nA, V i

A, WA and Si
A.

The Maximum Entropy Principle (hereafter MEP) leads to a systematic
way of obtaining constitutive relations on the basis of information theory.
According to the MEP, the distribution functions fME

A which can be used to
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evaluate the unknown moments of fA, are stationary points of the electron
entropy functional under the constraint of fixed fundamental variables.

This procedure has been used in [5] upon the ansatz of small anisotropy for
the fME

A . Formally a small anisotropy parameter δ has been introduced and
explicit constitutive equations have been obtained for fluxes and production
terms up to the first order in δ. Their explicit expressions are given in [5].

2 Simulations of Gunn Oscillations

One can prove that the system (2)–(5) closed with the MEP is hyperbolic
in the physically relevant region of the dependent variables [6] and it is well
known that the solutions of quasi-linear hyperbolic systems suffer loss of regu-
larity (e.g. formation of shocks). In the last decades several accurate high-order
shock capturing numerical schemes have been developed. Most schemes are
based on upwind methods and require the solution to the Riemann problem.
Unfortunately no analytical solution to the Riemann problem for the model
under investigation is available at the present time and an approach based on
the full numerical evaluation of the Roe matrix is not practical. Therefore we
have resorted to a central differencing scheme. The central schemes known in
the literature deal almost exclusively with homogeneous systems. In [7, 8] a
suitable extension for one-dimensional balance laws with (possibly stiff) source
terms has been developed on the basis of the Nessyhau and Tadmor scheme [9]
for homogeneous hyperbolic systems.

The complete method is based on a second-order splitting technique which
separately solves the system with the source put equal to zero (convection
step) and the one with the flux put equal to zero (relaxation step).

Each convective step has the form of a predictor-corrector scheme on a
staggered grid. The scheme is second order accurate both in time and space for
homogeneous systems. The interested reader is referred to [10] for a complete
review of the numerical aspects related to the present paper.

We consider a GaAs diode coupled to an RLC tank circuit which stim-
ulates Gunn oscillatory effects, used for the generation of microwaves. The
one-dimensional diode has length Ld = 2 µm and its doping profile is

N+(x) =






1017 for x < 0.125 µm ,
1016 for 0.125 µm < x < 0.15 µm ,
0.5 × 1016 for 0.15 µm < x < 0.1875 µm , (donors/cm3)
1016 for 0.1875 µm < x < 1.875 µm ,
1017 for 1.875 µm < x .

(7)
with abrupt junctions. As initial conditions we take the equilibrium state while
the potential Φ(Ld) is set either equal to 2V or it is determined by coupling
the device to the system of ODE which models the circuit
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dVd

dt
=

1
C

(
I − Id − Vd

R

)
,

dI

dt
=

1
Λ

(VB − Vd) , (8)

where Vd is the voltage through the device, VB the bias voltage of the circuit,
and Id, the particle current in the device, calculated as

Id = −q A

Ld

∫ Ld

0

(nΓ vΓ + 4nLvL) dx . (9)

Finite difference discretization of (8) and (9) allows the diode voltage to be
updated at each simulation time step. The values used for the capacitance,
C, resistance, R, and inductance, Λ, of the circuit are

C =
(
εA/Ld + 0.82 × 10−12

)
F , R = 25 ohm , Λ = 3.5 × 10−12 henry ,

where the cross-sectional area, A, of the diode is A = 1.0 × 10−3 cm2.
The oscillator (8) are given the initial state

Vd(t0) = 2V , I(t0) = 0 . (10)

The circuit is engaged at time t0 = 75ps when the GaAs diode is judged to
have reached the steady state illustrated in Figs. 1, 2. One observes, Fig. 3,
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that there are some initial oscillations in the electric potential Vd that smooth
out and become negligible after about 200 ps.

In order to test the accuracy of the model and the robustness of the nu-
merical scheme, we have also simulated the same case with the Monte Carlo
method by using the code ARCHIMEDES [11]. There is a good agreement
between the MC simulation and that of the MEP hydrodynamical model and
in particular the behavior of the electric potential is excellent.
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Abstract. For nonlinear dynamic systems, the classical models are not sufficiently
accurate, because the parameters are poorly known and are in general time-variants.
So, it is important to develop control systems that incorporate learning capabilities
in a way that their control systems automatically improve accuracy in real time and
become more autonomous. This paper presents different technique used in dynamic
nonlinear applications like dynamic test data generation and genetic algorithms.
One example is given: an automatic pilot.

1 Introduction

The software programs become an increasingly critical component in all do-
mains. The biggest problem is that the smallest bug in software program can
affect exceedingly all the system. Therefore the test of the software is decisive
for the success of the entire system. Software testing accounts for 50% of the
total cost of software development. This cost could be reduced if the process
of testing is automated. Because of the complexity of the software programs,
the rules are almost impossible to be found. In software testing, it is desir-
able to find test inputs that exercise specific program features. To find these
inputs by hand is extremely time-consuming, especially when the software is
complex. One method to make that automatically is test data generation par-
adigm commonly known as dynamic test data generation. Dynamic test data
generation was originally proposed by Miller and Spooner in 1976 [8] and then
investigated further with the TESTGEN system of Korel (1990) – [6], (1996)
– [7], the QUEST/Ada system of Chang et al. (1996) [5] and the ADTEST
system of Gallagher and Narasimhan (1997) [9]. This paradigm treats parts
of a program as functions that can be evaluated by executing the program
and whose value is minimal for those inputs that satisfy test adequacy crite-
rion such as code coverage. In this way the problem of generating test data
reduces to the better understood problem of function minimization. But for
more complicated software the performance of random test data generation
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deteriorates. In this situation, genetic algorithms perform considerably bet-
ter [4, 10].

The same situation is in the automatic control, where a controller has to
be identified. The purpose of a controller is to force, in a meritorious way,
the actual response of a system conventionally called the plant to match a
desired response called the reference signal. There are classical techniques for
designing the parameter values and the topology of controllers. The ubiquitous
type of controller is PID controller. The PID controller was patented in 1939
by Albert Callender and Allan Stevenson of Imperial Chemical Limited of
Northwich, England [11]. The design process for controllers today is generally
channeled along lines established by existing analytical techniques (notably
those that lead to a PID-type controller). It would be desirable to have an
automatic system for synthesizing creating the design of a controller that was
open-ended in the sense that it did not require the human user to prespecify
the topology of the controller whether PID or other, but, instead, automati-
cally produced both the overall topology and parameter values directly from
a high-level statement of the requirements of the controller.

However, there is no preexisting general-purpose analytic method for au-
tomatically creating a controller for arbitrary linear and nonlinear plants that
can simultaneously optimize prespecified performance metrics such as mini-
mizing the time required to bring the plant output to the desired value as
measured by, say, the integral of the time-weighted absolute error, satisfy
time-domain constraints involving, say, overshoot and disturbance rejection,
satisfy frequency domain, constraints e.g., bandwidth, and satisfy additional
constraints, such as constraints on the magnitude of the control variable and
the plant’s internal state variables. One method for creating an automatic
controller using genetic algorithm will be shown further for the system.

2 Genetic Algorithms

Evolutionary computation is the name given to a collection of algorithms
based on the evolution of a population toward a solution of a certain prob-
lem. These algorithms can be used successfully in many applications requiring
the optimization of a certain multi-dimensional function. The population of
possible solutions evolves from one generation to the next, ultimately arriv-
ing at a satisfactory solution to the problem. These algorithms differ in the
way a new population is generated from the present one, and in the way the
members are represented within the algorithm. Three types of evolutionary
computing techniques have been widely reported recently. These are Genetic
Algorithms (GAs), Genetic Programming (GP) and Evolutionary Algorithms
(EAs).

Genetics Algorithms were envisaged by Holland [2] in the 1970s as an al-
gorithmic concept based on a Darwinian-type survival-of-the-fittest strategy,
where stronger individuals in the population have a higher chance of creating
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an offspring. A genetic algorithm is implemented as a computerized search and
optimization procedure that uses principles of natural genetics and natural se-
lection. The basic approach is to model the possible solutions to the search
problem as strings of ones and zeros. Various portions of these bit-strings rep-
resent parameters in the search problem. If a problem-solving mechanism can
be represented in a reasonably compact form, then GA techniques can be ap-
plied using procedures to maintain a population of knowledge structure that
represent candidate solutions, and then let that population evolve over time
through competition (survival of the fittest and controlled variation). How-
ever, too strong a bias towards the best individuals will result in them dom-
inating future generations, thus reducing diversity and increasing the chance
of premature convergence on one area of the search space. Conversely, too
weak a strategy will result in too much exploration, and not enough evolution
for the search to make substantial progress [1].

Genetic algorithms are most appropriate for optimization type problems,
and have been applied successfully in a number of automation applications
including job shop scheduling, proportional integral derivative (PID) control
loops, and the automated design of fuzzy logic controllers.

Every solution candidate has to be evaluated because the GP algorithm
maximizes or minimizes some objective function. In the context of structure
identification this function should be an appropriate measure of the level of
agreement between the model and system response. One example for auto-
matic control is the sum of squared error function:

J =
N∑

i=1

e2
i (1)

where ei is the error between experimental data and structure output for
each of N data points. Of course many other fitness functions could be used
instead. Better model structures evolve as the GP algorithm minimizes the
fitness function. Another possible fitness function could be:

J = 500∗
(

8 − log10

(
N∑

i=1

e2
i

))

(2)

This function was presented in [3] and it was successfully used to calculate
the fitness of solution candidates for identifying a coupled water tank system
using Genetic Programming.

3 An Automatic Pilot System

Autopilots mechanically guide a vehicle without assistance from a human
being. An autopilot doesn’t refer specifically to aircraft. Autopilots for boats
and ships are called by the same name and serve the same purpose. They also
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usually use similar processes. The aircraft autopilots are the most complex,
and the most critical. The design of aircraft autopilots involves the flight
dynamics that implies the orientation of air and space vehicles and how to
control the critical flight parameters, typically named pitch, roll and yaw. The
automatic pilot system for an aircraft normally involves control for various
properties of the aircraft, depending of air properties like velocity, pressure,
density, and temperature.

Very important factors in pursuance of the reference are shock waves that
form in front of the nose of aircraft. The vehicle obtains thrust by the reaction
to the ejection of fast moving exhaust from within the rocket engine.

In all rockets the exhaust is formed from propellant which is carried within
the rocket prior to its release. Rocket thrust is due to the exhaust gases
applying pressure on the inside surfaces of the rocket engine as they accelerate.

Rockets are also used for deceleration, to transfer to a lower-energy orbit,
for example to enter into a circular orbit from outside, to de-orbit for landing,
for the whole landing if there is no atmosphere.

Rockets must be used when there is no other substance (land, water, or air)
that an aircraft may push against, such as in space. In these circumstances,
it is necessary to carry all the propellant within the vehicle.

Rockets are particularly useful when very high speeds are required, such
as orbital speed (mach 25 or so). The speeds that a rocket vehicle can reach
can be calculated by the rocket equation; which gives the speed difference
(“delta-v”) in terms of the exhaust speed and ratio of initial mass to final
mass (“mass ratio”).

Common mass ratios for vehicles are 20/1 for dense propellants such as
liquid oxygen and kerosene, 25/1 for dense monopropellants such as hydrogen
peroxide, and 10/1 for liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. However, mass ratio
is highly dependent on many factors such as the type of engine the vehicle
uses and structural safety margins.

Sometimes, particularly in launch scenarios, the required velocity (delta-
v) for a mission is unattainable because the propellant, structure, guidance
and engines weigh so much as prevent the mass ratio from being high enough.
This problem is frequently solved by staging – the rocket sheds excess weight
(usually tankage and engines) to attain a higher effective mass ratio thus
permitting a higher delta-v.

Typically the acceleration of a rocket increases with time due to applying
the same thrust to a decreasing mass, with discontinuities when stages burn
out, and starting at a lower acceleration with the new stage firing.

Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation, named after Konstantin Tsiolkovsky who
first derived it, considers the principle of a rocket: a device that can apply
acceleration to it by expelling part of its mass with high speed in the opposite
direction, due to the conservation of momentum.

It says that for any maneuver or any journey involving a number of ma-
neuvers:
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∆v = ve ln
m0

m1
(3)

or equivalently
m1 = m0e

−∆v/ve ,m0 = m1e
∆v/ve (4)

where m0 is the initial total mass, and m1 the final total mass and ve the
velocity of the rocket exhaust with respect to the rocket.

1 − m1

m0
= 1 − e−∆v/ve (5)

is the mass fraction (the part of the initial total mass that is spent as reaction
mass).

∆v (delta v) is the integration over time of the magnitude of the acceler-
ation produced by using the rocket engine (not the acceleration due to other
sources such as gravity or drag). For the typical case of acceleration in the
direction of the velocity, this is the increase of the speed. In the case of ac-
celeration in opposite direction (deceleration) it is the decrease of the speed.
Note that gravity or drag also changes velocity, but they are not part of the
quantity delta-v. Hence delta-v is not simply the change in speed or velocity.
However, thrust is often applied in short bursts, and during these short peri-
ods the other sources of acceleration may be negligible, and the delta-v of one
burst may be simply approximated by the speed change. The total delta-v
can simply be found by addition, even though between bursts the magnitude
and direction of the velocity changes due to gravity, e.g. in an elliptic orbit.

Note that, as mentioned, at any time the magnitude of the acceleration
contributes to the delta-v, hence always a non-negative value, regardless of
whether the rocket is used for acceleration or deceleration. This again demon-
strates that delta-v is not simply the change in speed or velocity: the latter
may be zero if we first accelerate and than decelerate, but the delta-v accu-
mulates.

The equation is obtained by integrating the conservation of momentum
equation:

m∗dv = v∗dm (6)

for a simple rocket that emits mass at a constant velocity (dm is here the
reaction mass; if it is the change of the rocket mass then there is a minus sign
in the latter equation).

Although an extreme simplification, the rocket equation captures the es-
sentials of rocket flight physics in a single short equation. It happens that
delta-v is one of the most important quantities in orbital mechanics that
quantifies how difficult it is to get from one trajectory to another.

Clearly, to achieve a large delta-v, either m0 must be huge (growing ex-
ponentially as delta-v rises), or m1 must be tiny, or v must be very high, or
some combination of all of these.

A Simple Genetic Algorithm has been used with an initial population of
20 chromosomes. Each chromosome is a sequence of 100 variables. We have
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Fig. 1. The response with a normal controller

established the maximum number of generations as 1200 and a generation gap
of 0.9.

In the Figs. 1 and 2 there are presented the results obtained with an PID
algorithm and another with genetic algoritms.
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Abstract. This paper presents a fuzzyfication method that consists in determining
the parameters of the membership functions by using control error intervals and
functions which cross these intervals. The proposed method can use constant or
variable control error intervals and linear or nonlinear functions which cross these
intervals and which determine the variable parameters of the neuro-fuzzy based
nonlinear model with the designed membership functions. First, nonlinear models
are presented, then a concrete system is analyzed in both cases: classic and adaptive.

Keywords: Fuzzy control systems, automatic control, human-centered de-
sign, human factors, human perception, human reliability, human supervisory
control.

1 Introduction

The behavior of the human operator in control systems of the technological
processes is defined by two models: the model of the human operator as a
transmitter of the command values and the mental model that describes the
decision process making to solve the problem defined by control law of the
controller. Regarding the deduction processes for mental data manipulation,
the human operator can modify the initial conceptual model depending on the
effects of his actions. After the mental command calculation and the mental
comparison of that result with the values of his own experience, the human
operator can decide the modification of mental model parameters, which can
lead to the improvement of the control process performances. This means that
the conceptual model is an adaptive mental model. The mathematical mental
model can also modify itself by the results of some logical functions that were
mentally run by the human operator [1].

In the design of the fuzzy controller the fuzzyfication of the controller in-
put and output variables consist in the choice of the membership functions
shape and parameters by using their graphs. By using this method of design
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the parameters of the membership function are derived in accordance with
the chosen graphs, and the equations are defined for the designed fuzzy con-
troller. This fuzzyfication method has disadvantage that it doesn’t use any
information about the dependence of the parameters in function of the input
and output controller variables or of other external signals. This dependence
is necessary in the design of the adaptive fuzzy control system and in the
modeling of the human operator behavior in complex distributed systems.
This disadvantage is eliminated with the proposed method, where the deter-
mination of the membership function parameters is made with constant or
variable control error intervals and a linear or nonlinear function which cross
these intervals.

The main nonlinear models applications in control systems include the
very complex processes as follows:

– The fuzzy model of the human operator behavior used in the designing
of the digital control algorithms when the mathematical process models
can not be derived and the human manual process control is simulated.
By the human operator fuzzy model analysis, a lot of rules tables can be
experimented by computer simulation, so finally it can be found an optimal
procedure for manual command of the process. By this procedure can be
trained the human operators for the control of the processes so that a good
transitory process of the controlled value at the variation of the reference
magnitude can be obtained, and so an optimization of the manually control
process. This training method by using of the human operator fuzzy model
is suited when the technological processes have nonlinearities that make
the empiric training very difficult. The fuzzy methods to study the human
operator behavior model allow obtaining a nonlinear mathematical model
of the human control actions in normal control of the processes. The fuzzy
model FM of the human operator behavior in the designing of the digital
fuzzy controller contains the fuzzy mental model FMM that represents the
control law in manual control and sensor-motor model SMM of the human
operator

– The fuzzy model of the human operator behavior is included in the designing
of the adaptive control system. In the designing of the complex applications
when it is difficult to obtain precise process models the human operator
knowledge is used to design the adaptive control algorithms, Fig. 2. The
sensor-motor model SMM is defined by the transfer function:

H(s) =
Ke−τs

(1 + sT1)(1 + sT2)
(1)

Where τ is time delay and T1, T2 the time constant, which depend of human
operator characteristics [2].

– The neuro-fuzzy methods are used to improve the fuzzy mental models
when the process control needs nonlinear control law, for example for vari-
able structure controls system. The neuro-fuzzy techniques bring many ad-
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vantages in mental modeling. It can be designed nonlinear membership
functions because the neural networks are adequate for modeling methods
for certain nonlinearities. The data acquisition can be made on the fuzzy
based rules in according with the human operator experience in process
data acquisition.
The calculation structure of a neuro-fuzzy mental model contains the certain
following layers (Fig. 1.):

Fig. 1. The calculation structure of a neuro-fuzzy mental model

Layer 1 to transmits the input signals values from sensors and human op-
erator directly to the next layer
Layer 2 to create the activation functions for a certain simple neural net-
works.
Layer 3 to obtain logical fuzzy operations
Layer 4 for the implementation of the inference rules
Layer 5 for the computation of the command values for actuators

The use of the neuro-fuzzy methods in the human operator behavior mod-
eling and for the process modeling allows adopting new process control
algorithms for processes that do not have precise mathematical models and
claims long experience from the human operator. These new techniques
allow process automation where the operator is obliged to intense his ef-
forts and where conventional control algorithms did not allow obtaining the
expected performances.
On the bases of the reality regarding the use of neural networks and fuzzy
method in the human operator behavior modeling when the operator com-
mands manually technological processes technological parameter, the fol-
lowing conclusions reveal:
The neural networks represent a new design technology for certain process
control systems and allow improvement of the indicators that define human
operator activities and the efficient functioning of the process.
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The neural networks are in fact software products that are designed and
used in control systems, but they need training based on data sets chosen
and checked by special test data sets [3].
Due to the fact that many processes modify in time their dynamics, a
static neuro-fuzzy mental model cannot be used because of the unknown
parameters variation in time. The hybrid mental model can be used for
control system, being composed by a neural network and a fuzzy model

2 The Determination
of Membership Functions Paramaters

As it already has said the proposed method for determining the parameters of
the membership functions uses constant or variable intervals for the definition
of the equations and a linear or a non-linear function which will cross these
intervals. The variable parameters of the linear or non-linear functions which
will cross the variables of the intervals will represent the variable parameters
of the adaptive fuzzy control system with the designed membership functions.
For example the parameters of the membership functions with the triangle
shapes are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The membership function parameters design for linear function

For triangle membership functions and for a linear function y =∝ ε,
(Fig. 2.) if the variables of the intervals are chosen as being LiiLmi, Lsi, where
then the equations of the triangle membership functions are:

µi,tri(α) = µi,tri(ε, ai, ci) =






0, ε ≤ Lii

α

µ1i = ε−ai

bi−ai
= αε−Lii

Lmi−Lii
,Lii

α ≤ ε ≤ Lmi

α

µ2i = ci−n

bi−ai
= Lsi−αε

Lsi−Lmi
, Lmi

α ≤ ε ≤ Lsi

α

0, ε ≥ ci

(2)
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Fig. 3. The membership function parameters design for a nonlinear function

In the Fig. 2., the value of ∝ is 60 and the data obtained are:

ai = 0.3333bi = 0.6667ci = 1

Similarly, this method can be used to design the membership functions
with trapeze and bell shape, for linear or nonlinear function which will cross
the chosen intervals of the controller input variables – Figs. 3, 4.

In the Fig. 3. the function has the value:

y = −c ∗ eε/t (3)

The values of c and T are 1 and the data obtained are:

ai = 0.4122bi = 0.6635ci = 1

In the Fig. 2. the function has the value y = c ∗ eε, the value of c is 1 and
the data obtained are:

ai = 0.0837bi = 0.5945ci = 1

The described method for the determining the parameters of the controller
membership functions allows introducing one or more variable parameters in
the equations of the membership functions which are used in the adaptive
fuzzy model to obtain the imposed system performances.

3 Adaptive Fuzzy Conrol Algorithm

The described adaptive fuzzy model is based on the modification of the mem-
bership functions in accordance with chosen criteria which depends of the
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Fig. 4. The membership function parameters design for a nonlinear function

control system error value. Initially the values of the membership functions
parameters are computed knowing the mathematical model of the controlled
process. The proposed method to modify the membership functions parame-
ters is presented for the case when chosen criteria is the value of the control
system error, when two membership functions are used and when the para-
meter α, can be modified between large limits. In Fig. 5. is presented how
to design the membership functions for adaptive fuzzy control system for the
described case.

The proposed adaptive fuzzy model was applied for a temperature control
system when the plant transfer function was known. The control algorithm
includes the following operations : the measurement of the controlled temper-
ature θ; the computing of the control system error ε; the calculation of the
membership functions value µ jI ( ε;θ ) in accordance with the chosen value
of the parameter αi; and the computing of the command value by using the
defuzzyfication method namely the center of area.

The algorithm to adapt the membership function parameters was chosen:

α =






α1 for |ε| < ε1

α2 for |ε1| ≤ |ε| < |ε2|
α3 for |ε| > |ε2|

(4)

The described algorithm for adaptive fuzzy models is based on the modifi-
cation of parameter α of the membership functions in function of the control
system error. The computer simulations for different transfer functions of the
plant proved that presented algorithms offered good results for all studied
cases. The proposed adaptive fuzzy model can be extended for the case when
membership functions have two or more variable parameters. In this case the
nonlinear function Y (ε ) is described by one or more parameters which are
adjusted by adaptive algorithm by using a criteria to improve the system
performances.
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Fig. 5. The adaptive membership functions

For the experienced temperature control system for the control of the
temperature in a building was used. The input of the fuzzy control is the
error (ε = r − θ) and the output is the command.

The response of the system at with classic fuzzy algorithm is presented in
Fig. 6.(a) and the response of the system at with an adaptive fuzzy algorithm
is presented in Fig. 5(b).

          (a)           (b)

Fig. 6. The response of the system
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4 Conclusions

The proposed nonlinear fuzzy models applications are illustrated for two cases,
in the designing of the adaptive control system to adapt the control law, a
nonlinear model, in function of the system performances and in the modeling
of the human operator behavior in complex distributed systems. The human
operator modeling requires the using of the neuro-fuzzy method to obtain
mental and a sensor-motor model. The mathematical model of the human
operator behavior in control systems is nonlinear because the parameters of its
transfer functions are modifying in time and can be considered that they have
constant value only for a small time interval. It has a complex serial-parallel
structure with elements of commutation in function of the mental calculation
results and of the process conditions and because in many applications the
thinking process can be modified in time.
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1 Introduction

In these experiments we explore the practical implementation of pattern gen-
erating electronic circuits. The project takes advantage of fundamental mathe-
matical arguments, based on symmetry, in order to define the circuits and cou-
pling topologies that are used. By constructing networks of low-order dynam-
ical neuron models, and by considering symmetries in the way the neurons are
coupled, including time-shift invariant symmetries, the patterns generated by
the system are reduced to a predictable few. Using the resulting patterns, the
relative phases between the synchronized neurons within the network are used
to define gait patterns that are similar to those found in living quadrupeds.
Electronic circuits based on these observations are engineered to generate the
needed analog signals for driving locomotion in an N-legged robot.

The experiments demonstrate an example central-pattern-generator (CPG)
and its use in guiding a walking robot (in this case a quadruped). The project
begins by adopting the Fitzhugh-Nagumo neuron model as the fundamental
CPG element. In the CPG, the neurons are created using discreet electronic
components, but the full design is modular and extensible, consisting of a
single motherboard (perforated circuit board using discreet components) and
a number of daughter boards that are nearly identical. The motherboard is
used to translate the CPG signals into signals required by servos that drive the
limbs of the robot while the daughter-boards include two neurons each with
parameters and coupling strengths that are programmable via a serial bus.
The mother and daughter-boards together include all the coupling circuitry
needed to make generic and extensible central-pattern generating networks.
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2 Background

Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) are networks of neurons that generate
self-sustaining patterns of behavior for controlling various physiological func-
tions such as locomotion, mastication and respiration [3,4]. CPGs are typically
located in the Central Nervous System (CNS). To initiate a particular func-
tion, the CNS first translates the CPG rhythm into a coordinated pattern of
activity, and it then sends that coordinated pattern to motorneurons inner-
vating muscle fibers. In many cases, the coordinated pattern is just a faithful
image of the CPG rhythm. In invertebrates and primitive vertebrates [5], in
particular, it has been established that the fictive locomotion produced by
the CPG is very similar to the actual rhythmic motor output. Golubitsky et
al. [1, 2, 6, 7] used this fact as a modeling assumption for constructing realis-
tic, biologically-inspired, mathematical models that can reproduce the spatio-
temporal patterns of animal locomotion, called animal gaits. Central to their
works is the postulate that the natural symmetries that are observed through-
out the animal kingdom must be present, to some degree, in the actual CPG
architecture. This postulate leads them to characterize the phase relations in
the gaits of legged animals through periodic solutions, arising via symmetry-
breaking Hopf bifurcations [8] of a coupled system of differential equations
with symmetry. In the special case of quadrupeds, a critical contribution of
the work by Golubitsky et al. is a theorem that states that a network of eight
cells with Z4 × Z2 symmetry is the smallest network that can generate all
primary gaits: walk, jump, trot, bound, pace, and pronk. Furthermore, their
network configuration avoids undesired conjugacies between trot and pace,
which would imply inconsistencies with actual experimental observations.

In this work, we present the first circuit realization of an animal (quadruped)
robot controlled by a CPG network whose design is based on the work of Gol-
ubitsky et al. This Paper is organized as follows. We first present a brief review
of the network model equations for readers not familiar with the literature.
Then we focus on the circuit realization of an individual neuron as well as
on the coupling topology that leads to the actual network implementation.
We demonstrate, through hardware simulations of the CPG network, that
our electronic CPG and our animal robot can indeed generate all primary
gaits–walk, jump, trot, bound, pace, and pronk–just as they were originally
described by theory. (The paper so far lacks a time series or example of a
complete pattern).

3 CPG Network

Following Buono and related works, the minimal CPG network consists of
eight neurons arranged into two bilateral arrays. Within each array, the neu-
rons are interconnected in a directed ring fashion. Across the arrays, however,
the neurons are bidirectionally coupled, pairwise. Figure 1 depicts the actual
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Fig. 1. A minimum of eight neurons is required to generate all the patterns for
locomotion. In the network, the unidirectional coupling within the top and bottom
arrays result in the Z4 symmetry. The bidirectional coupling between the arrays
results in the Z2 symmetry

network. This interconnection scheme leads to Z4 × Z2 symmetry as follows.
Z4 symmetry implies that the network remains unchanged under, simultane-
ous, cyclic permutations of the neurons on each array. Z2 symmetry, on the
other hand, implies invariance under bilateral exchange between neurons of
both arrays. In Fig. 1 the numbered nodes represent the neurons in the CPG
and the arrows represent the direction of the coupling. The responses of the
neurons one through four are used to drive the left-rear, right-rear, left-front
and right-front legs of the robot respectively.

3.1 Neuron Circuit Realization

The internal dynamics of each individual neuron in the network is governed
by the two-dimensional Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations:

ẋ = c

(
x + y − 1

3
x3

)
≡ f1(x, y)

ẏ = −1
c
(x − a + by) ≡ f2(x, y) ,

(1)

where a, b, and c are parameters. The circuit realization of Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model (1) was carried out as a traditional analog computer, where state vari-
ables are represented as voltages on nodes of an electronic circuit. A variety
of simple operational-amplifier based circuits are used to construct the ana-
log computer. Typically a completed analog computer will include sum and
difference amplifier circuits as well as voltage integrating circuits [9]. Special
function circuits, such as those that provide a nonlinear input-output response,
are constructed using piece-wise linear functions.

Construction of an analog computer typically proceeds in the following
way. The system that is being modeled is written in standard form, that is,
as a set of coupled 1st-order differential equations as in (1). As an arbitrary
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starting point, we use the voltage on the first node to represent the variable
ẋ and we use this node as the input to the first integrator to obtain the
state-variable x as a function of time. The output of the integrator, which is
typically scaled by a gain factor, can be used as an input to other op-amp
based circuits for computing functions of x. The outputs of these functions are
then summed using a summing amplifier, the output of which is the initial
starting point ẋ. The equivalency between the left-had side and the right
hand side of the equation representing the system is obtained via feedback in
the analog computer. By starting at any point on the circuit loop described
above, and by carefully accounting for all the gains and sign changes through
the loop of the circuit, an electronic circuit for modeling the time evolution of
the state variable x can be obtained. Circuits for the remaining sate variables
are constructed similarly. Coupling terms between the variables are easily
implemented using the summing amplifiers. For brevity, only a simplified and

Fig. 2. Circuit for ẋ, plus piec-wise nonlinear function for x3

partial schematic for the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model is given here. Figure 2
illustrates a circuit loop used to model the state variable x given in (1). The
inset is the symbol for representing a single neuron in the CPG network as
it appears in Fig. 1. Starting at ẋ and moving counter-clockwise around the
loop, the circuit involves: an inverting integrator, a non-inverting buffer, and a
summing-inverting amplifier, which feeds the input to the integrator. A piece-
wise approximation to x3 is also computed and provided as an input to the
summer, as well as the state variable y. The variable y is computed using a
similarly constructed circuit (not shown). The system parameters a, b, and
c and the time scale are all determined by the values of the resistors and
capacitor shown. Coupling circuits between the neurons allow us to set both
the strength and the signs of the coupling terms XDir and XBi (not shown).

A drawback of this design approach is that the system parameters are set
by physical properties, such as device capacitances and resistances, which are
typically fixed when those devices are fabricated. To circumvent this problem
we use solid-state programmable resistors. This allows us to program the pa-
rameters of the neuron model using a serial buss. We use the same approach
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for programming the coupling strength between neurons within the CPG net-
work. This ability to program the system parameters is necessary for us to
demonstrate all the locomotion patterns using a single network.

3.2 Network Circuit Realization

Using (1), we write the CPG model proposed by Golubitsky et al. in the
following form

ẋi = f1(xi, yi) + XDir(xi−2 − xi) + XBi(xi+ε − xi)

ẏi = f2(xi, yi) + YDir(yi−2 − yi) + YBi(yi+ε − yi) ,
(2)

where i = 1, . . . , 8 mod 8, ε = +1 if i is odd, and ε = −1 when i is even,
and XDir, XBi, YDir, and YBi, are the coupling strengths that appear in
Fig. 1. The network in Fig. 1 is created using the neuron cirtcuit described
above as the unit cell. The system of coupled neurons that make up the CPG
are divided into an array of stackable circuit boards, each containing two
bilaterally coupled Fitzhugh-Nagumo circuits (such as cells one and two in
Fig. 1), and a mother-board that interfaces the CPG to the servos (legs) of
the robot. For example, the network shown in Fig. 1 is implemented using
4 circuit boards. Each neuron board attaches itself to a common serial buss,
making all the system parameters associated with its two neurons available to
be set or read via the buss. Similar to the individual neuron parameters, the
coupling strengths in (2) are also set via the serial buss. The system is can be
extend to robots with more than four legs, such as hexapods, by adding more
neuron boards to the stack.

4 Patterns and Locomotion

To select a particular pattern, the appropriate values for the coupling resistors
are set using the serial bus. These values are then stored in non-volatile mem-
ory on the programmable resistor chips so that, once programmed, the CPG
will generate the walking pattern without any digital support. In this regard,
the CPG system we’ve developed is decentralized, meaning that the com-
putation needed for locomotion is performed using low-level circuits that are
decentralized from higher level circuits. In this system the high-level functions
(which this paper does not address) can be performed using a micro-controller.
Currently a micro-controller is only used to program the system parameters.
A simple look-up table is used to store the appropriate resistor values, based
on the desired mode of locomotion.

Identifying the appropriate system parameters that will result in a de-
sired pattern is a significant challenge to creating useful CPGs. Symmetry
arguments which take advantage of the inherent symmetries of a system can
quickly help to to identify possible solutions and can give some insight into
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the strengths and signs of the coupling terms. For this system, the Z4 × Z2

symmetry allows the single network to support all the known quadruped pat-
terns, pronk, pace, bound, trot, jump and walk, so long as certain certain
sign conventions for the bidirectional and coupling terms are followed. These
conventions are given in Table 1. The table shows what set of coupling signs
are associated with a particular pattern. These methods do not necessarily
provide precise values for the coupling parameters nor do they dictate the
stability of the solution. For this work we use values that are similar to those
suggested in previous work by Golubitsky et al. In practice we find that, as
long as the coupling signs are correct, there is a large parameter space that
can produce any particular stable pattern.

Table 1. Signs of coupling strengths for each of the animal gaits generated by the
electronic CPG

Gait XDir XBi YDir YBi

Pronk + + + +
Pace + – + –
Bound – + – +
Trot – – – +
Jump – + + +
Walk – – + +

4.1 Leg Motion

Given the functioning analog CPG circuit described above, additional cir-
cuitry is needed to translate the time-vary voltages from the CPG into the
pulse-width modulated signals needed for the servo motors. These simple
translation circuits are implemented on the the mother board along with the
micro-controller described above. In this translation there is a convientient
one-to-one comparison between the phases of the syncronized x and y values
of a single neuron and the elevation and the forward (or backward) position
of a leg. Figure 3a is an example single cycle of the x and y variables for a
single neuron as a function of time. For a stable pattern, the x and y vari-
ables are synchronized to each-other, oscillating at a common frequency, with
a constant phase difference between the two. Since one variable always leads
or lags the other, a comparison can be made between the dynamics of the
neuron and the motion of a leg. Specifically, each quadruped’s leg has two
axis of motion, one axis for moving the leg forwards and backwards, and one
axis for raising and lowering the leg. We associate the x variable with for-
ward backward motion and the y variable with raising and lowering the leg.
Figure 3a shows how the proper sequence of movements, associated with the
phase of the neuron, results in coordinated motion of the leg Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3. The phases of a neuron oscillator (a) and the associated movement of a leg
(b)

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We’ve developed the first circuit realization of an animal (quadruped) robot
controlled by a CPG network whose design is based on the work of Golubitsky
et al. The system is extensible and so can support a variety of N-legged ro-
bots. Since the system is programmable and uses non-volatile memory, a wide
variety of behaviors can be explored and is a good example of a decentral-
ized pattern generator. For the quadruped, the system produces several gait
patterns that are functional, in particular the walk and trot patterns. Other
patterns, such as jump, are not well supported by the servo driven legs of our
robot. This is because, although hobby servos can provide the relatively high
torque needed to lift and move the robot, they tend to be too slow for such
movements. Robots with more than four legs can be accommodated simply
by adding more daughter boards to the CPG and by programming the system
appropriately. Using this system, a single network is used to generate all the
needed patterns for locomotion for a particular robot.

Although the resulting CPG is physically large, a similar system is being
developed as a single application-specific integrated circuit and will similarly
demonstrate the concepts behind creating practical GPGs using nonlinear
electronic circuits. The design of that system will be minimalist, and will ben-
efit from our observation that CPG systems that possess inherent symmetries
are robust to the neuron cells being implemented and to the specific form of
the coupling between the cells.

We would like to acknowledge the Naval Research Enterprise Program for
sponsoring this work.
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Abstract. It was in 1896 when S. Arrhenius first noticed the potential effect of
human activities on the carbon cycle and the implications for climate change. He put
forward the theory that CO2 in the atmosphere was an important greenhouse gas and
that it was a by-product of burning fossil fuels. In 1958, Charles Keeling began the
observations at Mauna Loa Observatory, 3650 m up a mountain in Hawaii, regarded
as far enough away from any carbon dioxide source to be a reliable measuring point.
Measurements of CO2 in the atmosphere have been continuous for almost 50 years.
In recent decades, CO2 increased on average by 1.4 parts per million (ppm) a year
because of the amount of fossil fuels burnt.

1 Introduction and History

Carbon is unquestionably one of the most important elements on Earth. It
is the principal building block for the organic compounds that make up life.
Carbon’s electron structure gives it a plus 4 charge, which means that it can
readily form bonds with itself, leading to a great diversity in the chemical
compounds that can be formed around carbon; hence the diversity and com-
plexity of life. Carbon occurs in many other forms and places on Earth; it is a
major constituent of limestone, occurring as calcium carbonate; it is dissolved
in ocean water and fresh water; and it is present in the atmosphere as carbon
dioxide, the second most important greenhouse gas.

The flow of carbon throughout the biosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere,
and geosphere is one of the most complex, interesting, and important of the
global cycles. More than any other global cycle, the carbon cycle challenges
us to draw together information from biology, chemistry, oceanography, and
geology in order to understand how it works and what causes it to change.
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2 Kyoto Protocol

There is growing concern about the impact that increased emissions of cer-
tain gases, known as “greenhouse gases”, are having on the global climate.
Because of this, the Kyoto Protocol has been established to limit emissions of
greenhouse gases.

Under the Kyoto Protocol, industrialised countries and those in transition
to a market economy (the so-called “Annex I countries”) have agreed to limit
or reduce their emissions of these greenhouse gases. The “Annex I Countries”
are those that have taken on emission reduction or limitation targets under
the Kyoto Protocol.

The Protocol sets quantified emission limitations and reduction obliga-
tions with respect to a basket of six gases. Of these, carbon dioxide (CO2),
which derives from the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas, is the
most important. Methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions are also
substantial contributors to the problem. The targets define the amount of
greenhouse gases that the countries are allowed to emit in the “commitment
period” of 2008 to 2012, relative to the amount emitted in 1990. These targets
represent either a cut in emissions or a lower rate of increase in emissions.

3 Mauna Loa

In the late 1950’s, Roger Revelle, an American oceanographer, and a colleague,
Charles Keeling, began monitoring atmospheric CO2 at an observatory on
Mauna Loa, on the big island of Hawaii. The record from Mauna Loa, shown
in Fig. 1 below, is a dramatic sign of global change that captured the attention
of the whole world because it shows that this “experiment” we are conducting
is apparently having a significant effect on the global carbon cycle. The cli-
matologically consequences of this change are potentially of great importance
to the future of the global population.

The Mauna Loa atmospheric CO2 measurements constitute the longest
continuous record of atmospheric CO2 concentrations available in the world.
The Mauna Loa site is considered one of the most favourable locations for
measuring undisturbed air because possible local influences of vegetation or
human activities on atmospheric CO2 concentrations are minimal and any
influences from volcanic vents may be excluded from the records. The methods
and equipment used to obtain these measurements have remained essentially
unchanged during the 47-year monitoring program.

Because of the favourable site location, continuous monitoring, and careful
selection and scrutiny of the data, the Mauna Loa record is considered to be a
precise record and a reliable indicator of the regional trend in the concentra-
tions of atmospheric CO2 in the middle layers of the troposphere. The Mauna
Loa record shows a 19.4% increase in the mean annual concentration, from
315.98 parts per million by volume (ppmv) of dry air in 1959 to 377.38 ppmv
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Fig. 1. Mauna Loa historical records of CO2

in 2004. The 1997–1998 increase in the annual growth rate of 2.87 ppmv rep-
resents the largest single yearly jump since the Mauna Loa record began in
1958. This represents an average annual increase of 1.4 ppmv per year.

4 Carbon Cycle Modelling

We modified the C.free model of carbon cycle (Fiddaman, 1997), which is
an eddy diffusion model with stocks of carbon in the atmosphere, biosphere,
mixed ocean layer, and 10 deep ocean layers.

In the C.free model, all emissions initially accumulate in the atmosphere.
As the atmospheric concentration of CO2 rises, the uptake of CO2 by the ocean
and biosphere increases, and carbon is gradually stored. The atmospheric
flux to the biosphere consists of net primary production (NPP). Net primary
production grows logarithmically as the atmospheric concentration of CO2

increases according to:

NPP = NPP0

(
1 + βb ln

(
Ca

Ca,0

))
(1)

NPP = net primary production
NPP0 = reference net primary production
βb = biostimulation coefficient
Ca = CO2 in atmosphere
Ca,0 = reference CO2 in atmosphere
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Because the relationship is logarithmic, the uptake of CO2 by the biosphere
is less than proportional to the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.
Effects of the current biomass stock, temperature, and human disturbance are
neglected.

It is worth noting that this formulation is not robust to large deviations
in the atmospheric concentration of CO2. As the atmospheric concentration
of CO2 approaches zero, net primary production approaches minus infinity,
which is not possible given the finite positive stock of biomass. As the con-
centration of CO2 becomes very high, net primary production can grow arbi-
trarily large, which is also not possible in reality. Neither of these constraints
is a problem for reasonable model trajectories, though.

To simplify the model, detailed biospheres are aggregated into stocks of
biomass (leaves, branches, stems, roots) and humus (litter, humus).

Cb(t) =
∫

NPP (t) − Cb(t)
τb

dt (2)

Cb = carbon in biomass
τb = biomass residence time

Ch(t) =
∫

ΦCb(t)
τb

− Ch(t)
τh

dt (3)

Ch = carbon in humus
τh = humus residence time
Φ = humification fraction

The interaction between the atmosphere and mixed ocean layer involves a
shift in chemical equilibrium. CO2 in the ocean reacts to produce HCO−

3 and
CO−2

3 . In equilibrium,

Cm = Cm,0

(
Ca

Ca,0

)( 1
ξ )

(4)

Cm = CO2 in mixed ocean layer
Cm,0 = reference CO2 in mixed ocean layer
Ca = CO2 in atmosphere
Ca,0 = reference CO2 in atmosphere
ζ = buffer factor

The atmosphere and mixed ocean adjust to this equilibrium with a time
constant of 9.5 years.

The buffer or Revelle factor, z, is typically about 10. As a result, the
partial pressure of CO2 in the ocean rises about 10 times faster than the total
concentration of carbon.

This means that the ocean, while it initially contains about 60 times as
much carbon as the preindustrial atmosphere, behaves as if it were only 6
times as large.
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The buffer factor itself rises with the atmospheric concentration of CO2

and temperature. This means that the ocean’s capacity to absorb CO2 dimin-
ishes as the atmospheric concentration rises. The temperature effect (which is
omitted in this model) is one of several possible feedback mechanisms between
the climate and carbon cycle.

ξ = ξ0 + δb ln
(

Ca

Ca,0

)
(5)

ζ = buffer factor
ζ0 = reference buffer factor
δb = buffer CO2 coefficient
Ca = CO2 in atmosphere
Ca,0 = reference CO2 in atmosphere

The deep ocean is represented by a simple eddy-diffusion structure similar
to that in the Oeschger model, but with fewer layers. Effects of ocean circula-
tion and carbon precipitation, present in more complex models, are neglected.
Within the ocean, transport of carbon among ocean layers operates linearly.
The flux of carbon between two layers of identical thickness is expressed by:

Fm,n =
(Cm − Cn)e

d2
(6)

Fm,n = carbon flux from layer m to layer n
Ck = carbon in layer k
e = eddy diffusion coefficient
d = depth of layers

The effective time constant for this interaction, e/d2, varies with d, the
thickness of the ocean layers. This model employs a 75 meter mixed layer, five
200 meter middle layers, and five 560 meter deep ocean layers with the time
constants of 1.4 years, 10.0 years and, respectively, 78.4 years. Models with
fewer ocean layers underestimate the short term participation of the ocean in
carbon uptake and must increase uptake by other means to compensate.

5 Model Results

Rockets The historical carbon emissions (Figs. 2–4) summarize two main com-
ponents: from fossil fuels burnt and from land use, since 1850. This data
provides estimates of global net carbon fluxes, on a year-by-year basis from
1850 through 2000, resulting from fossil fuels burnt and changes in land use
(such as harvesting of forest products and clearing for agriculture), taking
into account not only the initial removal and oxidation of the carbon in the
vegetation, but also subsequent regrowth and changes in soil carbon. We used
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Fig. 2. Historical carbon emissions from 1850
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Fig. 3. Different scenarios for carbon emissions

a five years mean of the total historical carbon emissions as an input lookup
for the C.free model.

After 2004, we proposed different scenarios for carbon emissions, accord-
ing with some IPCC emissions scenarios, with Kyoto Protocol and even the
utopist scenario of complete emissions cut-off after 2005.

After running the model with these different scenarios, the results were
in accordance with IPCC models results. We can clearly see that even if we
will stabilize the emissions, the amount of CO2 in atmosphere will continue
to rise.

6 Conclusions

At the 1997 Kyoto conference, 38 industrialized nations agreed to reduce emis-
sions to about 95% of 1990 rates by 2012. While the agreement is better than
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Fig. 4. Projected CO2 levels in atmosphere until 2300

business as usual, rapidly developing nations like China are not signatories,
and their emissions continue to grow. The policy debate has become a fight
over whether to stabilize the emission rate, not the stocks of greenhouse gases
that drive the climate. Even if Kyoto were fully implemented, emissions would
continue to exceed removal and GHG concentrations would continue to rise.
The fight over implementation of the Kyoto Protocol, therefore, has become
a debate about how much more GHG concentrations in the atmosphere will
rise, and how much faster the global climate will warm. Halting warming,
much less reversing it, is not even on the table.
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